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The Software Measurement European Forum 2008 is the fifth edition of the successful 

event for the software measurement community held previously in Rome in 2004, 2005, 2006 
and 2007. In 2008 SMEF was located in Milan, one of the most important European business 
cities. 

SMEF aspires to remain a leading worldwide event for experience interchange and 
knowledge improving on a subject, which is critical for the ICT governance. 

 
The Software Measurement European Forum will provide an opportunity for the 

publication of the latest researches, industrial experiences, case studies, tutorials, best 
practices on software measurement and estimation. This includes measurement education, 
methods, tools, processes, standards and the practical application of measures for 
management, risk management, contractual and improvement purposes. Practitioners from 
different countries will share their experience and discuss current problems and solutions 
related to the ICT Governance based on software metrics. 

 
As the 2008 event focus is chosen: 
  
 “Is Software Measurement useful to Project Risk Management? “ 
 
Most business surveys continue to point out that software projects are still too prone to 

failure. Budget or time deadline overrun are quite common in the market and many software 
projects even do not achieve the core goal of any software project: to deliver a product which 
is used by its expected users in a satisfactory way. When a budget or time overrun happens 
this may be due to 3 main factors: 

• Resources were underestimated at the beginning of the project. 
• Resources were appropriately estimated at the beginning, but the project has been 

poorly managed and much of them were wasted. 
• Resources were appropriately estimated at the beginning, but the scope of the project 

changed in an unmanaged way. 
 
Is software measurement capable to help project managers in keeping project risks low?  
 
Analysis of the CHAOS Standish reports shows that performance measurement will 

increase the success rate of a project. Another result from the analysis shows that what is 
requested to do and what is possible to do does not always match. This issue is addressed 
more specifically by Functional (Software) Size Measurement. Overall, the best results are 
achieved with both measurement types in balance with consistent processes. 

   
Whether it can keep the risks low depends also on the project environment and constraints. 

At least it helps to make the risks visible. And when they are identified, the risks will be 
manageable.   
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With this in mind, the Program Committee asked for papers focusing on the following 

areas: 
• Software Measurement & Project Risk Management. 
• How to integrate Software Measurement into Software Processes. 
• Measurement-driven decision making processes. 
• Data Reporting and dashboards. 
• Software measurement and Balanced Scorecard approaches. 
• Service measurement methods (SLA and KPI). 
• Software measurement in contractual agreements. 
• Software measurement and standard process models (ITIL, ASL, ...). 
• Software measurement and Software Maturity Models (CMM-I, SPICE, Six Sigma, 

...). 
• Software measurement in a SOA environment. 
• Functional size measurement methods (IFPUG and COSMIC tracks). 
• (Software) Measurement to control risk. 

 
It’s quite ambitious to cover all of this, but we are confident that the presentations on the 

conference and the papers in the proceedings will cover most of the issues. The angles chosen 
vary from theory to practise and from academic to pragmatic. This interesting mix of 
viewpoints will offer you a number of (quick) wins to take back.   

 
 
Cristina Ferraroti 
Roberto Meli 
Ton Dekkers 
 
May 2008 
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Risk framework for outsourced strategic IT system development 
from the client perspective 

 
Lili Marziana Abdullah, June M. Verner 

 
 

Abstract 
While a series of risks connected with IT development and IT outsourcing are identified in 

the literature, research on risk in the context of strategic IT system development outsourcing 
is almost non-existent. This study investigates risks that are most likely to cause failure in a 
strategic IT system development outsourcing project, from the client perspective. This study 
examines strategic IT systems from a business strategy perspective and presents the 
characteristics of a strategic IT system by synthesising material from the management 
literature and the IT literature. Three different streams of literature, namely IT development, 
strategic IT, and IT outsourcing, and reported examples of strategic IT system development 
outsourcing project failure are examined. Based on the risks in the literature and using IT 
outsourcing stages as a basis, a risk framework is developed and tested in a preliminary case 
study. The case study investigates the development of a strategic system jointly developed by 
an in-house IT team and outsourcing vendors in Australia. The risk framework developed 
and tested here will assist clients to focus their attention on risks that can lead to failure of 
the outsourced strategic IT system developments. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
IT plays an increasingly strategic role in the business performance of organisations. News 

of organisations venturing into development of strategic IT systems is a common occurrence 
[16, 37, 49]. Because of confidentiality and security issues it has been suggested that only 
non-strategic IT applications should be outsourced, and strategic IT applications should be 
retained in-house or in-sourced [23]. Furthermore, outsourcing strategic IT applications 
require extensive and specific knowledge of the business and its needs [29], and because of 
greater dependency on the vendor [23], it has been regarded as unwise to outsource such 
systems. However, there is a noticeable move towards strategic IT applications outsourcing 
[43, 55], and, for an organisation where its in-house IT department is incapable or unable to 
develop strategic IT systems, outsourcing to a vendor may be the only option. The increasing 
perception of the vendor as a source of resources, capabilities and expertise, and increasing 
confidence from clients in vendors’ competence in developing strategic IT systems has led 
organisations to pursue strategic IT applications outsourcing, and more outsourcing of such 
systems is expected to occur [18]. 

 
A series of risks connected with IT development, IT outsourcing and strategic IT projects 

from case studies, surveys, focus groups and accounts of developer experience have been 
described in the literature. Most of the work on risk has been for general IT systems 
development or for software development projects [6, 20, 30, 33, 34, 44, 50, 51]. Only a few 
researchers have discussed risks in the context of strategic IT [12, 17, 22, 51]. Much of the 
research on IT project risk has centred on the vendor side, identifying risks that can threaten 
in-house systems or software developments. Owing to the increasing level of IT outsourcing 
[25, 32], the growing trend of IT outsourcing to different countries [27, 46] and most 
importantly, the growing concern with failure and dissatisfaction of IT outsourcing 
arrangements [52], research on risk in IT outsourcing has recently increased.  
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However, the scope of IT outsourcing is generalised to a broad view of IT outsourcing 
which includes software development, software maintenance, support operations, disaster 
recovery and data centre operations [2-4, 15, 21, 26, 46, 54]. Overall, only Natovich [36] 
gives a specific account of a strategic IT development outsourcing project but his discussion 
of risk merely focuses on the vendor’s ability and willingness to fulfil its obligations and is 
without an analysis of strategic IT implications. Most of the research is from the client 
perspective with only Taylor [47, 48] taking the vendor’s view. It is evident that research on 
risk in the context of strategic IT development outsourcing projects is almost non-existent 
with little recognition of risks of outsourced strategic IT development projects. A client’s 
understanding of the risks when outsourcing a strategic IT development project can not only 
ensure success with the achievement of the business goals, but may also help to foster better 
cooperation and partnership with the vendor(s). 

 
Hence, the primary motivation for the study presented here is to build on previous 

research and to provide a much needed practical means for clients to identify the risks most 
likely to cause the failure of a strategic IT system development outsourced project. Risk in 
this study is defined as a condition that may lead to the failure of the outsourced strategic IT 
system development project to deliver the intended or promised benefits to the client. Failure 
here is accepted to mean any of the following [42]: 

• The client’s real requirements are not met by the system. 
• The system does not work as intended even though the requirements are met. 
• The system is not delivered when actually needed by the clients. 
• The system is difficult to use and hence, not used. 

 
A completed project may be a failure or a failure may refer to a cancelled project. 
 
We next examine strategic IT systems from a business strategy perspective and present the 

characteristics of a strategic IT system by synthesising management and IT literature; such 
definitions are currently lacking. The development of a risk framework and a preliminary 
case study which tests the framework are described in Section 3. The results of the case study 
are presented in Section 4. We conclude with suggestions for further research in Section 5. 

 
2. Strategic IT Systems 

The characteristics of a strategic IT system, addressed by this study, apply mainly to for-
profit organisations. Hence, for the purpose of this work an IT system is a strategic IT system 
if it meets all of the following criteria: 

1. It can be any type of hybrid IT system that may comprise internally or externally 
focused systems but is either applied to processes or practices that support the 
business’s core product or service, or is part of the core product or service, that the 
organisation provides to its customers. 

2. It improves the competitive position of the organisation relative to its competitors and 
consequently, contributes to the growth, earnings or other aspects of profitability of 
the organisation. 

3. It enables the organisation to differentiate itself from its competitors in the industry. 
4. It enables the organisation to sustain its competitive advantage for a long enough 

period before being replicated by competitors. 
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Based on Porter’s [41] view of strategy and Oliver’s [38] working definition of strategy, 
strategy provides the means for an organisation to improve its competitive position or ability 
to compete with its competitors. An organisation possesses competitive advantage over its 
competitors if it sustains growth and earnings ahead of the average of all other organisations 
competing in its industry [19, 24, 40]. In essence, the ultimate aim of strategy is to enable the 
organisation to achieve sustainable competitive advantage – an ongoing state of competitive 
advantage. 

Strategic IT systems can either be those that are built for internal purposes or those that 
transform or make a difference in the ways an organisation competes. An IT system only 
become “strategic” when it contributes directly to the organisation’s business strategies and 
affects its competitive position. Strategic IT systems can have great impact and provide 
significant returns to an organisation. However, developing such systems involves a certain 
level of innovation and entails high risk [11, 53]. 

 
3. Method 

IT project risk has been receiving much attention recently. Review of the research in IT 
development, strategic IT, and IT outsourcing, uncovered a number of authors who identify 
risks that may occur during IT development projects. Although the risks were discussed in 
different contexts, these sources are useful as they allow us to develop an initial risk 
framework for outsourced strategic IT developments. However, while risk from these sources 
refers to negative consequences, not all risks were reported as contributing to the failure of a 
project. Hence, accounts of outsourced strategic IT system development project failure 
reported in the literature were investigated. Only IT systems that conform to the proposed 
characteristics of strategic IT systems were examined. Risks were then evaluated against 
project failure and the failure factors existing in the literature, to determine which risks are 
most likely to contribute to outsourced project failure. Using the risks in the literature and the 
different IT outsourcing stages as a basis, a risk framework was developed and tested in a 
preliminary case study with a strategic IT system. 

 
3.1. Risk Framework 

The characteristics of a strategic IT system were used as the basis for identifying cases in 
the literature that can be classified as strategic IT systems development. Drawing on the cases 
of failed strategic IT system development that involved a major outsourcing activity [7, 9, 10, 
14, 28, 39, 45, 56], the failure factors that emerge are various combinations associated with 
the following three major factor groups: 

• Client. 
• Vendor. 
• Project. 

 
Examination of risks from IT development, strategic IT and the IT outsourcing literature 

show a similar association with these three sources. Since many of these risks also apply to 
outsourced strategic IT system development, the risks are synthesised and evaluated based on 
their possible relevance. The resulting risks are then grouped according to these three 
categories and later, compared against failure factors identified from cases of outsourced 
strategic IT system failure. Categorising risks into three groups helps to establish which risk 
falls under the responsibility of the client or vendor or both. There are similarities between 
failure factors and risks in the literature but the cases provide further insight into how the 
risks lead to project failure and the subtle differences arising from different contexts. 
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Table 1 shows the risks identified from the literature that aligns with the failure factors. 
The resulting list of risks from the literature is not included in this paper due to space 
constraints but is available from the authors. 

 
Table 1: Risk list 

A. Risks associated with Client and Vendor  
1. Client has unrealistic expectations about what can be achieved. This 

includes having multiple objectives for the outsourced project and 
ambitious use of bleeding-edge technology. 

[44, 54] 

2. Client has insufficient financial reserves. Implementing a project requires 
substantial budget and this risk concerns the lack of client’s capital to fund 
the project and cover hidden service costs. 

[6, 27] 

3. There are changes in client’s and/or vendor’s business model that affects 
the project. Decline in the strategic importance of a client’s business 
environment may result in de-escalation of a vendor’s commitment to the 
project. The business environment may change dramatically forcing 
adjustments in business strategy and the system is no longer deemed 
functionally appropriate. 

[12, 36] 

4. Disagreements among client’s internal groups or departments. Serious 
differences in requirements, design, deliverables etc., among the project 
stakeholders. 

[44] 

5. Client’s weak management. Staff members are not capable of managing the 
contract and relationship. This includes poor project management, failure to 
recognise project threats, lack of vendor governance and not involving the 
real users. 

[15] 

6. User’s resistance to change. Users are not willing to cooperate during 
development or use the system. 

[51] 

7. Adversarial relationship between client and vendor. This can lead to 
disputes, which may lead to a mutual lack of trust and escalating costs.  

[36] 

8. Client lacks experience with outsourcing. Clients who lack experience with 
outsourcing may underestimate contracting costs, project setup costs and 
management costs. This also affects the monitoring abilities of the client. 

[4, 5, 15] 

9. Client and/or vendor lack experience and expertise with outsourced project 
activities. There is a possibility of incurring unexpected costs if the client 
does not have enough knowledge of the activity to provide the vendor with 
a complete description of the task to be carried out and to clearly 
communicate its needs. Additionally, lack of experience and expertise can 
impact the ability of the client to adequately manage the contract since the 
client will have difficulty in assessing the quality of work done. A lack of 
experience and expertise by the vendor may be a cause of poor service 
quality and may expose the client to competitors which in turn affects the 
client’s profitability. 

[2, 4, 5, 
15] 

10. Client and/or vendor lack technical skills. The client’s IT department may 
not have the skill levels needed to cooperate effectively with the vendor. 
On the other hand, the vendor may actually lack the skills to select and 
adapt technology appropriate to the task or to carry out the real task. 

[17, 26, 
47] 

11. Size of client and/or vendor organisation. A vendor of small size may not 
have the necessary resources for the project and cannot ensure an 
appropriate level of service. 

[2, 4] 
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12. High turnover in either client or vendor staff. Once a development project 
is outsourced, client staff may see their own value to the company 
declining and this may lead to low morale. 

[27, 46] 

13. Biased portrayal by vendor. A vendor may exaggerate its abilities and 
resources, or the vendor was overoptimistic about its true capacity to 
adequately do the project. 

[2, 4] 

14. Vendor lacks understanding of the capabilities and readiness of client. The 
vendor understands little about the capabilities and readiness of the client 
for the implementation of a new system. This includes the organisational 
culture of the client that may be very different from that of the vendor. 

[47] 

B. Risks associated with Project  
15. Interdependence of activities. The performance of one piece of work 

depends either directly or indirectly on the completion of other pieces of 
work done in-house, outsourced or sub-contracted. It can be difficult to 
address the interfaces, but if not addressed properly, the conduct of the 
client’s business is disrupted. 

[2, 4, 5] 

16. Too much technological indivisibility. Current systems are very integrated 
or interconnected and problems can occur in terms of responsibility 
between different vendors or between vendor’s and client’s domain. 

[15] 

17. Significant integration and customisation required. Many strategic systems 
include different combinations of packages and systems. This complicates 
the task and makes cost assessment more difficult thus increasing the 
probability of hidden service costs. 

[4, 47] 

18. Poorly articulated requirements. The client has difficulties in defining the 
scope and requirements of the project and this leads to constant negotiation 
and revisions. Miscommunication and misperceptions can result in people 
not sharing or communicating ideas. 

[27, 36] 

19. Project has unrealistic schedule and budget. This includes setting 
impractical deadlines or functionality expectations in a specified time 
period, and setting the budget before defining the project, or without 
considering the scope, or poorly estimating the scope. 

[8, 44] 

20. Uncertainty about the legal environment. This can lead to unexpected 
management costs, disputes and litigation. 

[4] 

21. Unmanaged scope creep. Continual requests for changes can give rise to 
disputes and even litigation. Increasing scope may result in losses for the 
vendor with a fixed price contract and leads to de-escalation of vendor’s 
commitment to the project. 

[27, 36] 

22. Vendor’s noncompliance with specified methodologies. Expected 
methodologies are not used in practice. 

[27] 

23. Lack of audit and control. The client must continuously monitor the 
performance of the system and vendor. The need for audit and control 
becomes more critical since corporate information and confidential 
information are accessible to vendor.  

[46] 

24. Level of change required to processes, practices, workflow, structures etc. 
This involves the extent of changes that the system development will 
require to the client’s processes, practices, workflows, structures etc. 

[6, 35] 
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3.2. Preliminary Case Study 
In order to test our framework and to better understand risks that are significant and 

require close attention by a client of an outsourced strategic IT development project, a 
preliminary case study was conducted. The case study also offers an opportunity to examine 
the risks according to the stages of an IT outsourcing process shown in Figure 1 [1, 13, 31].  

 

 Figure 1: IT outsourcing process 
 
The study conducted is an electronic bill payment development project, a strategic 

initiative of a group of Australasian financial institutions. Data were collected from a face-to-
face semi-structured interview with the chief technology officer (CTO) who has thirty-five 
years IT experience, and who was involved in the decision making process and oversight of 
the project. In order to ensure that the system studied was an appropriate strategic IT system, 
questions related to the characteristics of strategic IT systems were asked. Responses to the 
questions confirmed that the project reviewed involved the development of a strategic IT 
system. The project, which aimed at providing payment services for 190 of its client 
members, was considered a first in financial services in Australasia. It used a technology that 
was new at the time. The project involved fifteen internal staff members, who acted as the 
system integrator, and several hardware and software vendor companies. The prime vendor 
for the project located in Australia, was responsible for the back-end web based part of the 
system. 

 
The project took nine months to complete and was regarded as a success. The interviewee 

was more than ready to talk about a successful project at this initial stage. He highlighted 
several risks that were critical and that had to be mitigated to ensure successful completion 
and thus, required close attention by the client during the course of the project. 

 
4. Results 

This study revealed a close match between the risks highlighted by the interviewee and 
several of the risks in Table 1. Which risks were perceived as significant to the organisation, 
as the system integrator, as well those relating to the client and how these risks relate to the 
IT outsourcing phases and what risk-mitigating practices were adopted by the organisation 
were discussed.  
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Table 2 shows the practices identified and the risks that were mitigated. 
 

Table 2: Risks and mitigating practices 
Pre-contract  
Client has unrealistic 
expectations about what can be 
achieved. 

Organisation was clear on the type of system needed and 
the scope of work to be achieved within the estimated time 
frame. Though the object-oriented technology that it 
wanted had not been deployed by the financial services 
organisation before, it had been used in other types of 
systems. 

Poorly articulated requirements A clear understanding of the organisation’s and clients’ 
needs enabled the requirements, in particular, the back end 
system to be specified in detail in a request for proposals. 

Client’s weak management The project manager appointed was an experienced 
project manager, and effective in managing tasks and 
governing the team and vendors. The CTO emphasised the 
importance of appointing a project manager with a 
business background rather than a technical background. 
He felt that a project manager with a technical background 
is more likely to be interested in experimenting with 
possible technical solutions and this can lead to scope 
creep and a lack of focus on the deliverables. 

• Biased portrayal by vendor 
• Vendor lacks experience and 

expertise with outsourced 
project activities 

• Vendor lacks technical skills 

These three risks can be interrelated since a vendor who 
exaggerates, or is overoptimistic about its capacity, may 
turn out to be lacking in experience, expertise and the 
skills to fulfil the task. The organisation went through a 
tender process to select the vendor. Final selection was 
based on the most cost-effective solution, and even though 
this was the first banking project for the vendor, the 
vendor had experience with big, complex projects e.g., in 
the defence sector. This increased the confidence of the 
client organisation. In addition the client was only 
interested in vendors who responded quickly to the 
proposal noting “if they had the expertise and were 
confident, they would respond quickly. If they were 
unsure about their capabilities and finally decided they 
might be able to do it they would take longer.” 
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Contract   
Client and vendor are unclear 
about their roles and 
responsibilities 

The roles and responsibilities of the internal staff and the 
vendor, together with the expected deliverables, were 
clearly specified in the contract. 

Poor or incomplete contracting A comprehensive contract was developed and adhered to. 
The CTO also stressed the need to get an agreed set of 
requirements before starting the project and defined sets 
of testing data at an early stage. Failure to do so may lead 
to scope creep. His contract covered the definition of 
requirements with milestones, penalties for non-
performance and non-delivery, and post-outsourcing 
activities and support. 

Post-contract  
Adversarial relationship 
between client and vendor 

The organisation closely monitored the vendor even 
though the vendor was not on-site. Regular face-to-face 
meetings were held with the vendor. Any arising issues 
were resolved immediately. 

Unmanaged scope creep Requirements had been agreed and were detailed in the 
contract, and delivery was monitored throughout. Changes 
to the back-end components of the system were not 
required. However, there were frequent changes made to 
the system interfaces but these were well managed. 

Lack of audit and control Because of the new technology employed and a few 
uncertainties with technical implementation of the 
requirements, the organisation conducted frequent 
scenario testing to test functionality as the development 
progressed. 

 
It was interesting to note that several of the risks in Table 2 are interrelated and some 

practices of the organisation at the early stages of development were crucial in mitigating 
risks that may occur at a later stage of the project. Though these risks are of interest to the 
client, the owner and the responsibility for managing the risks from the contract phase and 
beyond, belonged to both client and vendor. 

In addition, the risks concerning the contract, which were identified in the IT outsourcing 
literature, were not discussed in the literature that dealt with cases of outsourced strategic IT 
failure but were highlighted as critical factors in our discussion. 

 
The study also drew attention to the following important lessons learned for a strategic IT 

development outsourcing project: 
1. Lock in a clear set of requirements in the contract at the start of the project right down 

to test data. 
2. Appoint a capable project manager with a business background. 
3. Conduct regular testing. 

 
However, more studies with varied project outcomes will follow to enable a richer study 

of risks. 
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5. Conclusions 
The study reported here has identified some critical risks that clients should be aware of 

when outsourcing a strategic IT system development project. The IT development, strategic 
IT and IT outsourcing literature provided an extensive set of risks but less is known about 
risks in cases where a strategic IT development project includes outsourcing activities. 
Examples of failed strategic IT development projects have provided some understanding of 
the applicability and distinctiveness of some of the risks in the literature with respect to 
outsourced strategic IT development projects. 

 
Further research is needed to gain better insight into risks that are of importance to clients 

of outsourced strategic IT system development initiatives and this paper represents a first 
move in that direction. Our preliminary case study highlighted risks that were identified as 
important to a client organisation in a strategic IT development project and how the practices 
of the organisation mitigated these risks. It is important to recognise that during the contract 
and post-contract phases, the owner of the risks and the responsibility for managing the risks 
may include both the client and vendor. 

 
However, this particular case study is an example of a project with a successful outcome 

and therefore, more case studies with varied project outcomes especially failed projects are 
needed to build a richer risk framework. This will assist clients to focus their attention on 
potential problems that can lead to failure of the outsourced strategic IT system 
developments. Hence, the significance of the risks discussed in this paper will be further 
explored and examined through comprehensive case studies. 
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Software process measurement utilisation from the project risk 
perspective 

 
Jari Soini 

 
 
Abstract 

In the current decade, software organisations are, maybe more than ever, focusing their 
attention on measurement in software engineering. There is a growing need for the use of 
objective information in decision making as well as software project management. In the 
long-term, only realistic estimations are in the interests of both customer and supplier. 
However, in practice, organisations are forced to prioritise their measurement operations 
and targets. Measurement should be adequate and extensive, but at the same time consume 
little effort. This equation is rather difficult to realise in practice. Choosing the correct 
measurement entities and ranking the importance of measurement indicators is a challenging 
task in software engineering. This paper uses an empirical case study to examine how 
measurement was implemented in practice from the perspective of software. The possible risk 
sectors from the software project perspective are also evaluated based on the study results. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
Measurement is an integral part of modern software development work. In software 

engineering measurement can be used and utilised in various ways for many different 
purposes [1, 2]. Regardless of the purpose it is used for, the aim is mainly to generate value 
for the organisation [3]. This value does not mean only improved financial profit, but also 
many other factors such as customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction, efficiency of 
processes, etc. Additionally, the information obtained by measurement, often detailed and 
objective information on the progress of the process or project, is particularly helpful for 
communicating to the upper level [4]. In practice, measurement can be utilised for defining 
the status of the software process, monitoring the progress of improvement actions as well as 
analysing the effect of consciously made changes or observing deviant behaviour in the 
software process. The increased control and early feedback of the software process and its 
status that are achieved are the key advantages of software process measurement. 

In software engineering, measurement is traditionally used for software process and 
project management operations [4]. Measurement is used for collecting information in 
ongoing projects and predicting the behaviour of forthcoming projects by analysing and 
comparing measurement results. From the project management viewpoint, measurement 
helps to define and implement plans, to allocate scarce resources to put those plans into 
place, and to monitor progress and performance against those plans. Ebert [5] supports this 
opinion and has emphasised that successful project control is impossible without close 
tracking of actual results versus the project plan. Moreover, measurement can also be utilised 
for controlling potential risks during the software project. One of the main aims of software 
measurement is to make software development work more visible, and to perceive potential 
risks even before they evolve into a real problem. 

The information relating to the software process and software project is available for 
measurement during the entire software life cycle. As a result of the nature and special 
features of software engineering, the software process has some recognisable phases which 
need to be taken into account more carefully and therefore they are the most likely to be 
subjected to measurement. With the empirical case study, our aim is to examine which phases 
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and objects the software process measurement is focused in practice. The aim of this paper, 
based on the case study results, is to bring out and discuss the issues and objects that, if left 
unmeasured, will create risk factors for the software project and also the end product. 

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the context of the study, including 
the special characteristics related to the research environment and also the key factors that we 
must be aware of when examining the research theme. Section 3 introduces the case study, 
presents the study results and also analyses and discusses the consequences of the 
observations made concerning the study results. Finally, a summary of the paper is presented 
in section 4. 

 
2. Rationale for measurement in software engineering 

The key issues behind the study context are discussed in this section. The nature and 
special characteristics of software engineering and their effects on its measurement are 
presented below. 

 
2.1. Software engineering – a challenging business environment 

Software engineering differs from other manufacturing industries in many ways. The 
software industry has many special characteristics that distinguish it from other traditional 
branches of industry [6, 7]. The special characteristics of software engineering include 
invisibility, which causes difficulties in monitoring and verifying the degree of software 
readiness; uniqueness, meaning that software programs are not the same; non-scalability, i.e. 
the software project size affects the process model used; and discontinuity, since software 
behaviour in error conditions is unpredictable. Trying to produce something that is not 
concrete, which means that the progress of the work is difficult to measure, is modified until 
the end of the work and is mostly unique, sounds challenging and, at least in this case, it is a 
challenge. In particular, the intangible and complex nature of software engineering makes it 
difficult to plan and control and also causes difficulties in formulating standard practices [8, 
9]. Additionally, difficulties in project breakdown and monitoring the progress of the project 
affect the way the software development process goes on. Moreover, the nature of software 
engineering emphasises the human aspect. As Ould [9] has stated, software engineering is at 
the same time an intellectual and a sociological design activity carried out in an environment 
of learning and has features that cannot be planned or controlled similarly to some other 
fields of engineering. These are examples of the special characteristics which cause 
difficulties related to carrying out software engineering and obviously also pose challenges 
from the measurement point of view. However, the fact is that we have to live with these 
phenomena. These factors cannot be eliminated, but we can examine solutions and practices 
that help us to live with the situation. 

 
2.2. Measurement – a challenging task in a challenging business environment 

The business environment presented above also places special requirements on the 
measurement of operations. Measurement can be performed for all processes during software 
engineering and choosing the correct measurement entities and ranking the importance of 
measurement indicators is therefore quite challenging. The allocation, scope, coverage, 
selection of individual metrics and the final set of metrics are very interesting and 
demanding. There are a lot of measurement targets on offer, but in the real world, the volume 
of measurement is effectively limited by time and money. One of the main issues related to 
measurement is focusing it on the relevant and appropriate objects in the software 
development process. There are a number of various factors that can affect the end result 
when prioritising and focusing measurement in software development work. 
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The phases of the software development process and the functions inside the phases that it 
is especially essential to monitor and measure for the final outcome must be identified. In 
addition to this, we should take into account the distribution balance of the measurement, 
from the viewpoint of the development process and also the organisational level [10]. When 
planning a new or strengthening an existing measurement program, we should attempt to 
ensure that the measurement covers the software processes and also different organisation 
levels fairly. However, in practice, this impartiality does not always occur. According to 
Solingen and Berghout [11], a typical situation is that during the development process, 
measurement is inadequate for making corrective actions. Moreover, Rubin [12] has reported 
in his study that, when implementing software measurement programs, two out of ten 
problems which lead to failure are simply the intensive use of a single measurement, or 
conversely, the use of too many. There is also the possibility that measurement focuses on the 
wrong objects or the measurement results are delivered to the “wrong” persons [13]. Clearly, 
there are a lot of challenges and issues related to process measurement and its focus in 
software engineering. These challenges and difficulties are partly due to the nature of 
software engineering as well as people’s overall attitude to measurement. 

 
3. Measurement focus in practice: An empirical case study 

This section first describes the research project and also the sample from where the 
empirical results examined here were obtained (3.1). Secondly, the study results focused on 
measurement bias perspective (3.2). Finally, there is a discussion of the study results from the 
perspective of software project risk (3.3). 

  
3.1. Description of the case study 

The research results dealt with in this paper are based on a software research project 
carried out between 2005 and 2007. The context and motivation of the research project were 
issues and problems observed in relation to software quality [14, 15]. The aim and scope of 
the project was to examine the current metrics and measurement practices for measuring 
software processes and product quality in software organisations. Based on the perceived 
need for improved measurement knowledge in Finnish software companies, the SoMe 
(Software Measurement) -project was established in autumn 2005, initiated by FiSMA (the 
Finnish Software Measurement Association) [16] and two Finnish universities, the Tampere 
University of Technology (TUT) [17] and the University of Joensuu (UJ) [18]. FiSMA is a 
non-profit making organisation created to promote the usage and utilisation of software 
measurement to improve the quality of processes and products. The approach selected for 
examining the recognised issues in relation to software quality was an empirical study, with 
the aim of examining measurement practices related to the software process in Finnish 
software companies. The nature and goals of this research project were such that a literature 
review alone was not enough to produce solutions. For this reason and also because the aim 
was to determine the current situation and existing practices related to the software process 
measurement, the research work was carried out using an empirical study. 

The population of the study consists of Finnish software companies all over Finland that 
are members of FiSMA. A total of ten companies, out of the 40 members of FiSMA, 
participated in this study. By number of employees, the companies range in size from 195 to 
24,000 (Total), or from 30 to 5,000 (SE) if only the organisational units involved in software 
engineering are counted (see Table 1). The common characteristics shared by these 
companies are that their core business is the supply of software projects and that they carry 
out software development independently. 
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Table 1: Size of participating companies by number of employees 

 
The research method used included a series of personal interviews, combined with a 

detailed questionnaire. The methods of collecting and analysing the research material as well 
as the entire research process have been described and documented carefully in previously 
research papers made from the results of the research project in question [19][20]. 

The final goal of the research project was to create a measurement knowledge base 
consisting of a large metrics database for use by the participating software companies and to 
enhance measurement-related knowledge sharing between them. The expression of this final 
outcome was a web-based information system for measurement knowledge transition, which 
was successfully implemented in April 2007 [20]. 

 
3.2. Case study results from the measurement bias perspective 

A total of 116 metrics were collected from the ten organisations. After discarding those 
that were out of the scope of the study (23 metrics) and those that lacked the information we 
needed (8), we were left with 85 metrics. Table 2 (below) shows how the measurement was 
focused in practice; the ISO/IEC 15504 (SPICE) standard [21] was used as a framework to 
classify the metrics in suitable categories that were named after the SPICE processes. The 
titles of the metrics are also the names of the measurement objects and they are derived from 
the data collected from the participants. Similar measurement objects were combined under a 
single title. The numbers on the right indicate the number of metrics within each title and the 
number of organisations using those particular metrics. 

 
Table 2: The distribution of metrics according to the SPICE framework 
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  # of   # of
metrics  comp.

Engineering process group (ENG)
ENG 1. REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION
     Number of changes during a project 2 2
ENG 6. SOFTWARE CONSTRUCTION
     Delta SLOC 1 1
     Size (Function points) 1 1
     Size (LOC and complexity) 2 2
ENG 8. SOFTWARE TESTING
     Number and type of defects found 5 5
     Test case success rate 1 1
     Test coverage (use case <> test case) 1 1
     Number of defects during implementation 1 1
     Error correction speed 1 1
ENG 11. SW INSTALLATION
     Number of defects in acceptance testing 1 1
ENG 12. SW & SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
     Distribution of customer work 1 1
     Number of errors in use 3 3
     Error cost percentage 2 2

Operation process group (OPE)
OPE 1. OPERATIONAL USE
     Number of customer contacts 2 2
     Number of customer contacts per product 1 1
OPE 2. CUSTOMER SUPPORT
     Delivery quality (customer satisfaction) 2 2
     Customer satisfaction (about service) 3 2
     Customer feedback after project 4 4
     Customer stakeholder feedback 3 2
     Consultant feedback 1 1

  # of   # of
metrics  comp.

Management process group (MAN)
MAN 2. ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT
     Process conformance 1 1
     Maintenace feedback 1 1
MAN 3. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
     Effect of changes to workload (in hours) 1 1
     Project completeness 3 3
     Project schedule 5 4
     Project costs 4 4
     Error correction effort (in hours) 2 2
     Staying in planned schedule 4 4
     Accuracy of effort estimations 8 6
     Invoice rate (time used in invoiced tasks) 1 1
     Productivity (function points/hour) 4 3
     Task completeness 3 3
     Use case cost 2 2
     Resource deviations 1 1

Process improvement group (PIM)
PIM 2. PROCESS ASSESSMENT
     Process quality (SPICE assessment) 2 2
     Process quality (self assessment) 1 1
     Process maturity (benchmarking/SPI) 1 1

Support process group (SUP)
SUP 1. QUALITY ASSURANCE
     Defect Density 1 1
SUP 2. VERIFICATION
     Requirements conformance (traceability) 1 1
     Documentation status 1 1
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As shown in Table 2, the measurement activities in the research scope were emphasised 
strongly in certain sectors. According to the SPICE framework used, the measurement 
activities were focused primarily on the management process group (MAN). Inside this 
process group the measurement was mainly focused on monitoring and controlling issues 
related to project management objects with 38 out of all 40 metrics. The realisation of 
estimated costs, schedules and workloads were monitored most frequently. In practice, there 
is a wide consensus for a strong connection between project management and measurement 
[4, 22]. Moreover, the emphasis on measurement in the project management sector was fairly 
predictable, based on the knowledge that most of the work in the participant organisations is 
done in the form of projects. In contrast, from a more positive viewpoint, this result can be 
seen as indicating strong upper management involvement, which is considered one of the 
most crucial factors for success in software measurement [23]. 

Another widely measured sector was customer satisfaction. 13 out of the 16 metrics inside 
the operational process group (OPE) were devised to measure that aspect in one way or 
another. However, it can be assumed that the main goal of this kind of customer survey is to 
keep the customer as a client in the future as well, rather than examining the quality issues 
related to carrying out the software process. In fact, this information can be utilised when 
evaluating the quality of the service and/or software delivery processes. 

In this paper we are especially interested in examining measurement activities regarding 
the software development process. Regarding the actual software development process, in 
practice the engineering process group (ENG) in SPICE, the majority of the metrics, 10 out 
of 22, were related to software testing. This phenomenon, the strong emphasis of measuring 
actions during the testing phase, is fairly common in software engineering [22]. Moreover, 
the literature dealing with product measurement in software engineering mainly focuses on 
product defects. From the software quality assurance point of view, this result revealed that 
the testing phase is crucial to that perspective [24]. However, this situation also lends itself to 
criticism. Although it must be remembered that product defects are a part of product quality, 
they are still only one single part of it. Very often this strong measurement emphasis in the 
testing phase causes a situation where measurement in other development work phases is 
done to a lesser degree. As in this case, it was notable that in the engineering process group 
(ENG) there were only a few metrics relating to e.g. the phases at the beginning of the 
software development process (i.e. the requirement definition or design phases) or those used 
for the quality of process and process work products. 

 
3.3. Analysing of the case study results from the perspective of software project 

risk 
In this section the case study results are examined from the perspective of potential risks 

noticed as a result of the measurement emphasis. The main focus here is on examining and 
discussing the software process phases and the objects in them that it is essential to measure 
for software development and thus also the software project perspective, but which in 
practice are subjected to less measurement. 

 
3.3.1. Earlier phases of the software process 

As far as measurement is concerned, we can say that the benefit of an individual metric 
depends strongly on the ongoing phase of the software process. In general it can be said that 
in the software process, measurement becomes more precise as it moves toward the end of 
the process [25]. The later in the software process the phase concerned, the more exact the 
information available on the essence of the software will be [24]. However, even though it is 
not easy, it is essential to perform measurement at the beginning of the software process too. 
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As a matter of fact, the phases at the beginning of the software process in particular must 
be controlled and monitored carefully [26]. 

On the basis of the case study results, it can be stated that the measurement was not 
necessarily carried out in a balanced way between the software process phases as suggested 
above. There were notably fewer metrics which can be used for controlling and monitoring 
the focal issues in the earlier phases of the software process. For example, there is a lack of 
measurement relating to documentation, requirements and their stability as well as their 
changes or changes as a whole. However, these issues are some of the most critical: firstly, to 
define carefully and secondly, to monitor and measure precisely. For instance, if there is an 
obscurity or a failing related to the requirements after the requirement specification phase, it 
will mean a lot of work and money in the later software lifecycle phases. 

 
3.3.2. Software requirements 

If the case study results are considered from the software project perspective, it is clear 
that one of the most potential factors that cause changes in the project scope - and therefore 
create the risk e.g. of increasing the project schedule and cost – relate precisely to the 
software requirements. In software engineering, maybe more than in any other industry, 
success in managing the software requirements - their definition and also their stability - is 
crucial for the final outcome as well as the success of the project [7]. For example, 
requirement stability is applicable during all life-cycle phases, from project inception to the 
end. In practice, the requirement stability indicators are most important precisely in the 
earlier phases of the software process i.e. during the requirements and design phases. 
However, managing this issue is widely recognised to be a challenge. [22, 27]. In fact, the 
phenomenon called requirement leakage is one of the biggest recognised problems in 
software engineering [28]. Requirement leakage means the supplementary requirements that 
creep in to the software under development without a distinct acceptance process or without 
examination of their effect. This phenomenon is indeed one of the major reasons for project 
schedule overruns and work effort and therefore one of the biggest causes of the most 
common problems in software projects. According to Capers Jones [29], in a medium-size 
software project about 25 % of the software requirements are added to the project after the 
requirements are defined. Typically, nobody knows exactly where these requirements came 
from or who are responsible for them. Nevertheless, their effect on the amount of work and 
also on costs is clear. In spite of who, why or on whose behalf these additional requirements 
were ordered and leaked in to the software, this issue must be carefully taken under control, 
immediately after the requirements are defined at the beginning of the software life cycle 
process. Obviously this phenomenon is one of the most potential risk factors for changing the 
software project scope. However, it must be noted that before the requirement stability can be 
controlled and measured it is necessary to make an accurate requirements definition. It is 
very important to specify and determine the requirements in the requirement definition phase 
in as much detail as possible. This helps a lot if, and very often when, in the later phase of the 
project one has to check from the original requirement definition document whether it is a 
matter of making some existing requirements more precise or a supplementary requirement. 
Based on the study results, not one of the participant companies had measured requirement 
stability, which is a fairly alarming finding. Moreover, in close relation to this there was only 
one company with a metric for addressing customer requirement realisation and requirement 
traceability issues. This result also caused some surprise. One would expect the realisation of 
defined customer requirements to be one of the primary issues to be monitored and measured 
in software engineering. 
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3.3.3. Software changes 
Another fairly little measured factor was changes during the software process. The case 

study results show that only two metrics were used for this purpose and both of them merely 
counted the number of changes. However, there is a wide consensus that changes are one of 
the most potential risk factors in software projects. Changing the scope or customising the 
content during the software project often means that the estimated work required is exceeded 
and the planned project timetable overruns. Furthermore, it should be noted that there is one 
more special feature in software engineering which relates to resources. Unlike many other 
industries, there are minimum and maximum time limits in software engineering for carrying 
out software project work, regardless of the amount of resources. It must be recognised that 
one cannot go over or below these time limits irrespective of the number of persons involved 
in the project [30]. Perhaps the most well known mistake that can be made in software 
development work is to add human resources to a software project that is delayed. Due to this 
“special characteristic”, all possible changes that can affect the scope of the software under 
development must continue to be monitored and controlled and also evaluated very carefully 
if and when they arise. In software engineering, it is especially important to monitor any 
changes that focus on the requirements. If changes are made to the requirement definition, the 
later in the life cycle this change is made, the bigger risk there is to the reliability of the 
software [31]. Additionally, it is very difficult to evaluate the extra effort caused by a 
requirement change. For this reason, changes to the original requirement specifications 
should only be accepted in compelling circumstances. From the project manager’s 
perspective it is necessary to manage requirements as well as possible, because even a small 
change to requirements can profoundly affect the cost and schedule of the project, since their 
definition underlies all the design and implementation work. To sum up, it should be noted 
that change is always a risk for the project and it should be treated seriously. 

 
Based on the observations presented above, it can be stated that the case study results were 

somewhat surprising, considering the fact that the companies concerned were mainly 
suppliers of IT projects. One would assume that keeping to a schedule, as well as effort and 
cost estimation, are crucial in this kind of business. On the other hand, keeping track of all 
changes in practice requires a good process and discipline in carrying it out. In less mature 
organisations (SPICE level 1 to 3), as was the case here, these requirements may be 
considered too laborious. However, becoming aware of these challenges in the earlier phases 
of the software process could help project managers when they establish, design and 
prioritise new software measurement activities for managing and controlling the software 
project scope. Measurement enables managers and developers to monitor the effects of 
activities and changes on all aspects of development and also allows them to define a 
baseline for understanding the nature and impact of the proposed changes. 

 
3.3.4. Product measurement 

With the help of the case study results, the measurement emphasis can also be examined 
and evaluated from the process and product measurement perspective. In this examination, 
the current metrics can be divided into two different groups: process metrics and product 
metrics. 

The first group, Process metrics, includes the metrics with which the process attributes 
under measurement can be examined and estimated. The aim of this aspect is to control the 
processes of software production. 
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The second group, Product metrics, includes the metrics which can measure and evaluate 
the work products derived from the process defined above. In practice, based on the process 
thinking ideology, see e.g. [21], the process (or sub-process) work products are 
simultaneously the inputs of the next phase of the development process. 

 
Therefore, the possible problems and shortcomings in work product quality should be 

recognised before using the work products in the future. In this case, the measurement was 
divided rather unequally from this perspective. Less than a quarter of the captured metrics 
can be utilised for product measurement. In contrast, all of these metrics except one can be 
used for process measurement purposes. This means that 99% (84/85) of the current metrics 
can be utilised in software process measurement, but only 23% (20/85) in product 
measurement. For example, there was a lack of software size and software complexity 
measurement, both of which are one of most fundamental and necessary product measures 
when producing software [32]. Only three companies measured the size of the software and 
only one company carried out code complexity measurement, which could be considered the 
most effective individual factor from the software reliability point of view [33]. This 
imbalance between these two metric groups – i.e. the small number of metrics concerning the 
work products of the processes - was one of the most significant findings of the empirical 
study. Looking at this positively, this can be seen as a huge potential if seeking sectors to 
improve to reduce risk through measurement in software engineering. 

 
4. Summary 

This paper deals with software measurement utilisation from the project risk perspective. 
In practice, the organisation has to prioritise their measurement activities and practices for 
reasons of cost-efficiency. The focus here was on examining, mapping and evaluating the 
potential risk areas in a software process based on the current measurement practices that 
were captured for the empirical case study we implemented. The empirical data used in this 
study was based on a software research project on the Finnish software industry’s 
measurement practices and it demonstrates where current software measurement in this 
particular sample was focused. The case study revealed the issues and objects that were left 
unmeasured and which will create risk factors for the software process, the end product and 
also for the project itself. The observations made in this study point to where the 
measurement needs to be focused and improved if a software company wants to reduce risks 
of failure from the software process and also software projects perspective. In conclusion, 
being aware of this situation is helpful when establishing, planning and directing new or 
consolidating existing software measurement actions in support of software project 
management. 
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Scope Management 

A Case that Sailed the Seas of Change 
 

Frank Vogelezang 
 

Abstract 
We all hear stories about failed IT projects and how hard it is to manage those projects 

properly. But we hardly ever hear why those projects failed. Many IT projects fail because 
they had to live up to unrealistic expectations. A lot of research has been done about the 
dynamics of software projects and a great deal about the dynamic behaviour of software 
projects is already known. All too often we do not use this knowledge and all too often 
succeeding software projects goes wrong. With the northernSCOPE approach we are able to 
manage the scope of a software project by making sensible use of experience from the past 
and what research has taught us about the dynamic behaviour of software projects. 

In this paper we describe the journey of a project across the seas of change, all the way 
from idea to implementation. We demonstrate that northernSCOPE is not a complicated 
academic endeavour, but a straightforward, down-to-earth approach that helps the project 
manager manage the scope of a software project. For each of the twelve steps of the 
northernSCOPE approach the practical steps that have been taken to navigate the project 
out of possible danger zones are described. For each step the underlying theory is translated 
to practical use to the project manager and his customer. Each time the project ran into new 
requests that were out of scope or added new requirements or constraints to the project, the 
northernSCOPE approach was used to demonstrate the effect of giving in to these new 
requirements and of not giving in. It is not a story of a great success with a textbook project, 
but that of a project that could prove all along the way to deliver value for money for the 
customer. 

 
1. Scope Management and the northernSCOPE™ approach 

Scope management is one of the nine knowledge areas of the Project Management Body 
of Knowledge (PMBoK®) and is defined as the processes required to ensure that the project 
includes all the work required, and only the work required, to complete the project success-
fully [1]. The PMBoK describes the sum of knowledge within the profession of project 
management in general. 

Figure 1: The PMBoK general processes 
                                                           
™ northernSCOPE is a trademark of FiSMA, the Finnish Software Measurement Association 
® PMBoK is a registered trademark of PMI, the Project Management Institute, Inc. 
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For each knowledge area a general set of processes is defined to describe it, as represented 
in figure 1. For scope management these general steps are specified as: 

• Initiation. 
• Scope Planning. 
• Scope Definition. 
• Scope Change Control. 
• Scope Verification. 

 
The northernSCOPE approach is a detailed implementation of the PMBoK processes for 

software projects in which the controlling processes are based upon (cost per) functional size 
unit [2]. In this approach the general scope management processes are organised around the 
core process of a software project: developing software (see figure 2). 

Figure 2: The northernSCOPE process model 
 
The northernSCOPE approach has refined the five management processes into a twelve 

step approach: 
Initiating project and software  
1. Identify needs and engage Scope Manager. 
2. Divide the project into sub-projects. 
3. Early functional size measurement. 
4. Determine non-functional requirements. 
5. Prepare a Request for Proposal. 
6. Engage a supplier on cost per functional size unit. 
Estimating cost and duration 
7. Complete the requirements for a subproject and/or an iteration. 
8. Baseline functional requirements and size. 
Managing changes 
9. Measured change control. 
Controlling progress 
10. Monitor earned value and control and report progress. 
Closing development 
11. Payment based on the functional size of the delivered software. 
12. Collect data in an experience repository. 

Initiating
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In this paper the northernSCOPE approach is illustrated by following a project on its 
journey across the seas of change, rather than describing the method in its full details [3]. The 
story is about the real journey of a real-life project. This project – like many other IT projects 
– was like a voyage of discovery beyond the horizons of the known world. But even in the 
time of the great explorers those journeys did not start unprepared and were not fully 
unguided. 

To illustrate the northernSCOPE approach the classic voyage of the discovery of America 
is used as mirroring example. The story of this journey may seem dramatised by the way it is 
told, but the effects you see are real, and projects like this are not as uncommon as you wish 
they are. For commercial reasons all the numbers used in this paper and some of the details 
about the nature of the project have been changed. Whether this project is successful or not, 
depends on the definition you use or the perception you might have of what a successful 
project looks like [4]. This project reached its destination and it eventually delivered all 
functionality that was required by the many different users of the software. Let’s see what the 
journey looked like. 

 
2.  Preparing to set sail 

There once was a Ministry that owned a vast landscape of software applications – large 
and small – to support all the agencies and their processes to govern the country. Over the 
years the number of agencies had grown and the number of software applications had grown 
even faster. So no one really knew how many applications the Ministry now owned and 
whether the country was well-governed. 

So the Ministry decided that the entire landscape of different software applications would 
have to be replaced by one single solution that would cover the entire government processes. 
It would have an integrated workflow to make sure every agency was doing their work in 
time and doing only the work they were assigned to do. It would have central document 
management capabilities so that no legal documents would ever get lost and that everyone 
with the right permission could access them. To be location independent this integrated 
solution would have to be made available by means of a secure web interface. 

The Ministry decreed that the agencies would have to be able to work with the new single 
solution within two years. The available budget for this undertaking was fifty million Euros. 

 
And so the preparation for a large software project had started in a way centuries ago the 

great explorers were sent to sea with the mission to expand the territory of a kingdom or to 
find a passage to the Indies or just to fill the treasure chest of king and crew. Fifty million 
Euro these days was about twice a ‘Kings ransom’ at the end of the 15th century, much more 
than the average explorer could use for his journey of discovery. All the great explorers knew 
that they could not bring their mission to a good end without thorough preparation. They 
sometimes spent years preparing their journeys and months of waiting until there was a 
favourable wind in order to prevent being shipwrecked on some bounty island. 

 
2.1. Identify the needs and engage a scope manager   (step 1) 

The first thing an explorer needed was a good navigator. Someone who had the best maps 
available of all known land along the way they planned to go. One who knew all the stories 
about what had gone awry on previous journeys and who had the best navigation knowledge 
available. He would be the captain’s first officer. 
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On this part, the Ministry was way ahead of the great explorers. A consortium of IT 
companies had already completed numerous interviews in all the agencies. They knew what 
processes had to be developed and what kind of legal documents had to be stored and to 
whom they had to be available to. In short: They had the map of the new land available in 
architecture documents. 

All they needed was a good navigator. Someone with extensive knowledge of the size and 
productivity of software projects and with tooling to measure and estimate the effort needed 
to make the project predictable. The Ministry engaged Sogeti as independent party to set up a 
quality team to monitor the scope and progress of the project and to ensure the quality 
requirements. 

 
2.2. Divide the project into sub-projects     (step 2) 

A journey of discovery was too large an undertaking for one ship alone. So the 
undertaking had to be done by more than one ship, each with its own captain and crew. 
Usually the explorer was responsible for gathering the necessary funding and commissioning 
the right ship(s) to be built. Specialists would oversee the construction of the hull of the ship. 
Others would oversee the construction of the masts and yards and the preparation of the sails 
and rigging. For the journey itself, next to the navigator there would be specialists to recruit 
the crew and to prepare the provisions. 

 
The scope manager advised the Ministry not to treat the project as one large project, 

because an undertaking of this magnitude could not be estimated and managed as a single 
entity. The Finnish Information Processing Association has established seven categories of IT 
projects that should always be measured, estimated and managed separately [5]: 

• Customer specific new development. 
• Software product new development. 
• Software version enhancement. 
• ICT service development. 
• Package software configuration. 
• Data conversion. 
• Software integration development. 

 
According to these categories the project had to be split up in at least four parts that should 

be measured and estimated separately: 
• The workflow package would have to be configured to support the defined processes. 
• The secure web interface had to be built to the specific requirements of the Ministry. 
• The workflow and web interface had to be integrated with the document management. 
• Data from the existing systems had to be converted to the new system’s 

specifications. 
 

2.3. Early functional size measurement      (step 3) 
To be able to gather the necessary funding for their endeavours, the great explorers 

needed to have an idea of the total cost of their journey. So they estimated the cost amount 
they would require by estimating how far they had to sail, in how many days, with how many 
crew, in preparing for the journey and on the journey itself. These estimations controlled the 
amount of food and water they had to take with them. So the main size the great explorers 
were interested in was the amount of nautical miles. 
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Of course, they also spoke with their patrons about the profits of their journey, expressed 
in units their patrons were interested in, like the western route to the Indies, as predicted by 
Toscanelli [6]. Later explorers estimated their profits in new land, gold or slaves. 

 
Because the Ministry had already commissioned a lot of work on the requirements in 

terms of the required processes and the necessary data model a global function point count 
could be made. In this type of analysis all elementary processes can be defined, but cannot 
yet be classified. The combined size of the four components was measured to be 24,000 
function points. 

Figure 3: Early size measurement of the complete project 
 
From our own experience we know that the uncertainty of a global function point count is 

about 6% compared to a detailed function point count. So the measurement uncertainty of 
this analysis is about 1.400 function points. This measurement uncertainty is represented by 
the box plot in figure 3. As we can see the measurement uncertainty is smaller than the 
project uncertainty. 

Also from our own experience we see a trend that the measured size of a software project 
increases as the project progresses [3]. This trend is represented by the dashed line in figure 
3. From the COCOMO research we know that there is another type of uncertainty that comes 
from the project itself rather than from measurement of some characteristic of the size of a 
project. This type of uncertainty is known as the Cone of Uncertainty [7]. The combination of 
the Cone of Uncertainty and the trend we have observed in the measured project size is 
represented by the upper and lower graph in figure 3. As we can see the uncertainty from the 
project itself was much larger than the measurement uncertainty in this stage of the project. 

We reported to the Ministry that the project – measured at 24,000 function points – would 
in reality have a size between 21,000 and 30,000 function points. The measured increase in 
size due to the discovery of more detail would most likely add about 1,500 function points to 
the currently measured size. So without any scope creep the final size of the current scope of 
the project would be about 25,500 function points. 

The fact that only about 1‰ of the projects in the ISBSG database is in this size range, can 
be seen as an indicator that projects in this size range are either rare or have never reached 
completion [8]. So the Ministry was advised to split up the projects into manageable parts, 
preferably smaller than 3,000 function points to keep them manageable. Only the data 
conversion project part fitted within this limit. For the other parts it would mean that they had 
to be split up into multiple releases, something the Ministry would not accept at first. 
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2.4. Determine non-functional requirements     (step 4) 
Columbus did not only spend many years determining how to reach the Indies by a 

western route. He also had to deal with other requirements that had nothing to do with his 
own great plans. His own countrymen, even those who believed that he would not fall off the 
earth, were not able to help him. Genoa was still in shock of the Turkish invasion of Europe. 
So he had to look for more favourable political winds, which finally took him to the Spanish 
court of Isabella of Aragon who would fund most of the cost of the journey. 

 
The project had already battled a lot of political wind from the different agencies that had 

to trade their existing applications for the new system. In writing down the new processes a 
number of non-functional requirements had surfaced about the security issues that encompass 
the legal documents and procedures, about response time from the document management 
system, about the lay-out of the web interface and many other non-functional requirements. 

The impact of these non-functional requirements was taken into account when making a 
first estimate of a realistic timeframe for the development of the project. The first assessment 
of a realistic timeframe showed that a linear development of the full project would take about 
six and a half years, as shown in figure 4. This first assessment also revealed that the real cost 
of the project would be about 110 million Euros. 

This was unacceptable to the agencies, which were promised that they could use the 
integrated new system in two years time. So the project was redesigned in such a way that a 
first increment, covering a light version of the major processes could be delivered within the 
promised two-year timeframe. The remainder of the functionality would be delivered in a 
number of subsequent increments. This meant that the whole project would have to be split 
up into a number of sub-projects, not only by project type, but also by size. 

 

Figure 4: Initial estimate of the whole project 
 
All stakeholders agreed with the delivery of the project in this way. So finally, a formal 

Request for Proposal could be issued to suppliers to provide a quotation for this project. 
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2.5. Prepare a Request for Proposal      (step 5) 
With his plans ready and his funding in order Columbus still had to find ships and crew to 

make his journey to the Indies along a western route. Queen Isabella commanded two 
caravels to be fitted out for him, but Columbus still had to arrange for a third ship and 
approximately 120 crew to man the ships. He offered a part of the profit of the journey to 
those who were willing to fit a third ship and to those who were willing to sail with him. 

 
The Request for Proposal stated that the supplier had to make a quotation on a price per 

function point for a project that would be between 25,000 and 30,000 function points. The 
requirements for the first increment had to be delivered within a fixed deadline of 24 months. 
The planning of the rest of the project could be done in a way that suited the supplier, with 
the restriction that the total project had to be ready within 75 months. 

Usually a low price per function point and a fixed (tight) schedule are contradictory 
requirements. This is why a number of projects head for trouble right from the start. In this 
case only the first increment would put a strain on the supplier for combining low cost with a 
schedule to make efficient project planning possible. 

 
2.6. Engage a supplier on cost per functional size unit   (step 6) 

The Pinzon brothers had a large enough fortune to pay for the third ship and they offered 
to command the second and third caravel. Columbus would repay them from the profit of the 
journey, when they would return with spices and precious metals and stones. The Pinzon 
brothers were respected merchants and seamen. When they joined the undertaking it was 
easier to find enough crew to man the ships; and, of course, the four months wages that were 
paid in advance were also attractive. 

 
Both the final specification of the detailed requirements and the development were agreed 

on a price per function point for each of the four types of development. The scope manager 
would size the detailed requirements on behalf of the Ministry. The supplier would also size 
the requirements. When the measured sizes were within 10% of each other, the supplier 
would be paid according to the size measured by the scope manager. When the measured 
sizes were different by more than 10% a procedure was agreed upon to determine what size 
would be used as a basis for estimation and payment. 

 
3. Estimate the real cost of the journey of discovery 

Based on Columbus’ first estimates Queen Isabella agreed to pay 7/8 of the cost of the 
journey to discover the western passage to the Indies, about 1.1 million Maravedis, leaving 
Columbus and the Pinzon brothers about 140.000 Maravedis. Based on Toscanelli’s 
estimates, Columbus expected to sail about 3,900 miles before he would reach the capital of 
China. If he had known the real distance, perhaps he would never have thought of trying to 
sail to the west. 

 
A few hundred years later we say that miscalculations of this order of magnitude are not 

acceptable for any kind of project. But in software projects this kind of underestimation – 
usually presented as cost overrun – is still not unusual [9]. Do we have to accept this as a fact 
of life or do we have the possibility to limit the surprises? By using historical data we were 
able to show beforehand that the calculated budget was less than half of a realistic budget and 
that the lead time was too optimistic by over a factor of three. 
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3.1. Complete the requirements for a sub-project and/or an iteration (step 7) 
Finally, after twenty years of planning and six years of waiting at the Spanish court, 

Columbus could fit his own fleet of three caravels to sail to the west to the Indies. The ships 
were fitted with enough materials and provisions to sail for over a month. Luckily the Pinzon 
brothers had a large fortune, because it had cost them about half a million before they could 
set sail. 

 
The supplier that had won the contract for the project was the same consortium that had 

been engaged by the Ministry in the feasibility stage. The completion of the formal product 
requirements for the first increment was an easy step, finalising the work that already had 
been done earlier. The processes for the first increment were documented in such a way that 
they could be accessed from the Ministry’s intranet. In this way all involved stakeholders 
could browse their way through the requirements for the first increment to get an idea of what 
they would receive in this increment. 

 
3.2. Baseline functional requirements and size    (step 8) 

Based on the best knowledge of his time Columbus expected the island Cipango (Japan), 
the most easterly land known to man at that time, to be the first land to encounter. According 
to his calculations it would be about 3,500 miles from the Canary Islands. That’s why he and 
his contemporaries believed that they had reached the Indies. San Salvador, the land he first 
discovered, is about 3,100 miles from the Canary Islands. In Columbus’ case the estimate 
was quite accurate. The only thing was that he had reached the ‘wrong’ continent. 

 
The supplier’s design team made detailed specifications of the functionality of each 

increment. These specifications were measured by the scope manager as input for the 
estimation and tracking of each release. When the measured size was agreed the supplier 
made the schedule estimates. Upon the advice of the scope manager the Ministry agreed to 
the schedule estimate and the corresponding payment schedule. 

Figure 5: First size estimate of increment 1 – close to the danger zone 
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Only for the first increment the procedure was different. This increment had a fixed end 
date in 24 months. This meant that the total size of the projects in the first increment was not 
to exceed 2,000 function points. After the redesign the size of the first increment was 
measured to be about 1,900 function points. This meant that there was a serious chance of 
getting the project into the danger zone in a later stage of the project (see figure 5).  

 
The Ministry decided to move some less-frequently needed functionality from the secure 

web interface to the second increment, thus reducing the total size of the first increment to 
about 1,650 function points. 

 
4. Sailing the seas of change 

Everyday Columbus gauged the distance they had sailed and made predictions when they 
would strike land. After a few weeks he announced a daily number of miles they had sailed 
rather than the actual mileage he recorded in his private log, because he was afraid that his 
crew would become afraid when they realised how far they were away from home. From the 
moment they sailed into the Sargasso Sea they believed they had to be close to land. In fact 
they still were hundreds of miles from San Salvador in the Bahamas where they would 
eventually land. 

 
Columbus did not really know where he was going and did not have adequate means to 

measure his current location. So the only way to track progress was to measure the distance 
covered as best he could and to guess his longitude position from it. In IT projects we do not 
have to experience that kind of problems. If we are able to state our requirements clear 
enough we are able to create realistic estimates of a project and we are able to track the 
progress in a way that we can do more than tell how many hours we have spent. We are also 
able to predict how much effort we have to spend until the project – or increment in this 
particular case – is finished. 

 
4.1. Measured change control       (step 9) 

The fact that Columbus was able to make fairly precise calculations of the distance he had 
covered was quite amasing. In his days seamen were quite capable of establishing their 
latitude position, which was very useful for the navigation along the shores of Africa on the 
way to the Indies. It would take almost three centuries before John Harrison succeeded in 
making a perfect mariner timekeeper which made it possible for seamen to establish their 
longitude position with accuracy [10]. 

 
Because the first increment was very time-critical, this increment was meticulously 

tracked to ascertain that this increment would be on time. The size measurements that were 
made are represented in figure 6 below. Every time changes to the increment were allowed 
by the Change Advisory Board, the changes of the software were sized by means of FPA for 
software enhancement [11]. By using this well-defined method to measure the size of what 
already had been specified and the size of the changes to an increment there is no need to 
negotiate the price of such a change. The price per function point was already negotiated in 
the contract. In this way, a change becomes a transparent, verifiable measurement activity, 
instead of a negotiation process based on arguments that can not always be verified. 
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In the software development stage the size of the first increment clearly deviated from 
what could be expected based on the measurement theory behind the Cone of Uncertainty [7]. 
This is a clear example of the phenomenon called scope creep. When the development team 
became more and more confident that they would deliver the first increment well within the 
deadline a number of functionalities of the web interface that were moved to the second 
increment were added to the first increment. 

Figure 6: Product size measurements of increment 1 after the de-scoping 
 
The final size of the first increment was 1,820 function points, where about 1,700 function 

points had been expected. Instead of an organic growth from 1,650 function points to about 
1,700 function points, the scope had crept up by about 120 function points, or 7% in about 16 
months time. For a project like this one, this is quite good. For these kind of projects often a 
scope creep is observed between one and two percent a month. 

 
5. Controlling progress 

In the days of the great explorers controlling progress was done by means of a chip log 
that was tied to a long piece of rope with knots every 47’3”. It was thrown overboard at the 
stern for 30 seconds, measured with a sandglass. The number of knots that the chip log had 
travelled in these 30 seconds corresponded to the number of nautical miles they would sail in 
one hour [12]. This was of course not a very accurate way of keeping track of the distance 
travelled and so it often happened that ships ran into known land because they did not know 
exactly what their real position was. 

 
Today ships have much more sophisticated means to control their progress. This is also 

the case for software projects. Despite this, a lot of software projects still control their 
progress by recording and reporting the numbers of hours spent. This is not the most accurate 
way of controlling progress because it measures the amount of input to the development 
process, rather than the amount of desired output of the development process, which is the 
software. 
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5.1. Monitor earned value and control and report on progress  (step 10) 
Columbus had made a fairly good estimate about how far he had to travel and was very 

good at monitoring how far he had travelled already. The only thing he could not control was 
how much progress he was going to make, because he had to rely on the wind. Until the 
middle of the Atlantic, they had been in perpetual eastern trade winds, so the crew were 
worried if they would ever be able to sail back to Spain. Fortunately, after a few weeks, there 
was a head wind. It slowed their progress, but strengthened the belief that they would be able 
to sail back once they had reached the Indies. 

 
Although some may argue that software projects are as predictable as the weather, a few 

decades of experience has taught us that even software projects can only be predictable to a 
certain extent. One aspect of software projects that can really help us in monitoring and 
controlling the project: the result of such a project is a software product with characteristics 
that can be measured, monitored and used to predict the outcome of the project. 

Earned Value is the gold standard for productivity monitoring used to monitor project 
performance [13]. Earned Value distinguishes true progress from effort or expended cost. 
The goal of Earned Value is to measure the progress against plan. To perform it effectively, 
Earned Value requires all of these four items. 

1. A current schedule to compare against. 
2. A form of work breakdown to measure progress. 
3. Realistic (cost or schedule) projections allocated to the work breakdown. 
4. A non-ambiguous process for reporting work breakdown completion. 
 
The northernSCOPE approach ensures that all these four items are in place. Throughout 

the whole project, function points were used to link these four items. Using function points 
has certain advantages over the classic ways of reporting progress (like completed Lines of 
Code or expended man hours) because it has a direct link to the final product the project has 
to deliver. 

Results from the first increment on the number and rate of the defects found were used as 
a second predicting earned value metric in later increments, although the prediction quality 
varied for the different project types. For the web interface the number of defects was as good 
a predicting metric as the number of function points delivered. The data conversion proved to 
be as predictable as the weather by monitoring the number of defects. 

The rate at which defects are found in the software development process is known since 
the early eighties [14]. If measured from the start of the development it leads to a predictable 
Rayleigh pattern, which is represented in the figure below: 

Figure 7: Defect detection rate for an increment 
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The thick black line is the expected defect detection rate, with a bandwidth of one 
standard deviation. The red line represents the actual defect detection rate of one of the 
increments. Graphically one would expect the increment to be virtually defect free at instant 
X.  

Due to the fact that the rate at which the defects are found is below the expected level, it is 
more likely that this increment has not been tested thorough enough and that the increment 
will be ready for production at instant Y. 

 
6. The end of the journey 

On October 12th 1492 Columbus and his crew set foot on the island Guanahani in the 
Bahamas and named it San Salvador. They did not realise that they discovered a new 
continent. They were convinced they had found an easier route to the Indies and had landed 
on some island before the coast of the Indian mainland. But with this discovery their journey 
had not come to an end, because no one in Spain knew what they had discovered. So, the 
journey really ended March 1493, when Columbus was back in Spain again. 

 
Although a software project does not have to go back before it is finished, it is not 

uncommon that they take some detours before they are ready, sometimes due to retesting 
faulty product, but more frequently because of changing requirements. So a software project 
should not be settled on the direct line from start to finish – the size of the delivered product 
– but on the route the project has taken at the request of the customer – the project size. 

 
6.1. Payment based on the functional size of the delivered software (step 11) 

Columbus’ discovery was highly rewarded. Not only financially, but he also became 
Admiral of the Ocean Sea, Viceroy and Governor of the islands discovered in the Indies. Of 
all the gold brought from the new land an eighth part was his. And soon a second fleet was 
fitted out to conquer the new found land, this time consisting of seventeen ships. 

 
Due to all the extra functionality that was put in again, the first increment was ready at the 

end of the 24th month, just a week short of the deadline. The final product size was 1,820 
function points, well out of the danger zone. The project size – due to a number of changes to 
the requirements in the development stage – was 1,950 function points. Indeed very close to 
the 2,000 function point limit for this release. The Ministry paid the consortium the agreed 
sum per function point based on the project size. 

Both the Ministry and the consortium were content with this way of working, so this way 
of working was continued throughout the whole project, the same way Columbus was 
immediately asked to fit out a second voyage to the Indies. The lessons learned from the first 
release were incorporated in the working processes: from the second release on, the project 
size was reported, instead of the product size, and the Ministry was more conscious with 
putting in additional requirements in a running release. With a new release about every four 
months most of the additional requirements could wait until the next release to be included 
properly. 
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6.2. Collect data in an experience repository     (step 12) 
Columbus’ second voyage leaves Cadiz in September 1493. They now knew that there 

would be new land on the other side of the Ocean Sea. During the first voyage Columbus 
drew maps of the new discovered islands. With these maps all those who use them knew 
where they could find land. With these maps the experience of the first voyage could be used 
in later voyages to the west to make them more successful. And with every voyage the maps 
became more and more detailed. 

 
From each increment the hours spent on key tasks, the project size data and the defect data 

were stored in a repository. The data from this repository was used to estimate new 
increments. The first three increments were estimated using general experience data from the 
tool supplier. Later increments were estimated more and more, based on experience of the 
project itself. 

 
7. Epilogue 

Columbus is also remembered for another thing. It was at one of the banquets to celebrate 
the discovery of the new route to the Indies, that the incident of the egg took place. A flippant 
courtier had the impertinence to ask Columbus, if the adventure so much praised was not, 
after all, a very simple matter. He probably said “a short voyage of four or five weeks; was it 
anything more?” Columbus replied by giving him an egg which was on the table and asking 
him if he could stand it on one end. He said he could not, and the other guests said that they 
could not either. Columbus tapped it on the table so as to break the end of the shell and the 
egg stood erect. “It is easy enough,” he said, “when anyone has shown you how.” 

 
Something similar can be said about the northernSCOPE approach. It is not something 

revolutionary new. It is not rocket science. It is making sensible use of the knowledge the 
past few decades of software engineering has taught us. For some reason the majority of 
people in this field still tend to estimate and control software projects based on expert opinion 
only, although the northernSCOPE approach already has a positive track record in reducing 
cost overruns by making project estimates more realistic [2]. 

Personally, I’m looking forward to the next CHAOS report to prove my point. 
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Outsourcing testing activities – How to prove cost reductions? 
 

Harold van Heeringen 
 
 

Abstract 
Outsourcing (parts) of the ICT organisation is for many organisations a hot item these 

days. In some cases the entire ICT department is outsourced to a domestic or to a foreign 
ICT supplier, but most organisations outsource only part of their ICT operations. In many 
cases this part is either the development part or the enhancement part, but nowadays also a 
trend can be watched with regard to the outsourcing of all system testing activities. One of 
the most common drivers in outsourcing is the possibility to realise cost reductions. When 
outsourcing development activities, these cost reductions are measurable. It is possible to 
calculate the costs per function point for the development activities in-house and also the 
price per function point of the outsourcing partner(s) and the difference indicates the amount 
of cost reductions that can be realised. 

 
When outsourcing test activities, this model will not suffice. Although it is possible to 

calculate the price per function point for test projects, there is one more important variable. 
This is the test performance delivered: how many defects have been found compared to the 
defects that should have been found. While the price per function point for test projects may 
be lower when outsourcing test activities, it still may be possible that there will be no cost 
efficiencies. This is due to a larger number of defects than necessary residing in the software 
and the work that is needed to correct these defects as they occur in acceptance test and in 
production phase. Moreover, the number of defects that is expected to be found in the testing 
phase is highly dependent on the way that the development of the project has been carried 
out. If this was a project with a relatively short duration and with a relatively large team size, 
the number of defects expected is relatively high. It is therefore not possible to evaluate the 
testing performance objectively without taking into account the way the project has been 
carried out. 

 
In this paper a model will be presented that will help organisations to assess the real cost 

efficiencies that they can gain when outsourcing testing activities. The model benchmarks the 
real project data against the expected project data based on the results from one of the most 
widely used project estimation tools: QSM SLIM Estimate [1]. Both the amount of hours 
spent while testing and the number of defects found will be taken into account. In the paper, a 
sample project will be followed in order to see how the model works. 

 
 

1. Introduction  
It’s getting more and more important to be able to calculate the performance of IT 

development projects and its costs in an accurate way. In this era of outsourcing and off 
shoring, it is important for the client organisation to know the performance of its IT 
development to be able to assess whether outsourcing their IT organisation (or part of it) is 
really going to save them money. The supplier side has to know its performance to be able to 
make a good price quotation to win the contract and also to be able to be profitable. 
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Nowadays, Sogeti Nederland B.V. [2] (Sogeti) experience shows that more and more large 
companies are outsourcing parts of their IT development activities. In some cases only 
development or only testing activities are outsourced, but there are also cases in which both 
development activities and testing activities are outsourced… and these are often outsourced 
to two different suppliers. This trend has resulted in an increasing number of test lines in the 
various Sogeti offices in the Netherlands, where each test line performs the testing activities 
for a specific client. 

Most organisations that are mature enough to use software metrics in their IT development 
processes are able to state their Project Delivery Rate (PDR), for instance in a certain number 
of hours per function point needed to realise a piece of software in a specific domain. Usually 
this PDR is the average or the median value of a number of relevant past projects in their 
experience database. This PDR can be split into a PDR for the major stages in the project 
lifecycle, such as for instance design, build, test and implementation. These organisations are 
usually capable of stating their test performance as a certain PDR in hours per function point 
and they are also able to benchmark this PDR against for instance the ISBSG database [3]. 
But is it enough to calculate the PDR of a specific test project and benchmark this against the 
average or median value of this PDR? Is the number of hours spent on testing a project with a 
specific functional size really a good indicator of the test performance? 

 
In this paper the model will be presented that is developed and is used by Sogeti to assess 

the test performance of a project. Because Sogeti uses the QSM SLIM tool suite in its 
estimating and performance analysis processes, the model benchmarks the real project data 
against the expected project data based on the results from one of the most widely used 
project estimation tools: QSM SLIM Estimate. Before explaining the model, let’s first see 
which are the factors that according to Sogeti are the most important ones in assessing test 
performance. 

 
2. Factors that influence test performance 

When investigating the ways in which the test performance can be assessed, there are a lot 
of factors that influence test performance delivered by a supplier. In our opinion, the three 
most important factors are:  

 
2.1. The number of defects found 

When performing a test, it is important to find as many defects as possible. However, it is 
not possible to measure test performance only by the number of defects found. When many 
defects are found, this may indicate that test performance was very good. However, when a 
lot of defects are found in the first few months after the system has been released into 
production, this may indicates that test performance was maybe not that good after all. On the 
other hand, when only few defects are found in the test, this may indicate that test 
performance was very poor, but this also may not be true. It could be that there are no more 
defects and all defects have been found. This means that a good assessment of test 
performance relies on the performance of the development team and also on the number of 
defects that reside in the software after the testing phase. 

 
2.2. The number of hours spent 

Next to the number of defects found, test performance is also influenced by the number of 
hours spent on testing activities. How efficient and how productive has the test been carried 
out? The efficiency is not only the result of the knowledge and skills of the people that are 
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carrying out the test, but also by the number of defects that are present in the software. Each 
defect has to be logged, reported, retested and reported again and so leads to extra work. 

 
2.3. The time interval that is available 

In most software projects there is a fixed date on which the system has to be implemented 
in the production environment. A project can roughly be divided into two phases: 
development phase (including design) and testing phase. It is a well-known fact that 
development phases of projects tend to last longer than planned. Usually this means that the 
testing phase has to be carried out in a shorter time period than planned, in order to be able to 
still manage to deliver the system on the desired date. So, possibly the test team has done all 
that it could in the reduced testing phase is quite high, but a lot of defects are still found after 
the testing phase. This means that it is possible to reach a good test performance, even though 
a lot of defects are found after completing the testing phase. 

 
2.4. Relation between the factors 

The question is now: What is the relation between these factors. If the time period 
available for a testing phase is longer, how many extra defects have to be found? How many 
extra hours are needed when the testing phase has a shorter time interval? These are complex 
questions to answer. We are using the QSM SLIM Estimate tool to help us answer these 
questions. 

 
3. Setting the benchmark norm 

Sogeti uses SLIM Estimate to estimate software development projects. After entering a 
number of parameters, like for instance the functional size, a detailed solution is generated 
based on experience data in the metrics database. This solution shows among others the 
number of hours that is most likely to be spent in the different phases, an optimal duration of 
the project and the maximum team size that is working on the project. But it also predicts the 
quality of the software delivered. Not only the number of defects expected, but also the 
expected mean time to defect (MTTD) is generated by the tool. If there is organisational 
experience data about defects available in the particular organisation, the prediction can be 
made upon this data. In table 1 an example of a work breakdown structure is shown with the 
estimation of the number of hours for systems testing. 

 
Table 1: Predictions of system testing hours 

Task Start Date End Date Duration 
(Months) 

Hours Average 
number 
of fte 

Phase 2: Requirements & Design 1-1-2008 16-6-2008 5.53 2696 2.8
  2.1  Functional Design 1-1-2008 16-6-2008 5.53 2292 2.4
  2.2  Contract and Project mgm. 1-1-2008 16-6-2008 5.53 404 0.4
Phase 3: Build and test 11-4-2008 6-12-2008 7.86 8551 6.3
  3.1  Contract- and Projectmgnt 11-4-2008 6-12-2008 7.86 1129 0.8
  3.2  Project preparation 11-4-2008 23-4-2008 0.43 103 1.4
  3.3  Technical Design  16-4-2008 17-5-2008 1.05 573 3.2
  3.4  Development 23-4-2008 24-10-2008 6.04 5045 4.8
  3.5  Systems test 1-9-2008 24-10-2008 1.77 1248 4.1
  3.6  Support Acceptance test 24-10-2008 6-12-2008 1.45 453 1.8
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The quality of the software delivered relies heavily on the way the project is carried out. 
Especially the duration and the maximum team size are important factors that influence the 
quality of software. When there is a lot of time pressure (short duration), the quality of the 
code delivered is the lowest. An example of a prediction is shown in the next table. 

 
Table 2: Predictions of software quality 

Duration 
Development and 
test (months) 

Max. 
development and 
test team size  
(# FTE) 

Hours 
needed for  
Test phase 

Defects in 
system test 

Defects in 
acceptance 
test 

Defects first 
month of 
production  

13.6  6 4,154 68 37 8 
12.8  8 5,232 75 42 12 
12.2 10 6,258 85 50 18 
11.8 12 7,244 98 60 26 

 
When the size of the software and the productivity of the team are constant, duration is the 

most important factor that influences software quality. A relatively short duration means that 
the project has to be carried out by a relatively large team. The effect that then takes place 
can be seen in the table above. Software quality is deteriorating, even though more testing 
hours are spent. Most organisations are not aware of this fact. Usually they understand that if 
a system has to be build in a short time period, this means it will get more expensive. They 
usually don’t recognise the fact that software quality will be lower and that will lead to more 
maintenance costs after the project has been released into production phase. 

 

Figure 1: Defects that are residing in the software per month and per milestone (vertical 
dotted lines). Milestone 4 is the end of the development phase, milestone 5 is the end of the 

systems test and milestone 6 is the end of the acceptance test. 
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SLIM Estimate provides the possibility to simulate the project after completion, in a way 
that it’s possible to estimate the number of defects and the number of testing hours based on 
the actual hours spent and the actual duration of the project. The estimate shows for instance 
the amount of hours that should have been spent in the testing phase, the number of defects 
that should have been found in systems testing and the number of defects that should have 
been found in acceptance testing. The number of defects found and the time frame in which 
they are found are translated by the tool into a specific Defect Tuning Factor. This 
estimation, based on the actual project data, is in the proposed model the baseline against 
which the test performance can be benchmarked. 

 
4. Test performance 

After setting the benchmark, based on your own experience data and the project actual 
data of the project completed, the following data is present: 

• The number of hours that was expected. 
• The number of hours actually spent. 
• The number of defects found expected. 
• The number of defects actually found. 
• The number of defects expected to be found after completing systems testing. 
• The number of defects actually found after completing systems testing. 

 
With this information it is possible to assess in a number of cases whether systems testing 

was better or worse than expected. Table 3 shows the different scenarios. 
 

Table 3: Test performance assessment 
 Less defects found 

than expected 
Defects found equal to 
expectation 

More defects found 
than expected 

Less hours spent than 
expected  

? + ++ 
Hours spent equal to 
expectation  

- ± + 
More hours spent than 
expected  

-- - ? 
 

Whether the question marks become a plus or a minus depends on the view of the client. 
When cost savings are more important than defects found, the question mark in the upper left 
corner could become a plus as well. When finding defects is more important than hours spent, 
the question mark in the lower right corner will become a plus. 

 
So, it is possible to assess the systems test performed. But how can we use this insight to 

calculate the cost reductions that we have delivered in a contract. First we have to find out 
what the test performance is of the client before the outsourcing deal. This is step 1 in the 
model. 
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5. Model step 1: Setting the baseline of the client 
In this paper we are looking at a fictional contract that Sogeti and a major client (client X) 

have agreed upon. The contract states in short that the client outsources all systems testing 
activities to Sogeti and Sogeti committed to realise cost reductions of 10 percent in the first 
year and another 10 percent in the second year. The client had outsourced the development 
activities already to another ICT supplier and the client is in charge of acceptance testing and 
implementation activities themselves. 

  
Sogeti uses the following model when insourcing testing activities of a specific client. 

 Figure 2: Sogeti Outsourcing model for test services 
 
To be able to make cost reductions visible, first the performance of the client before 

outsourcing has to be assessed in an objective way. To do this, a baseline analysis has been 
carried out for client X. This has taken part in Phase 2 of the model described. 

 
For client X the following approach has been used: 
1. A sample of 5 recent projects has been identified to include in the baseline. 
2. These projects were sized using the COSMIC method [4]. 
3. The actual performance of the projects has been administrated in SLIM Estimate. 
4. The results are written in a baseline report. 
5. Client X had to agree on this baseline report and, by doing this, committed to 

calculate cost reductions based on this baseline. 
 
The baseline report shows the analysis of the different projects. The most important results 

of this baseline are: 
• Detailed analysis per project. 
• SLIM Estimate template Work Breakdown Structure. 
• Average PI (productivity index) of the client’s projects. 
• Defect tuning factor of the client’s projects. 
• Costs per testing hour. 
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Because of the fact that we have to prove cost reductions, it is important to define costs 
per testing hour in an objective way. With the client was agreed to use the clients’ internal 
administrative hour rate for testing activities in order to be able to put a price tag on a testing 
hour. The choice on which method to use for measuring the size of the software should be 
made together with the client. Possibilities are the functional size measurement methods 
COSMIC, IFPUG [5] or NESMA [6] FPA or effective source lines of code. The latter is the 
most easy to collect and is also the best usable in SLIM Estimate. 

 
For client X, the baseline report showed among others the following data: 
 

Table 4: Baseline data Client X 
Project Size in CFP Hours spent 

in Test phase 
Defects found 
in systems test 

Defects in acceptance test  
+ 1st month Production 

A 310 554 12 8 
B 512 937 27 5 
C 212 508 22 12 
D 224 732 52 18 
E 487 878 35 8 

The cost per test hour was set to 80 euro. 
 

6. Model step 2: Operational execution 
The baseline report shows the exact costs and performance of the clients testing situation 

before outsourcing. After the transition phase, the performance of Sogeti has to be measured. 
Because of efficiency reasons, the client and Sogeti agreed not to measure every single 
project, but in advance a number of projects were selected to measure and it was agreed that 
these projects would be used to demonstrate the cost reductions for the client. 

For every project that is to be measured, the following four steps have to be carried out: 
 

6.1. Step 1 
The size of the product to be developed has to be measured using the agreed method. In 

the case of client X the COSMIC method was used. 
 

6.2. Step 2 
The project is estimated with SLIM Estimate and a calculation is made using the 

parameters of the client in the baseline together with the actual duration of the project. The 
number of testing hours that the client would have spent is expected, together with the 
number of defects that the client would have found in the duration actually realised. The 
clients Work Breakdown Structure and the clients’ defect tuning factor are used to be able to 
make a realistic prediction of the project in the case the client had not outsourced its testing 
activities. The results are shown in table 5 

 
Table 5: Project Q estimate based on baseline data 

Scenario Test 
hours 
TU 

Defects 
S-test 
FS 

Defects A-test 
+ production 
FAP 

Defects total 
FT (=FS+FAP) 

Ratio 
FS/FT 

Hour 
rate R 

Costs C 
(TU*R) 

Client 
baseline 

2,045 30 31 61 0.49 80 163,600 

 
This can only be done 1 month after the system has been released into production, as the 

number of defects in the first month is a variable here. 
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6.3. Step 3 
The actual project data is put in the table, which results in table 6. 

 
Table 6: Project Q baseline and actual data 

Scenario Test 
hours 
TU 

Defects 
S-test 
FS 

Defects A-test 
+ production 
FAP 

Defects 
total FT 
(=FS+FAP) 

Ratio 
FS/FT 

Hour 
rate R 

Costs C 
(TU*R) 

Client 
baseline 

2,045 30 31 61 0.49 80 163,600 

Sogeti 
actuals 

1,800 35 30 65 0.53 82 147,600 

 
In this project, fewer hours are spent compared to the baseline and relatively more defects 

are found compared to the defects found after the systems test. Test performance delivered by 
Sogeti in this project can therefore be assessed as well. 

 
6.4. Step 4 

After step 3, we have to assess whether the test performance of the measured projects is 
really resulting into the cost reductions promised in the contract. To do so, two important 
metrics are calculated: Outsourcing effectiveness and Outsourcing efficiency. 

 
Outsourcing effectiveness (OV) is a metric that indicates whether relatively more defects 

are found than the client would have, or not. The ratio between the defects found in systems 
test (FS) and the total number of defects found after the code was released for the systems 
test (FT) is calculated for both the baseline scenario as the actual scenario. The Outsourcing 
effectiveness is the relative difference between the ratio FS/FT in the baseline scenario and 
the one in the actual scenario. 
 

 
In project Q, Sogeti has realised an OV of (0.53-0.49)/0.49 ≈ 8.2 % 
 
Outsourcing efficiency (OF) is calculated by the relative difference in the number of 

testing hours times the hour rate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In project Q, Sogeti has realised an OF of (163,600–147,600) / 147,600 ≈ 9.7%  

Outsourcing effectiveness (OV):  
 
Actual (FS / FT) - Baseline (FS / FT) 
                                                                     * 100% 
               Baseline (FS / FT) 

Outsourcing efficiency (OF):  
 
Baseline C – Actual C  

   * 100% 
        Baseline C  
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In this model, these two metrics together are the basis for the metric Cost Reduction (CR) 
for the systems testing phase. 

Cost reduction has a relation with Outsourcing effectiveness and with outsourcing 
efficiency. This relation is made visible in figure 3 

 

 Figure 3: Cost Reduction expressed in terms of Outsourcing Effectiveness and 
Outsourcing Efficiency 

 
 In the top right of figure 3 the cost reduction is clear. Relatively more defects have been 

found compared to the baseline and relatively fewer hours have been spent. In the bottom left 
it’s clear that the performance was quite bad.  

 In this model, the assumption has been made that the relation between outsourcing 
efficiency and outsourcing effectiveness is 1 to 1. This means that for a client both metrics 
are equally important. If this is not the case, this has to be agreed upon in the contract 
negotiation phase between the two parties. If outsourcing efficiency is more important, the 
diagonal should shift by putting weight factors to the metrics. 

 
This leads to the following formula for Cost Reduction: 

 

 

- 100 % 100 %   0 % 

100 % 

- 100 % 

  0 % 

No Cost 
Reduction Kosten

Cost Reduction 

 

Cost Reduction 
 
CR = (w1 * OV) +  (w2 * OF) / w1+w2 
 
CR = Cost Reduction 
OV = Outsourcing Effectiveness 
OF = Outsourcing Efficiency 
w1 = weight factor OV 
w2 = weight factor OF 
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In table 7, a number of scenarios have been displayed in order to make this visible. A 
negative CR means that the costs of outsourcing are not reduced at all, but are even higher 
than before outsourcing. 

 
Table 7: A number of scenario’s and the calculated Cost reduction 

Scenario OV w1 OF w2 Cost Reduction 
1 25 % 1 - 30% 1 (25% + -30%) /2 = - 2.5% 
2 25 % 2 30% 1 ((2*25%) + 30%) /3 = 26.67 % 
3 - 25 % 1 - 30% 2 (-25 % + (2*- 30%)) /3 = -28.33 % 
4 - 25 % 4 30% 7 ((4*-25%) + (7* 30%)) / 11 = 10 % 

 
When applying this model, it is possible to assess cost reductions per project. After all the 

projects that were identified as the projects to be measured actually have been measured this 
way, step three of the model can be performed. 

 
7. Model step 3: Evaluation  

After the contract period has ended we can see if the percentage of cost reductions that 
were agreed upon in the contract has been realised or not. This can be done by filling in table 
8 with the data gathered. For client X the following projects were measured. 

 
Table 8: Cost reduction in the contract 

Project 
name 

Outsourcing 
effectiveness  

Outsourcing 
efficiency  

Test Costs 
baseline CR CR in EUR 

Q 9.7% 8.2% € 163,600 8,95% € 14,642 
R 12.3% 6.1% € 312,150 9.2% € 28,718
S 8.2% 3.0% € 122,650 5.6% € 6,868
T 6.4% 13.3% € 718,120 9.85% € 70,735
U 15.6% 8.8% € 67,050 12.2% € 8,180
TOTAL     € 1,383,570  € 129,143

 
The overall cost reductions in this contract were 129,143 / 1,383,570 ≈ 9.3%. While 

substantial cost reductions have been demonstrated, it was not enough to fulfil the promises 
in the contract, which was 10 percent in the first year. 

 
8. Conclusions & Discussion 

Many organisations are nowadays involved in outsourcing parts of their ICT department. 
When outsourcing testing activities, these organisations usually want the ICT supplier to 
agree on specific percentages of cost reductions. To agree on these percentages is usually not 
a problem, but proving afterwards that the goals are actually reached usually ís a big 
problem. In this paper the model is described that Sogeti uses to prove cost reductions for 
clients that outsource their testing activities to Sogeti. Before the outsourcing is effectuated, a 
baseline analysis is made in which the test performance of the client is established. During 
the contract period a number (or all) of the projects are measured and the test performance of 
the supplier is measured. The formulas for outsourcing efficiency, outsourcing effectiveness 
and cost reductions can then be calculated and in the end the percentage and amount of cost 
reductions for the client can be calculated. This model helps both the client and the supplier 
to assess cost reductions in outsourcing test activities and the first experiences with the model 
are very positive. 
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However, new experiences with the model may lead to desires to deepen it. Examples 
could be: 

• Putting thresholds to Outsourcing efficiency and/or effectiveness. E.g. client may not 
accept an outsourcing effectiveness lower than 5%. 

• Specify defects to category and put weight factors to the categories.  
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Abstract 
Software project control is an essential component for project success. The basis of all 

control approaches is roughly the same: the collection and effective usage of measurement 
data to allow for quantitative decision making. But many organisations have problems with 
establishing project control mechanisms. On the one hand, this has something to do with the 
complexity of today’s software development projects; that is, the number of people involved, 
the number of distributed development locations, the number and difficulty of functional and 
non-functional (quality) requirements, as well the experience of the people controlling and 
steering the project. On the other hand, quantitative project control mechanisms have to be 
widely accepted within an organisation and have to be part of daily life in order to assure 
high-quality and up-to-date data for project control. This requires the integration of control 
mechanisms into the development process as well as strategies on how to introduce control-
ling mechanisms and provide training in how to use them efficiently. Software cockpits, also 
known as Software Project Control Centers, support the management and controlling of 
software and system development projects and provide a single point of project control. They 
provide a more systematic way of deriving and integrating control mechanisms into the 
development process. This article briefly describes an approach for holistic project control 
mechanisms developed as part of the public “Soft-Pit” project making use of reusable, 
customisable control components, which are instantiated according to different 
organisational goals and characteristics. Furthermore, it describes practical guidelines for 
introducing such control mechanisms into an organisation based on our experience gathered 
in the Soft-Pit project as well as based on expert opinions collected during a workshop on 
software cockpits. The article concludes with a brief summary and an outlook on future 
research. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
One factor that is crucial for successfully conducting a development project is the 

existence of well-specified and coordinated development processes. Therefore, it is necessary 
to have efficient management and controlling mechanisms in place. Many companies are 
currently establishing so-called software cockpits for systematically supporting quality 
assurance and management. Software cockpits, also known as Software Project Control 
Centers (SPCC) [13] or Project Management Offices (PMO) [14], centrally integrate all 
relevant information for monitoring and controlling purposes. A project manager can use 
them to get an overview of the state of a project and a quality assurance manager can use 
them to check the quality of the software product. In addition to these primary users of an 
SPCC, basically any role in a project may benefit from making direct or indirect use of the 
SPCC functionality. For instance, a developer can use the SPCC to keep track of code quality 
or to trace quality issues. 

The benefit provided by an SPCC for a certain project role depends on the functionality 
and services offered. However, the needs with respect to project control differ between 
organisations, projects, and roles. They depend on organisational goals (business goals), 
process maturity, the experience of the project team, and many other factors. 
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For instance, for multi-disciplinary, distributed software development, measurement data 
has to be collected from different sources (locations) and formats. In this case, integration of 
data is crucial for getting a consistent picture of the project state. 

In practice, a variety of simple dashboard approaches for project control exist. More 
comprehensive approaches that support advanced management techniques and allow for 
organisation-wide data collection, customised interpretation, and visualisation are rarely 
implemented. Despite significant progress in recent years, setting up and establishing 
software cockpits such that organisations get sustainable benefits is still a challenging task: 

• First, a measurement culture has to be established within an organisation and has to 
be part of daily life in order to assure high-quality and up-to-date data for project 
control. This requires goal-oriented derivation of key performance indicators, 
integration of data collection procedures and control mechanisms into the 
development processes, and analysis and interpretation of the results in the context of 
project goals and organisational goals. In addition, strategies are needed that define 
how to effectively introduce controlling mechanisms (e.g., by appropriate training) 
and gain acceptance by team members. 

• Second, successful deployment of software cockpits needs to take into account many 
factors, some of which change frequently. These factors include the number of 
organisations and people involved, the number of distributed development locations, 
the heterogeneity of development platforms and techniques, and the complexity of 
functional and non-functional requirements as well the experience of the people 
responsible for controlling and steering a project. Especially in the area of global 
development projects (across different organisations in different countries), 
heterogeneous processes resulting in incompatible workflows and data make it even 
harder to control and steer a project. 

• Third, to create a sustainable measurement program, gaining management support for 
software cockpits is crucial. This requires empirical evidence on the benefits, risks, 
and costs of software control mechanisms compared to projects without quantitative 
project control. However, currently only very few empirical studies address these 
issues (see [4]). Empirically validated guidelines can support the successful 
deployment of software cockpits by addressing the challenges mentioned above. 

 
This article presents guidelines derived from experiences made with setting up and 

establishing software cockpits in industry. They cover issues related to defining appropriate 
measurement systems, implementing and tailoring software cockpits, deploying software 
cockpits, controlling distributed and global projects, analysing success factors, and benefiting 
from software cockpits. The guidelines were initially derived from industrial case studies 
(several implementations of software cockpits in industrial practice, including software 
development for logistics systems, information systems, and web applications) and from two 
large research projects (the special research project SFB 501 and the applied research project 
Soft-Pit). We enriched the guidelines by illustrating typical problems and solutions 
encountered during our industrial case studies. In addition, we used expert opinions, collected 
during a workshop on software cockpits, to interpret and enrich the findings from the case 
studies. 

Section 2 of the article introduces the concept of Software Project Control Centers and 
discusses related work, Section 3 presents the cockpit used as part of the Soft-Pit project and 
illustrates empirical results, and Section 4 lists guidelines for successfully introducing a 
control cockpit. The article concludes with a summary and an outlook on future research. 
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2. Software Project Control Centers 
A Software Project Control Center is a control system for software development that 

collects all relevant data for project control, interprets and analyses the data according to the 
project’s control needs, visualises the data for different project roles, and suggests corrective 
actions in case of plan deviations. An SPCC could also support packaging of data (e.g., as 
predictive models) for future use and contribute to an improvement cycle spanning a series of 
projects (see [5]). More formally, it is defined in the following way: 

• A Software Project Control Center is defined as a means for interpreting and 
visualising measurement data during process performance and therefore supports 
project control. An SPCC has a logical architecture that clearly defines the interfaces 
to its environment, especially to all project members relying on SPCC information, as 
well as a set of underlying techniques and methods that support the controlling of a 
project. 

• Controlling a project means ensuring the satisfaction of project objectives by 
monitoring and measuring progress regularly in order to identify variances from the 
plan during project execution so that corrective action can be taken when necessary 
[14]. 

• Planning is the basis for project control and defines expectations that can be checked 
during project execution. The gathered experience can be packaged for future projects 
after the project is completed in order to support organisation-wide improvement 
cycles. 

 
An SPCC has to provide a variety of interfaces for interacting and integrating with other 

project management and development tools, such as project planning tools, the Software 
Development Environment (SDE), measurement tools, data analysis tools, process enactment 
machines, and experience bases. From a more technical perspective, an SPCC utilises data 
from the current project (e.g., the project’s goals, characteristics, baselines, and measurement 
data) and experiences from previous projects (e.g., information captured in quality, product, 
and process models) and produces a visualisation of measurement data by using the 
incorporated techniques and methods for interpreting the data. 

An SPCC is a general approach to project control and is not necessarily tool-supported. 
However, in order to efficiently carry out control activities, a certain amount of tool support 
is necessary and inevitable. In general, tool support for the different logical tasks of an SPCC 
varies. Most of the existing, rather generic, SPCC approaches offer only partial solutions. 
Especially purpose- and role-oriented usages based on a flexible set of techniques and 
methods are not comprehensively supported. For instance, SME (Software Management 
Environment) [8, 11] offers a number of role-oriented views on analysed data, but has a 
fixed, built-in set of control indicators and corresponding visualisations. The SME successor 
WebME (Web Measurement Environment) [18] has a scripting language for customising the 
interpretation and visualisation process, but does not provide a generic set of applicable 
controlling functions. Amadeus [15] and Ginger2 [19] offer a set of purpose-oriented 
controlling functions with a certain flexibility, but lack a role-oriented approach to data 
interpretation and visualisation. A more detailed overview of the state of the art can be found 
in [13]. 

Usually, state-of-the-art approaches provide a certain methodological foundation 
addressing the customisation of an SPCC to specific application environments. In state-of-
the-practice approaches, this methodological support is widely missing. Many companies 
develop their own dashboards (mainly based on Spreadsheet applications) or use dashboard 
solutions (e.g., test dashboards [17]) that provide a fixed set of predefined functions for 
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project control (e.g., dealing with product quality only or solely focusing on project costs) 
and are very specific to the purpose for which they were developed. 

 
3. The Soft-Pit Control Cockpit 

Soft-Pit is a project funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research 
(http://www.soft-pit.de). The project focuses on getting experience and methodological sup-
port for introducing control centers into companies and projects. One important topic of this 
project is how to operationally introduce an SPCC into a company and into a specific soft-
ware development project, that is, how to determine which processes are affected and which 
adaptations have to be made in order to make effectively use of an SPCC. The aim of Soft-Pit 
is to develop a holistic project control center that integrates information from different data 
sources in a goal-oriented way. 

 
3.1. Basic Approach 

The indicators used to control a development project depend on the project’s goals and the 
organisational environment. There is no default set of indicators that is always used in all 
development projects in the same manner [12]. The concrete indicators that are chosen 
should be derived in a systematic way from the project goals [10], making use of a goal-
oriented derivation process such as the Goal Question Metric (GQM) paradigm [2]. Some 
examples from indicators used in practice can be found in [1] and [11]. With respect to 
product quality, there exists even an ISO standard [9]. However, the concrete usage of the 
proposed measures depends upon the individual organisation. The ideas behind GQM and the 
Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP) [2] are well-proven concepts that are widely applied in 
practice today. 

 
The approach taken by Soft-Pit is to make use of the QIP and GQM for introducing an 

improvement-oriented software project control cycle (see [6], [7]): 
• I. Characterise Control Environment: First, project stakeholders characterise the 

environment in which project control shall be applied in order to set up a 
corresponding measurement program that is able to provide a basis for satisfying all 
needs. 

• II. Set Control Goals: Then, measurement goals for project control are defined and 
metrics are derived determining what kind of data to collect. In general, any goal 
derivation process can be used for defining control objectives. For practical reasons, 
we focus on the GQM paradigm for deriving indicators. 

• III. Goal-oriented Composition (Choose Process): Next, all control mechanisms for 
the project are composed based on the defined goals in order to provide online 
feedback on the basis of the data collected during project execution; that is, control 
techniques and visualisation mechanisms are selected from a corresponding repository 
and instantiated in the context of the project that has to be controlled. 

• IV. Execute Project Control Mechanisms: Once all control mechanisms are specified, 
a set of role-oriented views is generated for controlling the project. When 
measurement data are collected, the control mechanisms interpret and visualise them 
accordingly, so that plan deviations and project risks are detected and a decision-
maker can react accordingly. If a deviation is detected, its root cause must be 
determined and the control mechanisms have to be adapted accordingly. This, does, 
for example, require data analyses on different levels of abstraction in order to be able 
to trace causes for plan deviations. 
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• V. Analyse Results: After project completion, the resulting control mechanisms have 
to be analysed with respect to plan deviations and project risks detected in time, too 
late, or not detected at all. The causes for plan deviations and risks that were detected 
too late or that were not detected at all have to be determined. 

• VI. Package Results: The analysis results of the control mechanisms that were applied 
may be used as a basis for defining and improving control mechanisms for future 
projects (e.g., selecting the right control techniques and data visualisations, choosing 
the right parameters for controlling the project). 

 
3.2. Evaluation 

The evaluation of the approach is currently being conducted in the context of several 
industrial case studies with German companies from different domains, in which the 
developed control center and its deployment are evaluated. The project is mainly organised 
intro three iterations focusing on different controlling aspects. In the case studies, the Specula 
Project Support Environment (PSE) tool is used for implementing the basic concepts. Specula 
PSE is a research prototype that basically automates the specification and packaging of all 
control mechanisms and is also able to automatically execute them. SPCC users may use the 
tool for collecting measurement data and for utilising the generated visualisations for project 
control. The control mechanisms contained in the Specula repository depend on the 
organisation (and the very project that should be controlled). Some components may be more 
general and applicable for several companies and projects, whereas others may be very 
specific and implement organisation-specific control strategies. This is also related to the 
different kinds of components in the repository. For instance, one control component may 
implement a (fairly) complex control technique (like an Earned Value Analysis) and another 
component may just provide some simple data processing functionality for supporting other 
functions (like scaling a time series or converting between different data types). Figure 1 
gives an overview of the high-level architecture. 

 

Figure 1: Specula PSE High-Level Architecture. 
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Specula PSE has a classical three-layered architecture: 
• The data collection layer deals with accessing different data sources. Project data and 

measurement data need to be collected automatically by accessing different existing 
databases, or semi-automatically by using web forms for importing data from files or 
for entering data manually. 

• The data processing layer uses the data collection layer for accessing data from 
different sources in a unique way, processing them according to the control 
mechanisms defined, and finally providing services upon the processing results. 
Different services are offered for user management, checking the consistency of 
control mechanisms, accessing data repositories and VC specifications, and 
importing/exporting functionality. In order to adapt the Specula PSE functionality to 
the context of the respective project that needs to be controlled, a corresponding 
module manages all control components; that is, it supports the definition of new 
control components, the reuse of existing components, and the parameterisation of 
control components according to the project context. 

• The Servlet-based data exploration layer uses the services of the data processing 
layer for providing a graphical user interface for accessing all Specula PSE 
functionality, including displaying visualisations, managing data, administering 
control mechanisms, importing/exporting data, and changing user profiles. 

 
Specula PSE can be used as a framework for systematically composing project control 

mechanisms based on reusable control components; it provides a core functionality for 
project control and clearly defines interfaces for specifying additional modules that can be 
freely enhanced with respect to specific needs. Customisation includes specification of types, 
instances, and administration information (users and groups), implementation of data access 
object packages for accessing different repositories, implementation of data types for 
defining logical data containers, implementation of functions for processing measurement 
data, implementation of views for displaying data, and implementation of web forms for 
managing (importing, exporting, adding, removing) data. 

 
Figure 2 shows the user interface of the Specula PSE tool. On the left side, the overall 

navigation bar can be seen. The menu close to the navigation bar displays all available views 
for controlling the project. On the right side, one can see the selected view for analysing 
effort data. The tool is used within the Soft-Pit project for evaluating the basic approach in an 
industrial environment. Evaluation included: (a) the perceived usefulness and ease of use of 
the approach, (b) found plan deviations and project risks, and (c) costs for setting up and 
applying an SPCC. The results of the first iteration of case studies can be found in [4]. The 
second iteration consisted of four software development projects from three different 
organisations, which actually used the Specula PSE tool for controlling the projects. 
Preliminary results illustrate the general usefulness and ease of use of the SPCC and show 
that following a structured process for setting up and applying an SPCC does result in a 
significantly improved detection rate of plan deviations and project risks. The costs for 
setting up and applying an SPCC were around 10% of the overall development effort for a 
medium-sized project (approx. 10 team members). Empirical results of the second iteration 
will be published soon. 
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Figure 2: User interface of the Specula PSE tool. 
 

4. Practical Guidelines 
In the following, practical guidelines for introducing Software Project Control Centers in 

an industrial setting are described. This includes technical as well as organisational aspects. 
The guidelines are based on industrial case studies conducted in the context of the “Soft-Pit” 
project [4] as well as on discussions in the context of the 1st Workshop on Measurement-
based Cockpits for Distributed Software and Systems Engineering Projects (SOFTPIT 2007, 
available via [16]). Even though the guidelines were derived with a focus on project 
controlling issues, a lot of them could also be applied to implementing general measurement 
programs. The guidelines are grouped according to the six basic phases of the Quality 
Improvement Paradigm (QIP) [2] that were already used as a foundation of the Soft-Pit 
project control approach. Figure 3 gives an overview of all guidelines. In the following, we 
will describe all items of the list of practical guidelines in more detail, discuss practical 
solutions (e.g., as applied in the Soft-Pit project), and present open issues. The latter are the 
starting point for creating a future research roadmap in the field of Software Project Control 
Centers. The top issues will be summarised as part of Section 5. 
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Figure 3: Overview of practical guidelines for project control. 
 

4.1. Characterise 
(G1) Get Management and Staff Commitment: As a general rule for implementing 

successful measurement programs, it is important to obtain the commitment of all parties 
involved. This primarily includes the management, which has to provide funding for setting 
up a measurement program and actually executing the program (for data collection, analysis, 
and interpretation), but also includes the staff who actually have to execute the measurement 
program and keep it alive. Issues of sensitivity and trust are critical factors for the general 
acceptance of a measurement program. For creating “trust”, it is important to guarantee that 
data will not be used against people, but for transparently supporting certain explicitly stated 
goals of the project or the organisation. As stated above, Soft-Pit is a research project, so the 
project partners committed themselves to introducing and evaluating mechanisms for project 
control. In a real application scenario, the benefits of project control and the contribution to 
higher-level goals have to be made clear in order to get commitment (see also G4). 
Furthermore, industrial studies on the practical benefits and the return on investment of 
project control mechanisms (like [4]) help to obtain commitment. 

 
(G2) Address All Stakeholders: Before setting up project control mechanisms, it is 

important to clarify the potential stakeholders who are involved. Generally, this depends on 
the purpose and the goals that are to be achieved by introducing quantitative project control 
mechanisms. Stakeholders make use of the analysed and interpreted measurement data (e.g., 
for controlling the project, generating reports, or assuring quality). In general, we may 
distinguish between primary and secondary stakeholders of an SPCC.  
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The primary stakeholders are project managers, quality assurance managers, and 
(financial) controllers, who mainly use the SPCC to actively control different aspects of the 
software development project and initiate countermeasures in case of plan deviations and 
detected project risks. The secondary stakeholders are developers and other technical staff, 
who use the SPCC to enter measurement data as well as to detect root causes for plan 
deviations and project risks. Usually, the SPCC supports secondary stakeholders, but is not 
the primary tool for their daily work. In Soft-Pit, primary as well as secondary stakeholders 
have been addressed when defining project control mechanisms. In addition, measurement 
experts helped to focus the efforts by introducing quantitative control mechanisms (see also 
G7). 

 
4.2. Set Goals 

(G3) Use Goal-oriented Derivation Process: There is no universal set of control 
mechanisms that can be applied to all kinds of projects. Therefore, it is important to explicitly 
specify goals with respect to project control (which should be in conformance with an 
organisation’s higher-level goals). Usually, there are quite general goals, which are 
applicable for different kinds of projects in an organisation, but there are also individual 
goals for a certain project. Explicit definition of all these goals allows for systematic 
derivation of metrics (e.g., using a measurement paradigm like GQM [2]) and avoids 
collecting extraneous data that are not needed for assessing and achieving the goals. The 
latter is especially important with respect to the (organisational) overhead introduced by 
measurement, especially for small and medium-size enterprises. It is important to involve all 
affected parties in the metric derivation process in order get meaningful and applicable 
measurement data (as stated in G2). Most organisations have problems in identifying the 
“right” set of metrics and deriving the “right” set of indicators that make statements about 
achieving control goals. Soft-Pit provides a structured method that makes use of the QIP and 
a goal-oriented metrics derivation process for composing project control mechanisms based 
on control goals and environmental characteristics. Especially these environmental 
characteristics are important for deriving the “right” project control mechanisms. This 
includes, but is not limited to, the characteristics of the development process (e.g., V-Model® 
XT1 , RUP, or agile development), organisational characteristics (e.g., whether software is 
developed in distributed locations, in-house, or whether there is a con-tractor/supplier 
relationship), and so on. 

 
(G4) Contribute to Business Goals: A variety of different business goals exist for different 

organisations, with a tremendous effect on the project and on control goals that have to be 
met. For some organisations, time to market is important (e.g., companies that develop 
application software with many competitors); for others, it is reliability of the software 
product (e.g., embedded software in the medical domain), and so on. The goals with respect 
to project control should show a clear contribution towards the higher-level goals of the 
organisation. This guarantees that the project control mechanisms are not an end in itself, but 
used to actually steer and control all projects of an organisation. For instance, 
GQM+Strategies [3] is a measurement approach that builds on the well-tested GQM 
approach for planning and implementing software measurement. GQM+Strategies provides 
mechanisms for explicitly linking measurement goals to higher-level goals of the 
organisation, and further to goals and strategies at the level of the entire business. 

 

                                                           
1 The V-Modell® XT is a German system and software development standard, see http://www.v-modell.iabg.de. 
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(G5) Integrate Existing Data: Derivation of metrics and indicators should not be a pure 
top-down process, but should take into account the capabilities of the environment in which 
measurement takes place. The environment has to be analysed with respect to already 
collected data that may contribute to the explicitly stated control goals or data that could 
easily be collected within the corresponding environment and contribute to the stated goals. 
This is particularly important when introducing project control mechanisms for the first time 
and when changing the development process (which may be necessary for getting valid 
measurement) is not an option. In this case, project control mechanisms should be introduced 
step by step. Their first execution should introduce a minimum of changes and use the 
existing infrastructure as far as possible (see also G7). This eases the integration of project 
control mechanisms and helps in getting the necessary acceptance by the staff. 

 
(G6) Customise Solution: There exists no off-the-shelf set of project control mechanisms 

that fits all purposes. It is important to customise the functionality provided to the specific 
needs and goals with respect to project control. Different stakeholders, goals, and environ-
mental characteristics have to be considered when customising project control mechanisms. 
For most organisations, it is difficult to come up with reliable upper and lower bounds and 
baselines for project control indicators that fit to their specific characteristics. One option is 
analysing past project data to come up with reliable baselines. However, this requires an 
already existing database of former projects and corresponding measurement data. Expert 
interviews may also be an appropriate means for defining initial baselines. If absolute base-
lines are available, trends may also be used for assessing the current project state (whether 
the project improved with respect to the last status report). Soft-Pit provided control 
mechanisms for all three options depending on the available data and expert knowledge. 
Customising project control mechanisms is a recurring process: Baselines and other 
customisation parameters of control mechanisms have to be adapted (for instance, if the 
project plan is changed or the set of baselines is not applicable to a certain type of project) to 
reflect the current project situation appropriately. 

 
(G7) Follow Incremental Approach: When introducing project control mechanisms in an 

organisation, it is easier to start small and broaden the scope step-by-step. The complexity of 
control goals addressed, indicators computed, and metrics collected may be increased over 
time. Soft-Pit started with a quite generic SPCC in the first iteration, which provided basic 
functionality that mainly relied on data already existing at the different case study providers. 
The second and third iterations added more specific goals and made use of more 
customisation options. This also required changes of the development process. For instance, 
for computing defect density per code module, developers have to refer to an already filed 
defect when committing code to the versioning system. It would have been difficult to 
introduce such kinds of changes when introducing the control center for the first time. 

 
4.3. Choose Process 

(G8) Integrate into Processes and Tools: In order to be used efficiently, measurement has 
to become a core component for controlling a project. Therefore, it is important that the data 
collection process as well as the data interpretation and visualisation processes are integrated 
into the (organisational) development process. This includes institutionalising defined metrics 
as well as making use of collected data. Some control mechanisms also imply requirements 
for organising project work (e.g. an Earned Value Analysis requires explicitly defined work 
products and their actual/earned value). If controlling mechanisms are already in place, it is 
important to integrate them. 
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For instance, if tools are already used for project planning or analysing code quality, these 
tools should be integrated into the SPCC and vice versa, if possible. The tool used in the 
Soft-Pit project provided a variety of interfaces for collecting data from various management 
and development tools. 

 
(G9) Respect Heterogeneity: Software is increasingly being developed at distributed 

locations, which usually have heterogeneous development processes. This may result in 
incompatible workflows and data provided by different development locations. Harmonising 
development processes may work within one company, but is difficult across different 
organisations (e.g., collaborating on one common project). It is important to address this 
issue when setting up project control mechanisms. This may require creating process 
abstractions and interfaces in order to guarantee compatibility of workflows and 
measurement data collected. This also has an influence on the security mechanisms provided 
by an SPCC. It may not be desired that a project manager of company A should be able to 
access detailed project data of company B. This may require setting up corresponding 
accessibility roles for different granularities of data. 

 
(G10) Define Responsibilities: For quantitative project control, it has to be clear which 

project member has to provide which data for which purpose at which point in time of the 
process, and who the stakeholders of the collected data are. It has to be specified when the 
collected data should be interpreted and visualised and how to detect and react to critical 
project states. Such kinds of information are usually specified as part of a measurement plan 
(as done in the Soft-Pit project). However, this requires training of all people participating in 
the project (see also G13). 

 
(G11) Define Interpretation and Visualisation Plan: If data are collected for controlling 

purposes, critical project states have to be detected, root causes for such states have to be 
derived, and corresponding countermeasures have to be defined. This requires an efficient 
data analysis and interpretation process on the one hand (e.g., mechanisms for data 
abstraction as well as the possibility to drill down into data), and efficient data visualisations 
on the other hand (e.g., graphical detection of plan deviation as early as possible). An SPCC 
should support the efficient and effective derivation of countermeasures in case of detected 
plan derivations and project risks. It should support the detection of root causes for plan 
deviations and project risks, so that an experienced project manager is able to derive 
corresponding countermeasures. Manual interpretation of measurement data can be difficult 
depending on the underlying complexity of a metric or an indicator and on the experience of 
the person interpreting the data. If a formal model is used for data interpretation, calibration 
and setting realistic target values and baselines is crucial for getting acceptance (see also G6). 

 
(G12) Guarantee Transparency: Transparency is important for getting staff commitment. 

People providing data should know about the purpose and goals related to collecting exactly 
this kind of data. For getting reliable data, it should be clear who will use the data in the end 
for what purpose. The resulting decision-making process should be as transparent as possible. 
In the Soft-Pit project, a model was derived describing the relationships between control 
goals, related indicators, and metrics. It was discussed with all participants of the projects. 
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(G13) Provide Training: If quantitative project control mechanisms shall be applied, it is 
important to spent resources on successfully introducing such mechanisms in practice. People 
need to be trained in collecting valid measurement data, stakeholders need to be trained in 
using an SPCC, and managers also need to be trained in how to define the project control 
mechanisms needed for covering the higher-level goals of an organisation. In the Soft-Pit 
project, trainings were conducted with all SPCC users. External measurement expert’s sup-
ported managers in defining goals and deriving metrics and indicators that were suited for the 
specific project and organisational context. 

 
4.4. Execute 

(G14) Establish Communication Channels: Especially for a distributed development 
project (in which different organisations participate), it is difficult to establish 
communication channels and clearly state who should communicate with whom in which 
case. This is a general problem of such projects, but has a strong influence on the conception 
of control centers. For instance, it has to be specified at which point in time data is valid (e.g., 
everybody has finished entering effort data) and can be analysed for project control purposes. 
Furthermore, it has to be specified how to transparently communicate countermeasures in 
case of plan deviations. Empirical examples of what such communication channels should 
look like for establishing efficient control mechanisms is widely missing. 

 
(G15) Create Measurement Culture: A measurement culture is necessary for establishing 

a successful measurement program in general and project control mechanisms in particular. 
Acceptable practices have to be clear from the beginning (i.e., blame the process, not the 
people) in order to create an atmosphere of trust. This also includes feedback sessions and the 
discussion of data analysis and interpretation results. In the Soft-Pit project, the control center 
was used differently across the case studies. Some organisations already had a kind of 
measurement culture and were aware of the problems related to data collections. In order to 
support creation of such a culture, every case study had a so-called coach (a measurement 
expert from the research partners of the project), who was responsible for supporting the 
setup and execution of project control mechanisms. 

 
(G16) Provide Guidance: In practice, it is difficult for a project manager to determine 

whether the project is in a good or bad state. This largely depends on his/her experience. An 
SPCC can support a project manager (and other project roles) in detecting plan deviations 
and projects risks. The aim is not to replace the project manager, but to help him/her to make 
decisions on a quantitative basis. However, further guidance is needed to support detection of 
root causes for plan deviations and project risks or to provide a list of countermeasures that 
may save the project in case of plan deviations and risks. In Soft-Pit, we implemented control 
mechanisms that provide drill-down and abstraction functionality for detecting root causes. A 
list of countermeasures was not provided, because this usually requires building up an 
extensive experience base [2] of appropriate actions that could be applied in a certain project 
situation. This was beyond the scope of the project. 

 
(G17) Reduce Overhead: For acceptance of an SPCC, it is important to reduce the over-

head introduced by applying project control mechanisms. An SPCC should provide a central 
point for data analysis and interpretation, so that consulting a variety of other project control 
tools can be avoided. An SPCC should not re-implement their functionality, but integrate 
(data of) these tools and provide access to them (e.g., via a link) if related plan deviations or 
project risks are detected. 
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Importing data from other tools (like MS Project, BugZilla, or FXCop) should be 
automated as far as possible in order to avoid unnecessary overhead. For instance, the SPCC 
used in the Soft-Pit project provided generic interfaces for collecting data from other tools 
and integrating them into a common decision base. 

(G18) Check Data Quality: High quality of the collected data is critical for making it 
possible to draw the right conclusions. If data are collected automatically (e.g., code metrics), 
at least the syntactical correctness of the data is assured; that is, data can be generated in the 
required format. If data are collected manually (e.g., effort data), carefully defined data 
collection procedures need to ensure the correct syntax; for example, the effort data may 
contain typing errors (e.g., letters) that have to be dealt with. Checking and assuring semantic 
correctness requires even more advanced techniques, such as triangulation (i.e., cross-
checking data from different sources). 

 
(G19) Check Data Analysis and Interpretation Quality: If data analysis and interpretation 

mechanisms for project control are specified, their correct functionality should be checked 
regularly. In Soft-Pit, this included simple plausibility checks on whether control techniques 
(like Milestone Trend Analysis or Earned Value Analysis) provided correct results. This was 
especially done at the beginning of the studies and was done less frequently towards the end. 

 
(G20) Check Data Visualisation Quality: The visualisations provided by an SPCC should 

be checked regularly with respect to whether all data is displayed correctly. Scalability of 
diagrams, especially, is important when dealing with real project data. Moreover, the 
functionality of drill-down and abstraction mechanisms (as important means for detecting 
root causes of plan deviations and project risks) should be checked regularly. 

 
(G21) Guarantee Accessibility: In order to work effectively, all stakeholders must be able 

to access the SPCC functionality easily. The Soft-Pit SPCC was implemented using web-
based technologies, which guaranteed easy client access (using a web browser). But 
accessibility is not only a technical issue. For an SPCC user, it is important to have access to 
the data that is needed for his specific role and only to those data. This should be done in 
order to avoid information overload and guarantee data privacy. In Soft-Pit, individual access 
rights for visualisations and data collection mechanisms were provided. However, it was not 
possible to specify access rights on different levels of data granularity, which is important for 
fully supporting distributed projects in which multiple organisations take part. 

 
4.5. Analyse 

(G22) Show Value: When analysing the results of the project control mechanisms applied, 
it is important to show the value to all affected parties as early as possible. Often, the return 
on investment of project control mechanisms cannot be measured directly. There are a lot of 
indirect benefits, related, for instance, to the overall process maturity of an organisation. 
Therefore, the benefits should be analysed carefully (not only quantitatively, but also 
qualitatively). Demonstrating the value of project control mechanisms may already start 
during the execution of the project under control, for instance by demonstrating how data are 
actually used for effectively controlling the project. 

(G23) Conduct Post-Mortem Analysis: After the end of the project, the effectiveness of the 
applied project control mechanisms should be analysed. For instance, the complete lists of 
plan deviations and project risks have to be analysed. This includes deviations and risks 
detected by the SPCC as well as deviations and risks that were detected by other means or 
that were detected after the end of the project. 
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All deviations and risks should be classified as to whether they were detected in time by 
the SPCC, whether they were detected too late, or whether they were not detected at all. For 
all deviations and risks that were not detected at all, the measurement plan has to be analysed 
with respect to missing goals or other missing parts of the measurement model. 

 
4.6. Package 

(G24) Package Experience and Reuse: If measurement is to be established as a means for 
quantitative project control, it has to be introduced in a sustainable way. On the one hand, 
this includes that (qualitative and quantitative) experience is used to define and reuse project 
control mechanisms and to adapt them to the current projects. On the other hand, models 
(e.g., quality models) that already work for a project need to be generalised and made 
available to “comparable” projects of the same type. Control mechanisms may look different, 
or may even not make sense at all, if reused in different contexts. A meta-model for control 
indicators might contain information on dependencies of control components (e.g., a rule-
based specification including restrictions and dependencies of components). However, this 
problem is only partly addressed by the Soft-Pit project and needs further research. 

 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 

This article provided a general introduction to the field of Software Project Control 
Centers. A specific goal-oriented control center approach, developed and evaluated as part of 
the Soft-Pit project, was briefly described. After that, practical guidelines were listed 
addressing challenges in the field of setting up and introducing software cockpits in industry. 
Social and organisational issues related to the deployment of software cockpits (such as 
overcoming acceptance problems) were addressed. For selected guidelines, we illustrated 
how to overcome those issues based on experience that was systematically gathered in 
several industrial case studies and research projects. The benefits experienced from following 
the guidelines include, but are not limited to: being able to identify and reduce risks related to 
introducing software cockpits, being more efficient in setting up and adapting project 
controlling mechanisms, allowing for more transparent decision-making regarding project 
control, being able to achieve higher acceptance of the underlying measurement program 
within a company, reducing the overhead of data collection, increasing data quality 
(especially for manually collected data), and, finally, achieving projects that are easier to plan 
and to control. 

 
Further development and evaluation of the approach will take place in the context of the 

Soft-Pit project. Important research questions to be tackled from a practitioner’s viewpoint 
include the following aspects: 

• The starting point for setting up a holistic control center that integrates more aspects 
of engineering-style software development are usually high-level business goals, from 
which measurement programs and controlling instruments can be derived. Thus, it 
would be possible to transparently monitor, assess, and optimise the effects of 
business strategies performed (such as CMMI-based improvement programs). 

• In order to successfully conduct projects that need inter-enterprise collaboration, one 
crucial success factor is the existence of well-specified and coordinated distributed 
development processes. In order to guarantee intellectual control over such a process, 
it is necessary to have efficient management and controlling mechanisms in place. On 
the level of global multi-domain inter-enterprise development projects, project 
controlling is aggravated by many factors, such as heterogeneous development 
processes, incompatible workflows and data, slow technological infrastructure, 
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cultural factors, and lack of trust. The existing software cockpits mainly focus on 
intra-organisational processes and there-fore, the emerging area of globally 
distributed software projects remains poorly supported. 

• In the area of small or medium-size enterprises (SME), technical development 
processes are often seen as being more important than management processes and are 
therefore not integrated well into the organisational culture. Supporting project 
control proactively based on quantitative analyses and goal-oriented project control is 
often missing. Such systems explicitly have to address the specifics of an SME. 
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A real case of Function Points usage in the software asset 

evaluation for a company’s branch acquisition 
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Abstract  

Software is essentially an immaterial asset and its evaluation is not a simple task, at all. 
Many approaches could be used for this and any one of them has its advantages and 
disadvantages. 

 
This presentation is intended to illustrate the activity of software asset evaluation for a 

real case of company’s branch acquisition based on an “On Line Tribute system” in a public 
administration context, using the approach of the "replacement cost". The process of 
evaluation, according with this principle, responds basically to the question: "what would the 
cost of remaking the existing software as it is currently configured be if we restart from 
scratch and how long should we wait until it is available in operation?" 

 
The consulting activity was configured as an estimate of FP using the Early & Quick 

approach and deriving costs and time for a development project from scratch hypothetically 
run to yield a system "as it was" at the moment of evaluation without considering the costs 
"layered" related to maintenance that have occurred in time to set the asset as it currently 
was from a different starting point. 

 
Many development options were explored in order to simulate different scenarios and 

finally three of them were chosen to compare one to each other: internal development, 
external development and a mixed one. Quality and technical factors were considered in the 
model and a concept of “fitness for use” was adopted in order to guarantee the adequacy of 
the architectural characteristics to the customer requirements. Immediate availability was 
considered as an important value factor since the services couldn’t be stopped to wait for a 
new system to be delivered. Development duration was transformed into economical value. 

 
The consultancy results were used in a negotiation process to establish a final value for 

the software asset and to conclude a deed of assignment. 
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Strengthening CMMI Maturity Levels with a Quantitative 
Approach to Root-Cause Analysis 

 
Luigi Buglione 

 
 

Abstract 
This paper discusses and analyses the opportunity to approach a typical TQM qualitative 

technique such as Root-Cause Analysis (RCA), expressed with the well-known Ishikawa (or 
Fishbone) diagrams, in a quantitative manner. Adding a control measure at the end of each 
‘cause bone’ can help decision-makers in their determination of corrective/improvement 
actions to take in terms of how much to introduce into the related action plan in the way of 
resources. The ISO 15939 Measurement Information Model can be the appropriate technique 
to help derive such measures, as it overcomes the intrinsic limitations of Orthogonal Defect 
Classification (ODC) by providing direct process improvement at ML2 on Measurement & 
Analysis (ME) and at ML3 on Organisational Process Focus (OPF), in particular taking 
care of the specific practice SP1.4 concerning the establishment of the organisation’s 
measurement repository), as well as on the General Practice GP2.8 (Monitor & Control the 
Process) across all the process areas involved in each single cause-effect analysis. The 
communication issue is discussed, an alternative way to express Ishikawa diagrams is 
proposed (Mind Maps), and how Mind Maps can facilitate the diffusion of RCA and its 
quantitative variant (Q-RCA) into organisations, and subsequently be used by organisations, 
is shown. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
Moving from the ‘old’ Sw-CMM [25] to the newer CMMI [10] stressed a generally 

broader awareness on the part of the Software Systems Engineering community of what is 
meant by a path towards a ‘real’ process improvement (PI). In particular, the adoption – as in 
the ISO 15504 standard (aka SPICE) [15] or in the SE-CMM [3] – of a ‘continuous’ 
representation capable of looking at each single process as a building block within the 
Business Process Model (BPM) which enables a company to design its own path towards a 
higher process and organisational maturity.  

In a previous paper [5], the relevance of the continuous representation of a PI model and 
the opportunity to adopt it were stressed. The authors observed that often the staged 
representation cannot adequately represent the maturity path for a large majority of the 
companies potentially interested in ICT2. For instance, looking at CMMI, a basic mechanism 
for continuous improvement, which is Root-Cause-Analysis (RCA), is included in the 
process area called CAR (Causal Analysis & Resolution) at ML5 [5]. However, for those 
working with the ISO 9001:2000 requirement model [14], RCA should seen as an ML2-3 
practice [24], not an ML5 one. The same observation needs to be made with respect to the 
General Practices (GP), where this ability had been hidden and ranked as the last one in the 
row (GP5.2). This obvious anomaly highlights the point that, in order to be representative 
and affordable, a model should capture, in a more plausible and granular way the reality 
observed, without distortion. Failure to do so means that improvements are less visible to 
company employees working on or pursuing an improvement program [27]. Thus, the aim of 
this paper is to go a step beyond what is discussed in [5], with two main objectives: 
                                                           
2 See also [11][21] [10, Part 1]. 
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• To make RCA more quantitative and link it to the population of the measurement 
database, one of the basic PALs (Process Asset Library) demanded in CMMI by the 
two main organisational processes (OPD – Organisational Process Definition / OPF – 
Organisational Process Focus); 

• To provide some tips for spreading the use of RCA in an organisation, focusing on the 
relevance of the communication issue, with the aim of making RCA more appealing 
by proposing Mind Maps instead of the original Ishikawa (or Fishbone) diagrams. 

 
In section 2, we discuss in detail the role of RCA within a process improvement initiative 

and the impacts of the current PI model set-up on process ratings and, subsequently, on the 
writing of improvement plans. In section 3, we discuss the way to make RCA more 
quantitative using GQM-like techniques and models, such as the ISO 15939 Measurement 
Information Model (MIM) and how to profitably use RCA in combination with the 
organisational measurement repository. In section 4, we discuss the (diffused) lack of 
communication within an improvement initiative (in terms of process) and the way the 
communication issue has been under-evaluated in most Maturity Model (MM) architectures. 
Furthermore, we propose the use of Mind Maps (or other similar tools, possibly OSS – Open 
Source Software) as a perfect substitute for Ishikawa diagrams, showing all the possible 
benefits to adopting this tool. Finally, in section 5, we present our conclusions to the current 
work, and outline our plans for future work on this topic. 

  
2. Root-Cause Analysis (RCA) and Process Improvement 
2.1. Causal Analysis & Resolution and CMMI: a high- or low-maturity process? 

As discussed in a previous paper [5], RCA is one of the ‘old’ qualitative TQM (Total 
Quality Management) tools3, the aim of which is to derive, in a backward-forward manner, 
the related causes and the effects they provoke (whether positive or negative). By virtue of its 
design, this tool typically derives a qualitative outcome, generating a map (the Ishikawa-
Fishbone diagram [13]), wherein the last ‘bone’ of each of its parts represents the starting 
point (for the related family of causes) that contributes to generating a particular effect. 

RCA probably represents the core analysis technique within an improvement path, 
because it summarises a number of TQM techniques in one: brainstorming, affinity diagram 
and Pareto analysis: it is not possible to write an action plan if we are not able to analyse in 
detail where to intervene with a corrective/improvement action. Thus, in a general purpose 
requirement model such as ISO 9001:2000, RCA is a foundation mechanism to run in order 
to achieve compliance with the model and, consequently, certification by an external auditor.  

In the Maturity Models (MM), for instance CMMI, RCA has been treated in a process area 
(PA) called Causal Analysis & Resolution (CAR). This PA, from a staged representation 
viewpoint, has been positioned at ML5 as one of the two highest maturity PAs to be 
evaluated in order to assign (or not) the maximum maturity rating to an organisation. Also, 
looking at the CMMI continuous representation, RCA has been included as one of the 
General Practices (GP5.2) within each PA. Since, according to a generally accepted and 
widely held view on the mapping between ISO 9001 and CMMI [20], an ISO 9001 certified 
company should be equivalent to a CMMI ML in between ML2 and ML3 [24], the question 
is: Is CAR (and hence RCA) a high- or a low-maturity process/practice? 

                                                           
3 In TQM literature, the term ‘tool’ has been taken to refer to a series of techniques, classified as either ‘old’ 
(more qualitative) or ‘new’ (more quantitative) ones. See also [29]. 
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Figure 1: Factors contributing to the high rate of software project failures4 
 
Our answer in [5] was to consider RCA as a basic technique to be adopted early on the 

path towards a real project and organisational maturity, because it is not possible to think that 
a company will not use RCA until its ML5 maturity stage. 

This conclusion would lead to a request for a change to the SEI, at least for a shift from a 
GP5.2 to a GP2.x, even if the staged representation is cancelled the following year. If this is 
possible/opportune, both CAR and DAR (Decision Analysis & Resolution) should be 
positioned at ML2, because they cannot also be thought of as ‘organisational processes’, but 
as ‘project-level processes’ run every day by a project team5. 

 
2.2. Impacts on Process Rating and subsequent improvement actions 

In terms of process ratings, there is a major problem with the current MM set-up, which 
can lead to potentially serious misunderstandings when an improvement plan is written.  Let 
us suppose, for example, that an ICT company is being appraised against CMMI ML3 PAs 
with the staged representation. In this case, CAR will be outside the scope of the appraisal, 
however DAR will be within it.  Some questions would arise, for instance: 

• How can CAR and DAR be two MLs apart, but at the same time be so intimately 
related?  

• Since RCA is a basic mechanism – probably not run using a graphical notation – in 
each project and evincible from any meeting report noting a decision about a 
particular phenomenon, how can it be taken into account in rating such PAs?  

                                                           
4 Taken from [18]. Another possible classification for software failures is proposed in [1]. 
5 The concepts included in [5] were submitted to the SEI as a Change Request (CR) for the CMMI project and 
were considered within the development of the CMMI-SVC model [9] within the “Problem Management” 
(PRM) process area, currently positioned at ML3 (November 2007). 
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• Looking at the continuous representation and choosing the preferred PAs to appraise 
in spite of a pre-established ML-guided list, how, and how often, will GP5.2 be 
evaluated, as RCA is a basic technique which will surely be run before the statistical 
control (ML4/GP4.x)? A further discrepancy in the CMMI architecture is that the 
qualitative practices/processes are run before the quantitative ones, while a logical 
path towards higher maturity levels would imply exactly the opposite order (before 
taking care of quantitative practices on more known and consolidated process and 
after moving to what is more difficult to measure, through a qualitative evaluation). 

 
The logical consequence is that the apparent impact on process and organisational ratings 

will be less than the real one, and the reasons for this are based on the above evidence, which 
is that the current CMMI architecture on this issue does not reflect a company’s priorities, 
and such a practice (and the related process) is relegated to a ‘place’ that few companies will 
explore in assessing their compliance rating. 

 
3. Joining RCA and ‘Open’ Measurement 
3.1. Measuring RCA by ODC: some limitations 

As we stated previously, it is in the nature of RCA, and one of its limitations, to be a 
qualitative tool. But this limitation was overcome in the early ’90s by the ODC (Orthogonal 
Defect Classification) technique [7, 8]. ODC applied RCA principles to a standard taxonomy 
of causes for analysing the software testing process by the defects detected. This allowed for 
a benchmark (both for internal and external purposes) which would prove to be useful for 
improving the testing phase, but which did not cover the other SLC phases or, usually, the 
project. In fact, RCA is an analysis tool applicable to any phenomenon of interest. 

 
3.2. Extending the measurable RCA scope of application 

Applying, by analogy, the same three-tier decomposition approach used in quality models 
such as ISO 9126-1 [17] to RCA (where level 0 means the analysed entity), it is possible to 
obtain the mapping presented in Table 1 [6]: 

 
Table 1: Level of analysis in Quality Models, RCA and GQM 

LEVEL QUALITY MODEL (QM) ROOT-CAUSE ANALYSIS (RCA) GQM  
0 Product Effect Goal 
1 Characteristic  Cause Question 
2 Sub-characteristic Sub-cause Sub-Question 
3 Measure (Measure)  Metric (Measure) 

 
What we hoped to do was arrive at a quantitative use of RCA, associating any lower level 

cause (or sub-cause) to a measure, using those that remained in the organisational 
measurement repository or, when needed, deriving new ones based on the GQM (Goal-
Question-Metric) approach [2]. So, in the previous paper we proposed an open, original 
interpretation of a quantitative RCA (called Q-RCA), as shown in Figure 2. Examples of the 
possible advantages we envisage are the following: 

• Spreading of the ODC lesson to all the facts that are of interest to a project manager, 
through an open measurement, coming back to the original TQM approach; 

• Gaining greater objectivity in assigning priorities to tasks in an action plan (or in a 
project plan, using Q-RCA at any organisational level); 

• Stimulating easier data gathering, introducing or revising measures derived from a 
need for information (which would be the effect to be analysed); 
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• Reducing the CONQ (cost of non quality) in the mid- to long-term, with an 
optimisation of the COQ (cost of quality); 

• Easier implementation of the technique to a series of processes (e.g. monitoring & 
control, quality assurance, process/product measurement, data gathering, etc.) through 
a growing number of competent and skilled people across the organisation. An 
internal benchmarking activity will become possible, as in ODC, by simply 
maintaining the same schema over time and comparing the measured values. 

  

Figure 2: Measures applied to the final bones in a Fishbone diagram 
 
An intermediate goal would be to make the process automatic, not only as a data gathering 

tool, but also as a dashboard for a dynamic visualisation of data chains in order to improve 
organisational performance at all levels, as proposed in the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 
approach. 

 
3.3. From the GQM to the ISO 15939 Measurement Information Model (MIM) 

What was not covered in a structured way in [5] was the technique (and related procedure) 
for deriving such measures on the lower-level bones in our Fishbone diagram. As we stated 
previously, a well-known paradigm which is often applied is the GQM, where each goal is 
decomposed through a series of possible questions to be answered by one or more measures. 
Many variants of the original formulation have been developed over the years, i.e. GQM(I) 
[23], V-GQM [22], etc. 
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Recently, the ISO proposed the Measurement Information Model (MIM), which is “a 
structure linking information needs to the relevant entities and attributes of concern. Entities 
include processes, products, projects, and resources. The measurement information model 
describes how the relevant attributes are quantified and converted to indicators that provide 
a basis for decision making. The selection or definition of appropriate measures to address 
an information need begins with a measurable concept: an idea of which measurable 
attributes are related to an information need and how they are related. The measurement 
planner defines measurement constructs that link these attributes to a specified information 
need. This measurement information model identifies basic terms and concepts. The 
measurement information model helps to determine what the measurement planner needs to 
specify during measurement planning, performance, and evaluation.” Figure 3 shows the 
MIM that is included as Appendix A in the 15939 standard [16]. 

 

 Figure 3: Measurement Information Model (MIM) 
 
Observing its structure, we note the way MIM refines and addresses the basic GQM idea, 

and stresses the central role of the information needs and the instrumental role of measures as 
a tool for addressing this need. 
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4. Visualising and Communicating RCA: from Fishbone diagrams to Mind 
Maps 

4.1. SPI models and the communication process 
Partly addressed by the main SPI models, such as CMMI or ISO 15504, is the 

communication issue, where there is now a dedicated support process in place, but only 
appraisal criteria related to that process are included (i.e. in CMMI, the GP2.7 on relevant 
stakeholders to identify and involve in a particular process). Moreover, it has largely been 
proved that communication pitfalls can constitute a major problem which may make a 
process improvement initiative unsuccessful [27][28][12]. One way to reduce – or at least 
attenuate – resistance to change has been introduced through organisational improvement 
models such as IDEAL [19], where this issue is carefully managed. Because of the reduced 
adoption of RCA in ICT organisations, which could also be driven by its positioning at the 
highest levels (i.e. in CMMI at ML5, both in terms of process (CAR) and appraisal criteria 
(GP5.2)), we propose to intervene to make its application more practical, observing possible 
hurdles about its current usage and suggesting other possible ways to apply the underlying 
concepts. 

 
4.2. Some problems/limitations of the Fishbone diagrams 

One of the appraisal criteria used in SPI models concerns the use of the appropriate 
resources for each of the processes to be applied (CMMI GP2.3). The selection and use of a 
series of integrated automatic tools to describe the proper workflow is undoubtedly a critical 
factor in the successful adoption of such practices. Looking at common tools which could be 
used for RCA and drawing Fishbone diagrams, some possibilities could be: 

• free-hand drawing with a presentation tool (i.e. MS PowerPoint or OpenOffice 
Impress. 

• specific drawing tools (i.e. RCAXPress or FreeMind). 
• generic drawing tools with RCA templates (i.e. MS Visio, SmartDraw, and others). 

 
Even if there were a willingness to use RCA in a quantitative way, or if there were a 

demand for it, as described above, it would be difficult to connect these drawing tools to the 
organisation’s information systems. Moreover, the increased effort resulting from the 
production and maintenance of an RCA chart with new data could discourage its adoption, or 
at least reduce its application.  

In order to more widely disseminate RCA (in particular, its quantitative version, or Q-
RCA) for dynamic use as a comprehensive tool for decision-making, possible additional 
requirements could be to make this tool easier to generate these logical objects and be 
linkable to measurement repositories.  

Below, the use of Mind Maps is proposed as a possible approach for representing RCA in 
a different manner, but incorporating these two additional requirements. 

 
4.3. Mind Maps: origins & perspectives 
4.3.1. Definition and basic concepts 

 ““A mind map is a diagram used to represent words, ideas, tasks or other items linked to 
and arranged radially around a central key word or idea. It is used to generate, visualise, 
structure and classify ideas, and as an aid in study, organisation, problem solving, decision 
making, and writing. It is an image-centered diagram that represents semantic or other 
connections between portions of information. By presenting these connections in a radial, 
non-linear graphical manner, it encourages a brainstorming approach to any given 
organisational task, eliminating the hurdle of initially establishing an intrinsically 
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appropriate or relevant conceptual framework to work within. A mind map is similar to a 
semantic network or cognitive map but there are no formal restrictions on the kinds of links 
used. The elements are arranged intuitively according to the importance of the concepts and 
they are organised into groupings, branches, or areas. The uniform graphic formulation of 
the semantic structure of information on the method of gathering knowledge, may aid recall 
of existing memories.” 6 

 
4.3.2. Possible applications 

Mind Maps can have a large number of applications: brainstorming, creating a hierarchy 
of concepts, note-taking (i.e. as a graphical summary of items discussed in a meeting 
originally reported on paper only), among others. In the context of our proposal, it could be 
used as a perfect substitute for the typical Fishbone diagram. Figure 4 illustrates the way to 
represent the Fishbone diagram with a Mind Map, with four groups of causes. 

 
  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

  
 

(c) 
 

(d) 
  (e) 

 
Figure 4: Five steps from Fishbone diagrams to Mind Maps 

 
The sequence in Figure 4 is as follows:  from Figure 4a, where the effect to be analysed is 

placed on the right in the traditional Fishbone shape; to Figure 4b, where it has been moved 
to the center; to Figure 4c, which shows the basic Mind Map; to Figure 4d, where the sub-
causes are positioned as bones (or leaves of a tree, if preferred) related to a particular group 
                                                           
6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mind_map  
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of causes (which, in a typical Fishbone diagram are placed on the extreme side of each bone); 
and then to Figure 4e, which shows the Mind Map once the required software for drawing a it 
has been adopted7. The graphical passage from Figure 4d to Figure 4e is quite intuitive.  

There are advantages to be gained in terms of the ease with which the maps are written, in 
the greater appeal of this representation (“look & feel”), but, more importantly, in the 
possibility of using them with hyperlinks to documents and databases, as well as within a 
wiki8, with some dynamic features about the measure to be monitored and where an RAG 
(red-amber-green) logic can be applied to facilitate reading. In this way, the combination of a 
stricter and better appreciated representation of RCA used in a quantitative manner and the 
potential power of a wiki can constitute a means for spreading the use of RCA at lower 
maturity levels, arriving in turn – at project level – at a quicker and more extensive 
monitoring & control activity. 

 
4.4. Possible applications of Q-RCA using Mind Maps 
4.4.1. Meeting reports 

One suggestion for bringing cause-effect analysis into everyday project practices is to use 
it during project meetings. The way meetings are managed and decisions formalised is often 
only text-based, with a list of the items discussed and the assigned corrective/actions 
corresponding to them. It takes time to create such a list, and, depending on the report 
writer’s style, the contents of that list can be compact or less so, impacting on the amount of 
information available to its intended readers. Another common claim of technical personnel 
is that documentation is a product of the organisation’s bureaucracy which requires project 
effort to produce, thereby reducing the ‘technical’ productivity of the project team, whereas it 
should simply constitute the physical means for transmitting information to the intended 
audience with the ultimate objective of action being taken. Often, such resistance produces a 
reduced amount of project information transmitted to the intended stakeholders, both in terms 
of quality and quantity, which in turn diminishes project performance. Thus, format may 
become another challenge to overcome in terms of its impact on content. Moreover, an 
incomplete RCA (even if measured in terms of the information transmitted to the intended 
audience) could generate a negative effect on the project itself. 

The introduction of a (mainly) hierarchy-based structure for the discussed and agreed-
upon causes and sub-causes of a particular effect emanating from a project meeting to be 
expressed in a visual way can reduce the effort needed for the analysis and synthesis of 
information provided in a report. Such a structure can also reduce the probability of 
misunderstandings about those causes and sub-causes, and the priorities assigned to them 
with respect to the corrective or improvement action required. Figure 5 shows how a meeting 
report could typically be reduced to a 3-page document, consisting of a cover sheet (a), the 
actual RCA of the items discussed presented in the form of Mind Maps (b), and the action 
plan (c), with the information needed to implement the corrective/improvement action 
referenced to the most relevant causes identified and prioritised during the analysis. 

                                                           
7 FreeMind (http://freemind.sourceforge.net) is the open-source software used for producing the Mind Map 
figures in this paper. 
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki  
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(a)         (b)    (c)  
Figure 5: A 3-page meeting report with Q-RCA 

 
Furthermore, if applied to Agile projects, such an advantage would become increasingly 

leveraged, because the RCA process could be performed during the so-called ‘daily meeting’ 
or ‘stand-up meeting’ (according to SCRUM [26] and XP labeling [4] respectively, to name 
just two Agile methods), the Mind Map being created during the meeting and published 
within minutes of the end of the meeting on the project’s wiki, with no extra effort required. 
This would make the meeting information available to the project team members for action. 
Figure 6 shows a visual example with TWiki, which can include FreeMind files, exported in 
.twi format. 

 

Figure 6: Use of Q-RCA in a wiki 
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4.4.2. At project closing 
Another occasion during the project lifetime when it can be appropriate to use RCA is at 

project closing. Often at the end of a project, post-mortem analysis is not performed at all, 
and a great deal of information is missed which could have been gathered and stored in 
organisational repositories about lessons learned, typical risks to be avoided, software life 
cycles to be adopted, among other things (what CMMI calls a PAL – Process Asset Library). 
Figure 7 shows RCA expressed through a Mind Map, in this case a post-mortem analysis 
which could have been performed periodically by a project management office (PMO), 
analysing why projects fail. In this case, the original Fishbone diagram was converted to the 
Mind Map format with three levels of depth. 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Why Projects Fail9 

                                                           
9 Example taken from http://www.scatolepensanti.it.  
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As stated above, the MIM can help organisations better define their measures according to 
their information needs by detailing a series of elements10. In particular, the latest level of 
sub-causes in Q-RCA represents the origin of the information needs requested in the MIM, 
asking for them to become measurable through an indicator which will be deployed through 
the proper “base measures”, as explained in the ISO 15939 standard.   

The lower levels therefore refer to measures, and the related attributes presented and 
elicited using MIM can constitute an improvement over the simpler initial hierarchy that 
presents the Q-RCA with Fishbone diagrams or Mind Maps. For instance, if we look at the 
main cause, Errors in the analysis of requirements, in Figure 7c, the further level to be 
defined in the Q-RCA (e.g. Requirements written when the problem is not yet properly 
defined) will be given by one or more indicators, clickable from the GUI and linked to the 
connected information system, as shown in Figure 8. 

 
 Figure 8: Applying Q-RCA: the ‘measure’ bone level 

 
MIM is a two-step model: the first step is to define the indicator using the ISO template 

contained in Appendix A of the ISO 15939 standard (Table 2); the second step is to create the 
“indicator” level on the graphical representation, adding an additional depth level under each 
sub-cause of interest. According to the possibilities offered by the graphical tool chosen to 
RCA and the amount of internal historical data available to determine the proper thresholds, 
RAG (red-amber-green) logic may be used to immediately highlight the status of a particular 
indicator and speed up the decision-making process for any of the effects analysed. 

 
Table 2: Measurement construct with MIM: Percentage of UR to be reworked per iteration  

Information Need Evaluate the completeness level for a project’s User Requirements (UR) 
Measurable Concept Completeness of URs 
Relevant Entities URs produced within the current iteration 
Attributes 1. Text of URs 

2. List of changes to insert in the new, refined version of the URs 
Base Measures 1. Number of UR to be re-worked per iteration 

2. Number of URs written per iteration 
Measurement Method 1. Count the number of URs to be re-worked in an iteration 

2. Count the overall number of URs formulated in an iteration 
Type of Measurement 
Method 

1. Objective 
2. Objective 

Scale 1. Integers from zero to infinity 
2. Integers from zero to infinity 

Type of Scale 1. Ratio 
2. Ratio 

                                                           
10 For the definitions of these entities, please refer to ISO/IEC 15939, Appendix A [16]. 
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Unit of Measurement 1. URs 

2. URs 
Derived Measure Percentage of URs to be reworked per iteration 
Measurement Function Divide the number of URs to be reworked per iteration by the total 

number of URs for the iteration 
Indicator UR completeness level 
Model Compute thresholds using values of reworked URs per project and 

customer 
Decision Criteria Results outside the established threshold require further investigation 

 
5. Conclusions and Prospects 

One of the foundation processes for continuous improvement is cause-effect analysis (also 
known as root-cause analysis, or RCA), graphically expressed through the Ishikawa (or 
Fishbone) diagram. In spite of its relevance, SPI models such as CMMI position RCA as one 
of two ML5 processes in the staged representation and as the last general practice (GP5.2) in 
the continuous representation. In reality, it is a tool which should be applied at ML2, as 
foreseen by the ISO 9000:2000 quality principles and the ISO 9001:2000 requirements (see, 
for example, clause §8.2.2).  

Measurement is the way to control and know the status of a phenomenon, and can help in 
determining the speed of change and the appropriate amount of resources (and related costs) 
to use in a process. In the Software Engineering field, RCA is combined with quantitative 
mechanisms produced in the early ’90s, like ODC (Orthogonal Defect Classification), which 
are specifically devoted to the SLC Testing phase. But this lesson can be applied in a general 
way to all possible events. We propose Q-RCA (Quantitative RCA) as a tailor-made tool 
which applies to GQM analysis as a monitoring & control mechanism, associating a measure 
to each low-level bone in a Fishbone diagram.  

The use of Q-RCA could enable:  
• A more objective evaluation of the resources to consider for corrective/improvement 

actions, by means of an open measurement framework. This would help an 
organization analyze its measurement repository in detail, focusing on those measures 
that provide real value to its business goals, keeping the most valuable and inserting 
those not currently included but derived from the RCA. The ISO’s MIM can 
constitute a useful technique for verifying and validating measures, and ensuring that 
they will support meeting the organization’s initial information objectives profitably. 

• Spreading of the use of RCA within ICT organizations. Currently, RCA is perceived 
as useful, but it is not often used, sometimes because it is thought to be an old-
fashioned technique. Our proposal includes a more appealing way to apply the 
concepts underlying RCA (Mind Maps) and to extend it for quantitative use. The 
dynamic linkage of the derived measures to the company’s information system can 
help an organization achieve higher maturity and capability levels in shorter times, 
due to a stronger ‘measurement & analysis’ foundation.  

 
Prospects for this work in the future include the presentation of case studies with 

measurable advantages for companies applying Q-RCA, taking notes as well of qualitative 
and perceived improvements from the communication viewpoint.  
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Appendix A – List of acronyms 
 

Acronym Definition 
BPM Business Process Model 
CAR Causal Analysis & Resolution (CMMI, ML5 PA) 
CL Capability Level 
CMM Capability Maturity Model 
CMMI CMM Integration 
CONQ Cost of Non Quality 
COQ Cost of Quality 
DAR Decision Analysis & Resolution (CMMI, ML3 PA) 
GP Generic Practice 
GQM Goal-Question-Metric 
GUI Graphical User Interface 
ICT Information & Communication Technology 
IDEAL Initiate-Diagnose-Establish-Act-Learn 
ISO International Organization for Standardization 
ME Measurement & Analysis (CMMI, ML2 PA) 
MIM Measurement Information Model (ISO 15939, Appendix A) 
ML Maturity Level 
MM Maturity Models 
ODC Orthogonal Defect Classification 
OPD Organizational Process Definition (CMMI, ML3 PA) 
OPF Organizational Process Focus (CMMI, ML3 PA) 
OSS Open-Source Software 
PA Process Area (CMMI); Process Attribute (ISO 15504) 
PAL  Process Asset Library 
PI Process Improvement 
PMO Project Management Office 
Q-RCA Quantitative RCA 
RAG Red-Amber-Green 
RCA Root-Cause Analysis 
SE-CMM Systems Engineering CMM 
SPI Software Process Improvement 
SPICE Software Process Improvement & Capability Determination (ISO 15504) 
SVC Services 
Sw-CMM Software CMM 
TQM Total Quality Management 
XP eXtreme Programming 
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Controlling software acquisition: is supplier’s software process 
capability determination enough? 

 
Fabrizio Fabbrini, Mario Fusani, Giuseppe Lami 

 
 
Abstract 
Innovation in automotive is principally due to the market-driven demand of electronic 

devices on the vehicles. Car manufacturers usually acquire software-intensive components 
from different suppliers, and they need to carefully manage such acquisitions to avoid losses 
in terms of time and quality of the final product. In the last decade, in Europe, many car 
manufacturers adopted Automotive SPICE-based mechanisms to face such a situation. In this 
paper we discuss the results achieved by adopting such approaches, and we show that the 
overall software supplier management would be improved by means of a better usage of the 
information Automotive SPICE assessments are able to provide. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
Modern vehicles are definitely “software-intensive” systems (someone says “computers 

with wheels”). Software is now implementing and/or controlling a growing number of 
traditional functions as well as new innovative functions, made possible only by software. 
Moreover, increasing competition among car manufacturers is demanding for more and more 
basic and sophisticated functions, ranging from car control and passenger comfort to 
continuous information exchange between vehicles and their echo-environment. This has led 
the software to play a key role in the whole car design, now scoring an 80% of the whole 
project [1, 2]. 

Although Software Engineering as a discipline may now be sufficiently mature to 
guarantee the trustworthiness of software-controlled systems, what is not guaranteed is that 
ECU manufacturers are actually adopting the most suitable techniques and practices. 

Consequently the software acquisition process became a critical activity for car 
manufacturers. In fact, because the high importance of the supplied software-intensive 
systems, they need to track and control the software development of their suppliers in order 
to avoid losses in terms of time and quality of the final product. This paper focuses on a 
widely adopted technique aiming at allowing car manufacturers to control and understand the 
supplier’s way to produce software: supplier’s software process assessment. Many European 
car manufacturers use the software process assessment as a principal way to qualify software 
suppliers on the basis of the rating, in terms of process capability, they obtain according to 
the Automotive SPICE assessment approach [14]. The aim of this paper is to light-up some 
drawbacks of the massive usage of process assessments for supplier’s qualification purposes 
made in the last years and, at the same time, show that the amount of information potentially 
available with an Automotive SPICE [7] assessment may represent a resource to improve the 
car manufacturer’s acquisition process of software-intensive components. 

This paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we provide a view of the state-of-the-
practice in the software-intensive components acquisition in automotive. In section 3 we 
discuss the results the automotive industry obtained in the last years applying Automotive 
SPICE-based methods. In section 4 we show how Automotive SPICE assessments can be 
used also to support the tracking and control of software suppliers. Finally, in section 5, 
conclusions are provided. 
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2. Software-Intensive Components Acquisition in Automotive 
The increasing importance of the electronics in automobiles made acquisition a key 

process for car manufacturers. The time-to-market as well the overall functionality of the 
vehicle may depend on the car manufacturers’ ability to interact effectively with its own 
software suppliers. 

In the recent past a huge amount of resources have been lost because an insufficient 
management of the technical aspects of the acquisition processes. That caused late releases 
and after-market problems. 

Achieving a formal agreement on single requirement baselines can be insufficient if not 
accompanied by a continuous communication all over the development of the supply. 
Customers should improve their ability of assisting and monitoring the software development 
of their suppliers and suppliers should be more open to customer involvement. 

To face this challenge, in practice, car manufacturers adopt different techniques (often not 
in isolation) as joint reviews [4, 17] with their software suppliers as well as process-
evaluation-oriented approaches from the “traditional” ISO 9001 to CMMI and SPICE [5, 6, 
8, 9, 10, 11]. 

While different car makers set up their own improvement program, a policy commonly 
adopted by the European automotive industry is the choice of the SPICE model as the 
principal mean [7] to assess the capability of the suppliers’ software process. This choice has 
been supported by some large-scale awakening effort: in year 2001 an initiative was launched 
by the Procurement Forum [12] with the principal European Car Makers, their assessors and 
representative bodies to address the problems related to software assessments in automotive. 
In the framework of this initiative, a Special Interest Group (SIG) has been founded with the 
aim to design a special version of the SPICE model (called Automotive-SPICE) tailored on 
the needs and peculiarities of the automotive business area [13]. The initiative aimed at 
creating consensus on commonality of approach in order to avoid that suppliers face multiple 
assessments from multiple manufacturers using different models and criteria and consume 
resources that put additional pressure on delivery times. 

The focus on software capability determination by means of software process assessment 
has determined in the last years a common trend among the European Car manufacturers in 
using Automotive SPICE as a mean for determining a qualification mechanism for suppliers 
of software-intensive components. Such a qualification mechanism is based on the definition 
by the car manufacturer of a target capability profile that the suppliers shall reach to be 
admitted in the supply selection. [14, 15, 16]. The process assessment-based approach 
requires significant investments both by the car manufacturer and the software suppliers. 

 
3. Automotive SPICE-based Initiatives in Europe: Are Them Really 

Successful? 
European car manufacturers have promoted in the last years hundreds of software process 

assessments of their software suppliers. Today it’s time to evaluate the outcomes obtained 
and the effects produced by such an approach in order to understand what are possible 
improvement directions for the next years. 

To contribute in such an evaluation we start from the statement of the expectations the 
adoption of the Automotive SPICE-based initiatives generated at the beginning and then we 
compare them with the actual situation in order to understand at what extent these 
expectations have been satisfied. 

To do that we take advantage from the experience gained since year 2001 with the co-
operation between Fiat Group Automobiles and the System and Software Evaluation Centre 
of the CNR-ISTI (SSEC).  
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Fiat Group Automobiles defined an Automotive SPICE-based capability profile to be used 
as a software suppliers’ qualification criterion. During this time, SSEC performed several 
software process assessments on behalf of Fiat Group Automobiles [14]. 

 
While the initial general objective of the Automotive SPICE-based qualification initiatives 

was to achieve an increased degree of satisfaction for the quality of the acquired software 
products, other expectations by European car manufacturers can be summarised as: 

1. Better supplier selection (only supplier having a high capability profile can be 
selected). 

2. Better project monitoring (customer can identify the principal phases and work 
products to be controlled during the supplier’s software development process). 

3. Better relationship with own suppliers (clearer than before, because based on a deeper 
knowledge of the suppliers organisation and processes and on a common technical 
language). 

4. Identification of internal improvement areas (both for customer and suppliers) 
addressing specific processes (e.g. Requirement Management, Testing Management, 
etc.) and work products. 

 
3.1. Benefits for Car Manufacturers 

We can observe, on the basis of our experience, that the expectations 3. and 4. in the 
above list have been substantially obtained by the car manufacturer. In fact, the mutual 
knowledge and the degree of understanding of the suppliers’ way to produce software-
intensive components is today better than before thanks to the Automotive SPICE assessment 
results. Also the car manufacturers’ awareness of its own role in the software acquisition 
process and consequently the improvement of some practices has been largely obtained. 

Unfortunately, the expectations 1. and 2. in the above list can be considered only partially 
obtained. In fact, the contribution of the performance of Automotive SPICE-based software 
process assessment didn’t impact significantly on the capability of the car manufacturer to 
control and monitoring the supplier. 

One of the main causes of that shall be found in the inherent nature of Automotive SPICE 
mechanism for assessing the software process. 

In fact, to assess the capability of the software process, assessors use process instances 
(i.e. projects being representative of the organisation’s business goals) to collect evidences 
and consequently rate the Automotive SPICE process attributes. 

Nevertheless, car manufacturers do not have the guarantee that the project the supplier 
undertakes for a specific supply has the same characteristics of the projects used as process 
instances by the assessors at assessment time. 

In other words, a new project might be designed, planned, managed and conducted with a 
different level of care, effort and resources without following the same good practices as 
respect the project used as process instances for Automotive SPICE assessments. 

That should not be surprising. Performing an assessment means to determine, in a 
disciplined manner, the capability of a set of selected processes. 

Process capability is a characterisation of the ability of an organisation’s process to meet 
current and predicted business goals, it is not involved with the evaluation of the specific 
techniques and management choices of a project. 

In other words, determining the capability of a process means rating the ability of an 
organisation of achieving the outcomes associated with a particular process, no matter how 
and no matter according what technical or managerial solutions. 
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So, there is no contradiction if an organisation, having a process with high capability level, 
implements that process in a different (and possibly worse) way as respect as the standard 
way it performs. Such a situation doesn’t depend neither on a defect in the SPICE assessment 
model, on a bad assessment made by the assessors, nor on the fact that the organisation 
undertaking the assessment (the software supplier, in our case) was cheating during the 
assessment. It is simple due to management choices of the supplier. It can decide to devote 
different care in project without make invalid the results of the assessment already 
performed. 

To face such a situation the car manufacturers should increase the efficiency of the 
assessment. The assessment activities should be not only aimed at the mere determination of 
the capability profile of the software suppliers, but they should be organised in order to be 
integrated in the project tracking and control the car manufacturer shall perform on their 
suppliers. 

In Section 4. we present a mechanism to systematically feed the software supplier 
management activities with evidences obtained by Automotive SPICE assessments. 

  
3.2. Benefits for Software-Intensive Component Suppliers 

The Automotive SPICE-based initiative carried out by many European car manufacturers 
had important positive side-effects on the suppliers of software-intensive components too. In 
the following a list the principal benefits are provided: 

• The requirements, in terms of capability profile, imposed by the car manufacturers 
determine a general awareness of the importance of software process improvement in 
the automotive software companies and, consequently, a general enhancement of the 
quality culture. The European car manufacturers’, by means of the definition of a 
required Automotive SPICE capability profile for their software suppliers, triggered a 
software process improvement acceleration in the automotive software community. 

• Automotive software suppliers have been provided with a de facto benchmarking 
mechanism. In fact, the capability profiles required by the car manufacturers become 
a target to be aligned with the competitors. 

 
4. Using Automotive SPICE Assessment Evidences to Control Software 

Acquisition 
The effectiveness of the software supplier management in terms of development project 

tracking and control depends on the amount and quality of information the car manufacturer 
can have at its disposal. In fact, only having a complete set of information allows the car 
manufacturer to get full understanding of the status of the supplier’s project. 

The information collected during the Automotive SPICE Assessment represents a valuable 
source for the tracking and control of suppliers’ software development project. Such an 
information set, if well organised, stored, classified and made available, can support the 
improvement of the control and tracking activities of the supplier. In this section we draw up 
a way to manage such data according to the process rating in terms of capability level. 

Supplier’s software development project tracking consists of document analysis and 
communications aiming at controlling the suitability, effectiveness and efficacy of: 

A. Technical solutions adopted in the specific project. 
B. Management choices adopted in the specific project. 

 
Moreover, such a tracking should aim at verify the: 
C. Quality of Work Product (i.e. documents, artifacts, …) developed. 
D. Content of the Work Products developed. 
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The kind of evidences collected during an assessment that can be used to perform project 

tracking depends on the level of capability achieved by a specific process. In fact, the higher 
the capability level, the more the amount of useful information available. 

In the following we discuss the nature of information that can be obtained from an 
assessment according to the capability level achieved by the process assessed. 

The ISO/IEC 15504 standard, as well as every compliant assessment model including 
Automotive SPICE, has a five-value scale for measuring the capability of single processes. 
Processes having the capability level rated as 1, don’t provide relevant information to be used 
for our purposes. In fact, capability level 1 means that the process outcomes are obtained but 
neither the project is managed nor a standard process is in place, then the information 
collected unlikely can be used to support the tracking and control of projects different than 
the ones they have collected in. 

 
For this reason, we consider in this paper the evidences derivable from assessments that 

have reached a capability level 2 or 3. We don’t consider capability levels 4 and 5 because, in 
the practice, the most common assessment profiles required in automotive don’t ask for 
Automotive SPICE capability levels higher than 3. [14] 

A process capability level 2 means that the organisation is able to manage the process-
related activities and artifacts of its own projects. In some sense, evidences collected about a 
process rated at capability level 2 indicate the potentiality of the organisational unit. Then, 
the evidences on how the projects used as process instances in the assessment have been 
managed can be useful because it is possible to ask the justification of possible under-
management of the current project. 

Having a process rated at level 3, means that a standard process is adopted, then the same 
process (i.e. technical and managerial practices as well as documentation characteristics), 
should be expected also for the current project to be tracked and controlled. Possible 
differences shall be justified by the supplier. 

 
In Table 1 a list of possible evidences collectable in a process assessment that can support 

the supplier control and tracking is provided. Such evidences are grouped by capability level 
and cross-mapped with the four different purposes of project tracking described above. 

The evidences described in Table 1 are all available after an Automotive SPICE process 
assessment. These evidences and information, if suitably managed, can support supplier 
software project tracking. In the following a few examples are provided in order to better 
explain how assessment evidences in Table 1 can be used by a car manufacturer to track and 
control a supplier’s project. 

 
Example 1: let’s suppose to have the Software Design (ENG.5) process rated at capability 

level 2 by an Automotive SPICE assessment. That means that the evidences corresponding to 
the first line of table 1 should be available. In particular, the needs in terms of personal skills 
(see third bulled in the Management Choices column) and the correspondent responsibility 
allocation (see second bulled in the Management Choices column), shall be available. Then, 
when the projects used as process instances during the assessment have characteristics similar 
to those of the projects under tracking, it should be expected that the characteristics of the 
human resources allocated in both cases are almost the same. 
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Table 1: Evidences collectable in process assessment by capability level 
 Automotive SPICE Capability 

Level 2 
Automotive SPICE Capability Level 3 

A – Technical 
Solutions 

- Criteria for resource allocation 
defined (tools, facilities, 
infrastructures …) 

- Necessary infrastructures and work 
environment identified 

- Necessary infrastructures and work 
environment allocated 

- Data and analysis on the suitability 
and effectiveness of technical 
solutions used in project available 

B – Management 
Choices 

- Project’s objectives (in terms of 
quality of artefacts, process 
cycle, resource usage) defined 

- Criteria for responsibility 
allocation in the project defined 

- Skills profiles needs for the 
project defined 

- Tailoring guidelines existing 
- Interaction with other processes 

described 
- Roles and competencies identified 
- Project conformance to the standard 

process verified 
- Necessary competencies identified 
- Data available and analysis made on 

the suitability and effectiveness  
- Necessary resources allocated to the 

project 
C – Quality of 
Work Products 

- Requirements for work products 
(structure) defined 

- Review and approval criteria for 
work products defined 

- Dependencies among work 
products identified 

- necessary resources allocated to the 
project 

D – Content of 
Work Products 

- Requirements for work products 
(contents) defined 

- Review and adjusting of work 
products performed 

- Project conformance to the standard 
process (including work products) 
verified 

 
Example 2: let’s suppose the Software Testing (ENG:8) process rated at capability level 3, 

in this case, the effectiveness and suitability of the technical solutions adopted in the project 
have been evaluated. The same evidence should be available for the current project. Then, at 
monitoring time, the supplier can be asked to provide such evidences in order to understand if 
the project is conducted with appropriate technical support. 

 
A way to use effectively the information available from Automotive-SPICE assessments is 

its integration in the joint reviews. 
Generally speaking, joint reviews are meeting where persons having different roles, 

responsibilities and perspectives join together to analyse the status of an activity or the 
content of a product. The purpose of such an analysis is to ensure that agreed objectives and 
requirements are satisfied. Joint reviews are conducted with a substantial degree of formality 
and are regulated by precise requirements. [3] 

The object, scope and goals of joint reviews can be different depending on the 
project/product development phase. They can address issues at both project management and 
technical levels and are held throughout the life of a development project. [4] 

 
The integration of software process assessment and external joint reviews is able to 

provide an added value respect the performance of these two techniques in isolation. 
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In [17] we presented a mechanism to transfer software process assessment results and 
related evidences supporting joint reviews with the supplier. Such a mechanism is composed 
of three phases: 

1. Software Process Assessments: the car manufacturer sponsors software process 
assessments to suppliers of software-intensive components. Sponsorship is important 
because it allows the ownership of the assessment results.  
Software Process Assessment reports should be compliant with the requirements 
contained in the ISO/IEC15504 Part.2 and, in addition, should provide specific 
information to be used to support the external joint reviews.  

2. Process mapping: the processes in the assessment scope are mapped on the planned 
Joint Reviews. Each Joint Review has a purpose, a set of input items and a scope (in 
terms of activities and work product to be reviewed); they are to be used to guide such 
a mapping.  

3. Joint Reviews: the external joint reviews should be prepared and conducted taking 
into account the additional information from the process assessment the supplier 
involved in the joint review undertook. 

 
5. Conclusions 

 Supplier’s software projects control and tracking is very important for the automotive 
industry. European car manufacturers undertook the Automotive SPICE initiative, with the 
aim of defining an automotive-specific framework for supplier’s software process evaluation 
and qualification. 

Today, after almost a decade and hundreds of software process assessment made, a first 
cost-effectiveness evaluation can be done. Our opinion, based on a wide experience in 
software process assessment and improvement initiatives in automotive, is that to be cost-
effective, Automotive SPICE assessments, should be used for supporting supplier’s project 
control and tracking also. 

We described, by means of examples, how the usage of Automotive SPICE assessment 
can be extended over the mere process capability determination In particular, we discuss how 
Automotive SPICE evidences collected during Automotive SPICE assessment can be used 
for supplier’s software project tracking and control purposes. 
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Maturity Metrics 
 

Celestina Bianco 
 
 
Abstract  

SPiCE (ISO 15504) is a standard for a capability assessment framework. The capability of 
a company to satisfy customer needs is assessed as a profile, which is given by the bi-
dimensional combination of a set of processes that are relevant to the company and the level 
of maturity of each of them. The level is assessed by analysing the compliance to the process 
attributes which grow at each level.  

Starting at the “zero level” of chaos, at the next level one performs the minimum activities 
to assure the deliverables of each product or service supplied by the company. Level 2 means 
one assures performing in a similar manner for different programs and the next level will 
formalise the processes carried out. 

At the 4th level, processes must operate in a predictable manner. At this level a metric plan 
is applied to the entire company and to each project in a default or customised manner. A 
quantitative monitor allows high synergy and the reuse of all of experience and knowledge. It 
also allows the possibility to optimise resources and the flexibility to implement changes 
requested by the customer in a rapid, controlled and safe manner, which gives predictability. 

At the previous level 3, a project Life Cycle has been defined including both the processes 
which are integral to the project design and those supporting it. Indicators have been 
identified for each of them and the database has been populated with values gathered during 
experience.  

At level 4 they will be used in a systematic way. Measures such as design review efficacy, 
changes cost breakdown, audit performance metrics, defect distribution and costs, all enter 
into this plan. These are usually only the ones needed for the full monitoring of the essential 
processes. 

Simple metrics, when used alone, depend on personal initiative and events and represent 
an indispensable base for the project, contingency and resource control. The same metrics 
become maturity indicators if inserted into a plan that includes the method and strategy to 
systematically collect, then analyse data and trends, and above all REACT!  

 
 

1. Introduction 
Controlling an “entity” (process, activity, program, …) requires taking actions to keep its 

performance within qualitative or quantitative ranges that have been explicitly or implicitly 
defined within a project, a team, or a whole company. 

Decisions about the corrective actions or improvements which need to be implemented are 
effectively made based on objective data. Which data are collected? The indicators are the 
data that give a picture of the current situation and show the trends of relevant activities. 
Many models are applicable to organise the main flow of activities in a company, to monitor, 
keep control and improve efficacy and efficiency in getting results. 

SPiCE is a maturity model that analyses the capability of a company to comply with 
customer needs in an effective and efficient manner. That capability is rated in levels. SPiCE 
is based on the assumption that the activity of a company can be described by a reference 
model of processes, each of which is identified by a purpose, activities, input and outcomes. 
In addition, indicators are set to allow the evaluation of the adequacy and performance of the 
process defined to provide its outcomes. 
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SPiCE is a flexible model, formalised and complete as well as tailorable in scope, level of 
detail and requirements to the company business and reality. It is a good reference for 
software and adaptable to a policy, risk-based as needed in a Critical Software development 
environment. 

The experience described in the following sections is based on the adoption of the SPiCE 
concepts, which does not necessarily mean a strict conformity with the model. The purpose is 
to describe how that model helps in measurements, control and decision making. 

 
2. Maturity Model 

The SPiCE reference model includes a full set of process, covering organisation, projects, 
management, quality, contacts with customers and providers [1]. 

The capability of each process to comply with its objectives is rated in levels; a level is 
reached if the process has reached compliance with attributes defined by the model [2]. 

The capability level for each process ranges from 
<Incomplete> “The process is not implemented, or fails to achieve its process purpose. At 

this level, there is little or no evidence of any systematic achievement of the process purpose” 
to  <Optimised>, a level requested only for very special conditions 
The 4th level, <Predictable> assures that “The previously described and Established 

(formalised and applied to all projects) process now operates within defined limits to achieve 
its process outcomes”. 

 

 
Part of the processes of the model may not be applicable and relevant for a Company. The 

company has to select a subset that include the ones that describe their sector of business, its 
strategic, technical, managerial and ancillary activities. The risks involved with the sector and 
the products vary, so the need for high capability and control. The target maturity profile of a 
company is the combination of the profiles selected and their capability (target attributes). 

 

Errore. Non si possono creare oggetti dalla modifica di codici di campo. 
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3. Processes 
A company that designs and distributes critical and life-critical software, needs to include 

in its Software life cycle those processes that can provide the outputs requested by customers 
and Authorities. Regarding Medical Devices, example of a life-critical environment, typical 
processes requested to comply with applicable standards and regulations are: 

• Planning. 
• Requirement and change management. 
• Defect and complaint management. 
• Reviews. 
• Risk analysis and management. 
• Requirement and risks traceability. 
• Design traceability. 
• Verification and Validation. 
• Configuration control. 
• Quality Control. 

 
Considering the purpose, scope and good practices, we can “map” into the SPiCE 

Reference Model to the following process: 
• Software Requirement Analysis (ENG4). 
• Project Management (MAN3). 
• Software Design (ENG5). 
• Software Testing (ENG8). 
• Configuration Management (SUP8). 
• Risk Management (MAN5). 
• Verification (SUP2). 
• Infrastructure (RIN4). 
• Problem Resolution Management (SUP10). 
• Software Installation (ENG11) 
• Product Release (SPL2). 
• Quality Assurance (SUP1). 

 
Those SPICE processes are considered the set that can satisfy the legal and ethical 

requirements involved with Medical Devices. 
After mapping the processes and applicable basic practices, it is possible to identify a set 

of indicators. Measures are later taken to keep each process and the resulting product under 
control. 
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4. Measurement Process 
“The purpose of the Measurement process is to collect and analyse data relating to the 

products developed and processes implemented within the organisation and its projects, to 
support effective management of the processes and to objectively demonstrate the quality of 
the products” 

 
The basic practices are: 

I.  “Develop a measurement strategy”. 
II.  “Identify measurement information needs”. 

III.  “Specify measures”. 
IV.  “Collect and store measurement data”. 
V.  “Analyse measurement data”. 

VI. ”Use measurement information products for decision-making”. 
VII. ”Communicate measurement results”.  

VIII.  “Evaluate and communicate information products and measurement activities to 
process owners”. 

 
First the most relevant is to be assured, the commitment from management. 
Then, if the set of processes and process indicators have been selected correctly, that is 

according to the actual profile of the company, the first three activities can be implicitly 
included in the process and indicators definition.  

Specifying measures still does not mean having a systematic control. Data may be 
collected and elaborated only for specific analysis; they can in some cases be subjective, 
depending on attitude, experience and skills of the manager and of the data. 

The introduction of a metric plan, through the use of consistent and objective data, makes 
available a large number of indicators; a long history of the company set of data helps in 
decision making with quantitative criteria. The Metric Plan implements the remaining 5 basic 
practices. 

 
5. The first outcomes – metric planning 

Activities of a process generate outcomes. We will consider now the first four of the 
Measurement Process - the ones that we can call the “preparation”. 

 
OUTCOMES: 
1. Organisational commitment is established and sustained to implement the 

measurement process. 
2. The measurement information needs of organisational and management processes are 

identified. 
3. An appropriate set of measures, driven by the information needs are identified and/or 

developed. 
4. Measurement activities are identified and performed. 

 
Let us consider an experience in progress and examples. 
 
In our company, the most evident and used indicators are aggregated to the process, for 

example, size metrics, defect metrics, time allocation, costs, … The data collected have been 
used for years for monitoring, correcting and estimating. We have been facing problems of 
consistency of data if a comparison between projects or departments were needed, 
consistency of data along the time due to turn-over and sometimes inadequate training. 
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We did not have set ranges and criteria that determined acceptance of data or trigger of 
actions. Last but not least, people tended to abandon inputting data that didn’t appear 
exploited. 

Once decided with the management and some of the customers that a metric plan would 
help in monitoring, the next step was to define which indicators we really need to monitor, 
why and with which periodicity, who is the responsible person providing them and who 
guarantees completeness and integrity. The indicators are integrated in a plan, based on the 
principles described above. 

 
The periodicity of data collection is initially set a little shorter than really needed to react 

to incoming changes or problems. The rational for that is to guarantee that at least at the 
beginning we can check integrity and consistency frequently.  

The discussion about range of acceptability, threshold, warning, eventually carried to 
revision of some of the processes. The ranges are initially defined as an experience agreement 
between teams, or from literature, and the company is aware that they have to be revised once 
the plan has been established. 

Data are summarised and organised in a table, where indicators are listed and classified for 
responsibility, frequency, checks, methods and ranges. Instructions in the use of the table 
complete this simple initial plan. 

 
Few other elaborations have been considered worthwhile. The graphical examination of 

the trends of indicators offer a different representation of sequence of data collected and often 
helps the evaluation and is a strong support to decisions (example: trend of defects closed and 
opened, trend of defects compared with % of changes, shift of schedule compared with defect 
and changes trend, ..) 

Data are collected for each project and with a frequency which is half of the one for a 
single project, they are compared and analysed at division level.  

This Measurement Process itself has to be reviewed and improved, which means that 
indicators, analysis and representation will be reconsidered constantly, based on the utility of 
the indications provided. 

 
Which are the indicators initially selected? Having considered only indicators that could 

answer questions at management level, code indicators or other detailed quality indicators are 
not included as not adequate to this purpose. 

Having to compare between phases, projects, people, the tendency is to avoid absolute 
numbers and select %, ratios, … 
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6. The other outcomes – elaboration and actions 

Once defined measures and criteria, the data are collected, elaborated and evaluated. The 
result of this periodic task can trigger changes and corrections and also generate 
knowledgeable communication.  

 
OUTCOMES: 
5. The required data is collected, stored, analysed, and the results interpreted. 
6. Information products are used to support decisions and provide an objective basis for 

communication. 
7. The measurement process and measures are evaluated and communicated to the 

process owner. 
 
In a first phase of the implementation of the plan, the actions to be taken by default when a 

single or a set of indicators is out of a range are not defined. 
The experience and the contingency currently guides in case the indicators, alone or in 

combination, show a risk or a risky trend. 
  

7. Examples 
The following examples can briefly illustrate the use and the advantages of such a simple 

metric control plan. The examples come from feasibility and pilot application and are used to 
complete the elaboration of the plan. 

 

 Indicator Responsi
b (*) 

Origin 
(*) 

Freq Range Val 
1 

Val 
2 

Val 
3 

1 % of requirements added 
or modified 

PM DOORS 3 months 5-20    

2 % of schedule shift 
 

PM Proj 6 months 5-10    

3 % design defects 
 

PM Revs 3 months 10-30    

4 ratio defects found 
internally/at startup 

PM, Serv DDB 6 months > 8    

5 ratio defects found 
internally/ externally 

PM, Serv DDB 3 months > 9    

6 % reopen defects 
 

TM DDB 3 months 5-15    

7 Ratio opened/closed 
defects 
 

TM DDB 3 months 0.5-2    

8 average time for change 
implementation 

PM DDB+T
track 

3 months 4-20hs    

9 average time for defect 
correction 

PM DDB+T
track 

3 months 4-16hs    

10 % audit issue closed 
 

QAM ADB 6 months 60-100    

11 average time for audit 
issues closure 

QAM ADB 6 months 1-4months    

12 num installation problems 
 

Serv SDB 6 months 2-20    
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A project faces problems of schedule deviations, it is greatly over the schedule and the 
justification seems to be that the customer is requesting too many changes. Balancing the risk 
of customer dissatisfaction due to delay or to reduced flexibility to changes, the Director 
decides to ask for a freesing of all requests until next version. The PM is not convinced and 
in order to define how many he could allow, he looks at the table. Actually, the percentage of 
change requests shows to be inside the range, while the schedule shift is mostly caused by 
defect re-open. A further analysis shows that most of the problems derive by a poor design 
and review in the initial stages. 

• The only effective solution is a redesign of critical components. 
 

 
In another case, with a similar shift in the schedule, data showed that the changes were 

way over the defects, and the customer was perfectly happy to reduce his change requests to a 
value inside the established range, getting the product at the due time. 

 

 
A third case with the same shift showed that the problem was the percentage of defects not 

really fixed; it was detected that the problem was a great deficiency of unit test, and was 
solved with addition of a tester; reducing the percentage of changes would not have produced 
any effect, the schedule would have continued to be erroneous as unit test was not 
considered. 

 

0

10

20

30

% schedule shift 15 20

% reqs changes 12 10

%reopen defects 22 25

Val1 Val2

 

0

10

20

30

40

% schedule shift 24 26 2

% reqs changes 24 29 5

%reopen defects 11 10 11

Val1 Val2 Val 3
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 Another example about the control of process performance: a project has high ratio of 

defects detected during the first months after release of new versions. The analysis of data 
(defects trend, time to close, distribution) shows that the validation process internally is as 
accurate as all others. Comparison with other projects shows that the issues reported during 
installation are much lower. 

• That project missed an installation test at customer site. 

 
A last example of data and actions about the efficacy of Project monitor. 
An internal audit process is started. Auditing encounters resistance for the claim of a 

group that there will be an inverse relationship between effort spent for auditing and the 
ability of the project to comply with schedule and quality requirements: the more the time 
spent for audit, the lower the project performance, as the team was distracted from the project 
by the auditing and corrective actions. Critical analysis of data shows that the ratio of action 
closed by the group is very low and the efforts are dedicated to re planning of not 
implementing actions. 

• The conclusion is to suspend auditing a project that for any reason cannot comply 
with corrective actions, and analyse reasons at higher level. 

0

10

20

30

40

% schedule shift 24 31 3

% reqs changes 11 2 12

%reopen defects 25 26 6

Val1 Val2 Val 3

 

0

5

10

15

ratio defs detect int/ext 0 8 10

time for defect correct 4 12 10

ratio defs detect int/startup 5 4 6

Installation problems 1 1 5

Val1 Val2 Val 3
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Other projects, with same dedication, and that had higher ratio and faster of action closure, 

showed improved figure in % of defects and % schedule shift. 
 

 
In the examples above, the situations can be analysed, decisions made and substantiated in 

terms of a few minutes. This is because data are available and a critical systematic 
elaboration is made and circulated. 

 
8. Conclusions 

As said at the beginning, we are aware that measures are more useful, often indispensable, 
to comply with customer and authority requirements, with the efficacy and the efficiency 
requested by the market. Measures are the basis to make processes “predictable”, which 
means controlled and kept inside defined capability ranges, unless justified deviations are 
needed. 

Nonetheless, companies that start to collect and use data since their first project, often they 
omit keeping consistent and focused data and organising them in a metrics plan, until they do 
not reach a good maturity level. Companies pass though a medium initial “physiological” 
period of “uncontrolled” processes. 

After that, the tendency is over-measure until reaching a balance. 
 

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

% schedule shift 20 21 25

% audit issues closed 0 20 25

time for issues closure 0 12 14

Val1 Val2 Val 3

 

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

% schedule shift 10 11 3

% audit issues closed 0 90 100

time for issues closure 0 3 4

Val1 Val2 Val 3
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Our Company passed through this same common experience. We started with a too 
ambitious plan, that was unaffordable for the resources that it needed and the information 
given was more than could be managed, so data become often inconsistent. Some of the 
measurement continued, only in the most mature processes, only the implementation of the 
basic good practices of the Measurement Process provides a balance between efforts and 
results. 

Nothing is very new in the methods and experience described above. What makes the 
difference is that the plan described, based on the SPiCE model we are adopting, is both 
simple and built on a solid base. It assumes processes are shared at company level, defined 
and measurable. The simple format allows immediate evaluation and adjustment of the target 
processes and of the measurement process itself. Detailed data are stored, either combinations 
or more in-depth analysis is possible. 

 
Indicators that are originally for a project are extended to a Division or a Company. Others 

can be added later, always taking into account that different disciplines have different goals 
and they do not all fit in a single metric plan. 

 
The lesson learnt: a Metrics Plan is vital for maturity and efficiency. A plan that becomes 

too elaborate looses its goal. 
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Requirements Change Management:  
Why are current change request forms inadequate? 

 
Bee Bee Chua, June Verner 

 
 

Abstract  
Poor estimates of effort and schedule are frequently responsible for software project 

failure. Accordingly, there is a need to investigate and better understand the impact of 
requirement changes (RC) on software development projects in terms of effort. 

Requirements changes are unavoidable and unpredictable during the development of most 
software projects. Regardless of software development team size or the size of the project, 
every RC must be dealt carefully to ensure that every team member understands what the RC 
is, how the change is to be implemented, and the amount of time needed to correct or to 
modify the software. 

 
To estimate accurately the effort required for rework for any RC is a difficult task for 

many experienced cost and schedule estimators. This is because there is normally not enough 
data available on which to base a model, and there is no useful categorisation of the various 
requirements types for estimating the amount of effort. 

IT change request (CR) forms designed by industrial practitioners are not based on any 
theoretical framework that categorises RC in a logical, economical and structured manner. 
Practitioners often design CR forms based on the types of requirements outlined in the 
project without a real understanding of the requirement’s actual characteristics and 
attributes. Until now, there has been no standard method for categorising RC able to provide 
an understanding (both analytical and theoretical) that will enable IT practitioners to 
categorise RC at both the project level and the requirements level. We provide such a 
categorisation and use this as the basis of a rework effort estimation model. 

 
This research presents a framework of attributes present on CR forms. These attributes 

must be understandable so that IT practitioners are able to categorise RC clearly. This will 
enable them to consider using this information as input into a cost estimation model. This 
framework will benefit IT practitioners by providing them with a method for better effort 
estimation. The added contribution is that it can help mitigate project risks early. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
Configuration Management (CM), is defined as a discipline for controlling the evolution 

of software systems [1]. A standard definition by IEEE [2] highlights, in particular, the 
operational aspects of CM, which is to identify, to control, to record status, to audit and 
review the structure of a product through a proper process of controlling the release of a 
product throughout the life cycle. The purpose of control is to ensure that software is 
consistent via the creation of a baseline product. Issues that are reported in CR forms must be 
concise and precise for IT practitioners to manage CR forms effectively. 

 
The process of controlling, managing and determining the status of CR forms by the 

change management and software development teams is time-consuming and tedious. Every 
RC has its own unique characteristics and attributes that are not always easily understood by 
IT practitioners. 
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Managing RC is a difficult task for the following reasons: (1) every RC is not equal, (2) 
every RC type, size, and impact are uniquely categorised, (3) RC can appear at different 
points in the software development life cycle, (4) there is insufficient data available for 
estimating the rework effort required, and (5) there is no framework to help change 
management teams understand how to deal with RC effectively. Factors 1, 2 and 3 are not 
new; they have been widely discussed [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Factors 4 and 5 have 
been broadly mentioned in the estimation area, but no one has yet developed an innovative, 
rigorous and targeted solution. 

  
Most change management systems are manually-driven. This means that every paper-

based CR form is recorded by staff. While automated change management systems seem 
efficient, their online CR forms often lack useful information for understanding the rationale 
for a RC. Some of the commercial change management systems do not have good, integrated, 
project management tools that provide support for estimating rework based on RC 
categorisation. 

 
Estimating an accurate software project schedule is never an easy task. Not only must the 

estimator be knowledgeable about cost estimation but must also be technically–inclined, 
business–oriented, and able to provide an accurate schedule with appropriate justification to 
customers. The role of an IT estimator is not just planning for resources but rather to estimate 
a project schedule precisely and concisely. Hence, there are several challenges during 
estimation. The first challenge is the wide variety of cost estimation techniques developed for 
the purpose of estimating a project schedule based on past data rather than that from present 
projects. The second challenge is usually a lack of appropriate data for calculating a project 
implementation timeframe. The third challenge is that any change in requirements is driven 
by factors such as: socio-economic, technology, business, politics and legal, impact on the 
actual software development effort required. 

These challenges increase an IT estimator’s difficulties in meeting the following 
conditions for projects: 1) no time and budget overruns, 2) no unacceptable quality and non-
agreed functionality, and 3) no delivery of empty promises of benefits to the intended users. 

  
2. Background 

The objective of this study is to help IT practitioners understand the real causes of project 
failure, many of which are associated with poorly understood and constantly changing 
requirements. Poor requirements analysis in the early stages of software development can 
make the problem worse [24] and lead to project failure due to the number and cost of 
changes required to satisfy customers [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. 

Verner et al [21] note that, for the projects they investigated in North Eastern U.S.A., 
Australia and Chile, poorly managed change control, is a risk to project success. In addition, 
these researchers also reported that poor estimation is frequently based on poor requirements. 
Chua et al [22] note that failing to consider requirements characteristics and attributes when 
making changes during software development also is a risk. 

 
Sommerville [23] noted that RCs are unavoidable, unpredictable and unanticipated 

because of changes in software project circumstances. Early RC risk mitigation in a software 
project will help ensure a project is completed on time and within budget. Hence, having a 
good understanding of RC is necessary for estimating accurately the effort required to rework 
them. In addition, a categorisation of RC must be incorporated into a cost estimation model to 
expedite estimating “person effort” more accurately.  
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To do so, it is important not only to understand the types of RC but also to be aware of the 
characteristics of each type of change, and the likely effort to make the change, to avoid 
inaccurate effort estimation. 

 
RC may occur during: 1) software design, 2) programming, 3) testing, 4) implementation, 

and 5) documentation. Each RC is regarded as being either due to a defect in the original 
requirements or caused by a change in the requirements [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. 
Therefore, there is a need to have a process in place to: 1) measure the number of RC in order 
to balance them against the cost and effort required for the entire software development, and 
2) to ensure RC are appropriate given the project resources. 

Analysing patterns of RC is difficult because we need to not only understand the types of 
defect or omissions we must deal with, but also how much rework must be done. Parametric 
models estimate overall budget, provide cost and schedule breakdown by component, stage 
and activity, and can show the cost and schedule sensitivity of software project decisions. 
Other research tools for managing requirements have been developed. These tools assist in 
detecting and correcting poor requirements and helping to identify requirements defects [26, 
27]. However, such tools do not provide any support in determining the cost of making 
changes. 

 
According to Yashwant et al [28], the cost of fixing a defect is expensive because there is 

a large amount of time and effort required to analyse the cause of a defect before actually 
fixing it. If a large amount of time and effort is spent fixing a defect, it is detrimental to 
overall project duration and can heavily affect project cost. 

Most IT projects begin with users experiencing difficulty defining their real requirements. 
We do not necessarily see this as a major problem. It is the responsibility of the IT staff to 
extract and define the true nature of the requirements. However, users’ initial requirements 
are often not the main cause of project delay, but rather it is the difficulty in reworking RC. 
No project is developed in a vacuum and even projects with the best initial set of 
requirements in the beginning can expect changes as the project progresses. The larger the 
project and the longer it takes, the more RC can be expected. An understanding of 
requirements characteristics and their attributes can be confusing for IT practitioners and this 
makes it difficult to schedule rework accurately. In addition a great deal of time and effort 
may be invested in meetings between change management teams and software development 
teams in discussing every aspect of users’ change requests. 

There is a substantial body of research into software cost estimation tools for software 
project development effort including those based on expert judgment, parametric models, and 
analogy [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. However, estimation results may not always be accurate 
because there is too little data for analysis and/or inappropriate data types are used to 
estimate effort for RC and integration. 

 
Cost estimation models provide estimates for overall budget; provide cost and schedule 

breakdowns by component, stage and activity; and show the cost and schedule sensitivity of 
software project decisions. Parametric models used for estimating software development 
efforts have been developed for several reasons: (1) to estimate overall budgeting accurately, 
(2) to provide cost and schedule breakdowns by component, stage and activity, and (3) to 
illuminate the cost and schedule sensitivity of software project decisions. Only a few cost 
estimation models are used for estimating rework effort based on the number of RC during 
software development.  
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While projects are often not delivered on time to customers due to IT management and 
technology failures, another reason is that rework effort has not been included in the effort 
and schedule estimation. In other words, the number of expected RCs typically found in 
software development projects has not been taken into account. 

Another challenge IT practitioners face is the difficulty of understanding and interpreting 
results derived from complicated scientific and mathematical equations [27, 28]. RC can be 
identified, and evaluated by considering the four types of software maintenance [36]; 
adaptive, perfective, corrective and preventive. However, even within these four maintenance 
types we do not really know what the impact of the change is, and how it relates to other 
requirements. 

Each issue reported by users or IT practitioners is in the context of their awareness of the 
problem rather than how the problem can be tackled. It is important to understand RC 
attributes and characteristics and their relationships in order to estimate the rework effort that 
will be required. While the four classes of software maintenance are useful when quantifying 
the numbers of changes they are not suitable for qualifying how each change is to be 
resolved. The time and effort spent in discussion between a change management committee 
and a software development team to agree on rework requirements changes is difficult to 
estimate because a detailed breakdown of this activity is not normally considered. 

 
To be more precise, rework effort should be distributed into (1) re-investigation, (2) re-

analysis, (3) re-identification, and (4) re-estimation. This will allow the team to trace the 
cause of the change and predict its cost. The team needs answers to important questions, such 
as “Where do the changes lie?”, “Where does the correction or modification fit in the 
lifecycle?” 

Effort estimation for rework is usually based on analogy. However, we believe that based 
on an appropriate requirements change effort multiplier, cost estimation models can help 
project managers make better estimates. A cost estimation model such as COCOMO 2.0 [30] 
is useful for estimating effort based on appropriate personnel effort and schedules. 

Estimating costs accurately at various stages of the software life cycle is the goal of any 
estimator. There are two types of parametric models for estimating software cost and effort. 
The first is a parametric cost model and the second a constraint model. These models aim to 
estimate software cost accurately by using two main variables, effort and size. Effort is 
expressed in standard units of time, using person hours, person days, person weeks, person 
months or person years as the measurement units. 

 
Many IT estimators calculate effort in fairly small units (person hours). Person hours may 

be expressed as a function of one or more variables (e.g., size of the product, capability of the 
developers and level of reuse). Size is usually defined as source of lines code or the number 
of function points that are derived from a product specification. Boehm’s COCOMO model 
[30] and Albrecht‘s function point model [29] are examples of cost models. Putnam’s SLIM 
model [33], based on the Rayleigh curve, is an example of a constraint model. A cost model 
has one factor as its primary input, such as a size driver, and secondary factors such as cost 
drivers. It may also include other factors that contribute to overall cost. Constraint models, 
however, are based on demonstrating the relationship over time between two or more 
parameters of effort, duration or staffing level. Since both types of models rely on 
mathematical equations, they may not estimate a project accurately because the time and 
effort for RC has not been considered. 
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This explains why it is difficult to achieve project effort estimation accuracy. Before 
discussing our proposed framework, the information asked for on IT industry CR forms must 
be evaluated. This will consider why they are not sufficient to provide estimates of RC costs 
for software development teams. 

 
3. Evaluating IT Industry Change Request Forms 

The purpose of evaluating IT industry CR forms is to gain a better understanding of the 
information presented to IT practitioners with respect to the RC costs and how they affect 
schedule and rework effort. 

 
Our approach is based on the evaluation of twenty different CR forms published by 

software development companies on Google. These forms are designed specifically for 
tracking RC during and after software development. Twenty CR forms provide an adequate 
number on which to report findings for a small pilot study; 80% of the forms are used for 
documenting changes as defects or non-defects during the software development stages and 
the remaining 20% are used to record defects and non-defects reported by the users and 
software development teams after the launch of an IT system in the production environment. 

 
The aim of this paper is not to criticise industry CR forms, but rather to help IT 

practitioners understand RC in enough detail to be able to use empirical data in the context of 
IT change management. The objective is to discover: (1) which data on CR forms are 
informative enough to aid IT practitioners understand RC, (2) what is the philosophical view 
in terms of IT change management, (3) what is not explicit in the production of CR forms, 
and (4) what of the specific information presented in the CR forms is relevant to enable 
estimation of project duration effectively, specifically when the change impacts other 
requirements and the entire project as well. 

 
Although the variety of CR forms may help us with respect to understanding RC, the 

information required is very similar from form to form. The only difference we found is that 
the structure of the change forms is based on a project perspective and not organisational 
perspective. Evaluating CR forms is not a simple task. First, all CR forms provide standard 
information and are similar to one another. As they are used during and after software 
development, we categorise them into two groups: non-production (during software 
development) and production (after development). We want to know if CR forms have 
enough information to address the requirements for estimating software development effort 
accurately based on an understanding of what a RC is, what impact analyses are required 
before and after implementation and how much rework effort is required on the basis of the 
change being either an error correction or a non-error correction. 

Unfortunately, all of the CR forms we reviewed have two main areas: 1) one asking for a 
detailed explanation of the reason(s) for a RC, and 2) the change type. None asks for any 
information to identify other requirements characteristics and attributes. 

 
An illustration of a RC is the changing of a Web site’s screen colour. Many CR forms 

specify change type as non-error correction, new, modify, update or screen design and 
reasons for the change may be specified as wrong colour, colour is not interesting or dull or 
to seek screen enhancement. This information cannot be seen as providing a value-added 
approach for explicitly defining a RC. An in-depth analysis would tell us to what extent the 
change of a requirement is simple and easy to implement.  
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Perhaps, adding another field, requirements characteristics and attributes, will provide a 
better definition of RC in a more structurally, meaningful and understandable manner. 

 
The following explains what a RC is before and after implementation with respect to 

change type, process, the reason for change and requirement characteristics and attributes. 
 
Before implementation: 
1. During requirements analysis, a RC may be required as the project progresses while 

prototypes are developed [24]. 
2. RC occur during pre-functional specification, i.e., changes in requirements during the 

early phases, elicitation, elaboration, analysis, modelling and negotiation of software 
development schedules, before a functional specification has been completed and 
signed off [36]. 

3. RC will occur during the later phases of software development lifecycle i.e. design, 
coding, development and testing, after the pre-release functional specification has 
been formally signed off by the client [36]. In the context of software testing, a RC is 
regarded as an error correction or non-error correction. Both types of requirements 
changes are noted as urgent or non-urgent. They can also be trivial or non-trivial [22]. 
An example of a trivial requirement change is one that does not affect and disrupt 
overall system performance. For instance, a requirements change in relation to 
spelling correction. A non-trivial requirements change, it is one that disrupts and 
affects overall system performance. In this case, adding new functionality is related to 
business value. 

 
After implementation: 
4. In the context of software maintenance, a RC is categorised as one of the three 

maintenance types: corrective, adaptive, perfective or preventive [36]. 
 

Figure 1: First order change 
 
Figure 1 shows the data necessary to properly understand requirements characteristics and 

attributes as a complete structure, and provides a definition of a RC. Not only does this 
definition provide insight into the real requirements problem, but it also increases our 
knowledge of a RC. We believe that defining a RC is not just stating reasons for change and 
the change type. 

 
Incorporating requirements characteristics and attributes help IT practitioners to 

understand the value of a RC. Clarifying the characteristics and attributes of a RC increases 
the probability that an estimator will accurately estimate and possibly help control the 
number of future RC. Characteristics and attributes may be inherited and either internal or 
external. Hence, the time involved in approving RC by change management teams, project 
managers and users may be reduced. Much of the complexity of RC arises from an unclear 
understanding of its meaning. Ambiguous, incomplete, inconsistent, inaccurate and missing 
information create uncertainty about how a change can be implemented. 
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Our next goal is to evaluate CR forms related to impact analysis for IT practitioners, 
looking at what risk has been identified for the overall project’s schedule. Under non-
production CR forms, the change impacts effort, functionality, schedule, risk, cost, and 
quality. These are standardised concerns regarding impact on a project. For production CR 
forms, the impact and consequences were examined for no implementation change, impact on 
testing procedures, impact on project risk associated with the change, and business priority. 
These are non-standardised concerns at the business requirements level. 

 
Our investigations into CR forms are quite distinct regarding impact analysis before and 

after software development. The implication is that the cost of a RC before implementation is 
based strictly on project schedule risk and effort, and after production requirements changes 
are based strictly on business value. Project schedule for risk and effort refers to a deadline 
critical for a RC. The issue for a requirements change in a production environment is that 
business value is placed as a higher priority, and every change is tied in to risk to the system 
environment in addition to business and technology, rather than simply meeting a deadline. 

 
The cost of implementing a RC after production is higher [28, 32] than before production 

because of necessary testing procedures. Figure 2 shows the impact of a RC is equivalent to 
the analytical risk for effort and rework. The original RC is impacted by factors from the 
environment, technology, projects and business. Considering how each of these factors 
negatively or positively impacts the project before or after production helps justify the value 
of both project and business outcomes. 

 

Figure 2: Second order change 
 
We propose that impact analysis should extend to the level of considering requirements 

risk. Questions should be asked about the level of requirements risk caused by the RC with 
respect to its direct impact on project and business value. 

Of the twenty CR forms examined, only two of the ten non-production CR forms dealt 
with “estimated effort in hours” and “estimated hours required to implement a change”. 
However, the production CR forms required a detailed breakdown of estimated effort and 
actual time required for its software development stages. Software development effort can be 
classified into two main types: effort for new requirements and effort for rework on existing 
requirements. Although both affect the original project estimates, there is a distinction based 
on whether the RC is caused by an error or a non-error. Error based RC requires rework 
effort driven by steps in some kind of procedure. Non-error RC are driven by innovative 
solutions based on new ideas. An example of an error for correction is related to logical and 
computational corrections which can affect the success or otherwise of the coding. 

However, none of the CR forms addressed these differences and did not categorise effort 
based on new versus existing requirements. Moreover, the classification of RC effort may 
involve individuals or groups and the amount of effort may range from some minimum to a 
maximum. 
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Inaccurate estimated project schedules can be produced when the effort for new 
requirements and for rework on existing requirements have not been taken into account. 
Estimating hours of effort for new requirements during production should be added the 
original schedule because new requirements typically mean that additional functionality will 
be added. These should be considered as maintenance or else the changes should be saved for 
a future release. 

 

Figure 3: Estimating effort for requirements changes 
 
The proposed solution is to incorporate these two factors into CR forms so that IT 

practitioners can use this as a basis when revising project schedules to avoid over or under 
estimated projects. Figure 3 illustrates this. 

 
4. Proposed Framework 

Our approach to developing a framework (see Figure 4) for estimating person-effort for 
RC consists of four stages. The first is to identify the different kinds of RC listed on the CR 
forms. The second is to analyse the causes of the RC to better understand the reasons for the 
changes. The third distinguishes between the different types of changes and allows them to be 
classified both horizontally and vertically. RC, such as incomplete, inaccurate, missing and 
inconsistent information is shown at the horizontal level. The vertical level of RC refers to 
type. For example, error correction refers to language or environment, and non-error 
correction is categorised as (1) enhancements to improve performance or other system 
attributes, (2) addition of new requirements, and (3) adaptation of the system to a new 
environment like a new operating system. The final stage allows us to estimate the person 
effort required for making a change. 

 

Figure 4: Proposed framework for estimating person effort on requirements changes 
 
The rationale for the development of this framework is two fold. Firstly, we wish to 

improve the current process of reviewing and approving RC by change management 
committees. Secondly, we wish to assist project managers in better planning for RC through 
predicting more accurately the person effort required for these changes. 
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As our proposed framework for estimating person effort for RC is a stepwise approach 
(see Figure 4) it is important to outline each step in detail as follows:  
Step 1: Categorise requirements changes into first order change and second order change. 
Step 2: Note the reasons for the RC. 
Step 3: Understand factors relating to, and impacting on the RC. 
Step 4: Distinguish vertical and horizontal dimensions of requirements change relationships. 
Steps 5 and 6: Identify the relationship between effort and various change types; and estimate 
the amount of person effort required. (To be incorporated with COCOMO 2.0). 

 
The above figure illustrates our proposed framework developed to provide a basis for 

gaining greater insight and understanding into RC when they are present in CR forms. This 
framework should enable us to more accurately estimate the person-effort required to 
implement a proposed change. In addition, the framework may help to reduce rework through 
analysing patterns of RC and help in terms of assessing individual and group person-effort 
for each RC. We believe that estimating person effort through an understanding of the RC 
process using variables that have a direct effect on changes may be a more effective way of 
estimating RC effort rather than simply using effort estimation models developed mainly for 
initial schedule and effort estimation for a proposed software system. 

The framework is to be calibrated with real world data (i.e. categorisation of RC) from IT 
practitioners who have dealt with software maintenance projects. One of the authors in this 
paper has several contacts with software industry partners in Australia as well as worldwide 
while the other is currently involved with a large outsourced software development project. 

 
5. Conclusions and Future Work 

The goal for the development of our framework, 1) is to improve the level of accuracy of 
estimation with respect to software development effort when there are RC, 2) changes are 
often based on information provided in CR forms without any specific criteria because a real 
understanding of RC has been neglected, 3) the categorisation of RC has not been integrated 
into parametric cost estimation models, 4) A lesson that we have learned from real world 
project failure case studies is that we need to understand why the project failed, rather than 
focus on RC or inadequate estimation; we need to explain specific reasons for the project 
failure and to use this information to prevent future failure, and, 5) If the categorisation of RC 
is to be incorporated into parametric cost estimation models, then this will add value to other 
cost drivers. We propose to extend the work on COCOMO 2.0 [30] by introducing a new cost 
driver, that is, the categorisation of RC that will contribute to a more accurate estimate for 
personnel effort spent on rework in software development projects. 

 
Our next step is to conduct a pilot study to validate the proposed framework via a case 

study with a software development project. A pilot study is recommended for the initial 
validation of a framework such as ours. A case study will provide real-world data gathered 
from IT practitioners for effort and time spent on rework for various types of RC at different 
phase of software development lifecycle. Our pilot case study will be followed by further 
case studies that will provide us with further data for our RC cost driver. This data will be 
evaluated with the aim of a better understanding of the framework’s suitability, reliability, 
and usefulness. 
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Agile Software Development Projects 
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Abstract 
Agile methods of the software development are increasingly used for industrial projects. 

The application of effort estimation methods in such kind of projects is very difficult, but an 
important task. Classical estimation methods need well defined requirements. Agile 
methodologies don’t support this behaviour. Rather, they see changed requests as important 
challenge. A method for the effort estimation must consider this requirement. This paper 
provides an investigation about estimation possibilities, especially for the eXtreme 
Programming (so called XP-projects) paradigm. After a short introduction of key 
characteristics of agile projects the paper deals with available estimation approaches from 
the literature. Furthermore the paper shows selected results of an empirical analysis. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
Agile Software Development Methods are nowadays wide spread and accepted. The 

procedure to carry out such kind of projects takes especially constructive aspects and short 
realisation times into account. From the Software Measurement point-of-view not all metrics 
and methods from conventional lifecycle models can be used without adaptation. Within this 
paper we want to investigate especially the aspect of effort estimation activities for agile 
software development projects. For this we want to show the possibilities and borders of 
effort estimation tasks and the new challenges. The following questions are examined: 

1. Which conditions do projects that are executed with help of agile process models 
assume? 

2. Which basic approaches (state of the art) of the effort estimation can be identified for 
agile executed projects at present? 

3. Are the classic methods of the estimation procedures, like Function Points or 
COCOMO applicable? 

4. Which experiences can be found in the industrial and academic surroundings with the 
use of agile procedures? 

 
Beside the clarification of these questions, a short overview is given to the key 

characteristics of agile software development methods. For this we want to consider 
especially the industrial accepted XP approach. 

 
2. Characteristics of agile methods 

Many technological ambitious products were designed with new complex functionality. 
The demand for functions establishes a need for new software requirements to deliver new 
functionality. Due to the fast alteration and the high cost of change in the late life cycle 
phases the agile software development method becomes more important in this field of 
application. 

Agile software development methods like eXtreme Programming try to decrease the cost 
of change and therewith reduce the overall development costs. Agile methods try to avoid the 
deficits of classic software development procedures.  
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Mostly the following methodologies are considered to reach this aim: short release cycles, 
simple design, continuous testing, refactoring, collective ownership, coding standard and 
continuous integration. 

 
Currently, there are different approaches for agile software development methodologies. 

Typical approaches can be found with: 
• eXtreme Programming (Kent Beck - 1999). 
• Feature Driven Development (Jeff De Luca - 1999). 
• Scrum (Ken Schwaber and Mike Beedle - 2001). 
• Agile Implementation of RUP (Craig Larmann - 2002). 
• Crystal – as family of agile methodologies (Alistair Cockburn - 2004). 

 
Extreme Programming (XP) is a usual and wide spread agile software development 

method. Therefore, we have used XP as a reference model for agile software development. In 
the centre of software development projects should be the human and not documents, 
processes and tools. XP provides a set of practices, values and principles [1]: 

• Values (e.g. communication, simplicity, feedback, courage) 
• Principles (e.g. incremental changes, honest measuring). 
• Practices (e.g. pair programming, short version cycles) 

 
These set is derived from "best practices" and should help to carry out successful software 

development projects. To realise these totally different project characteristics, the agile soft-
ware development has established a different type of product life cycle in comparison with 
traditional life cycle models like waterfall-model or V-Model.  

Figure 1 shows the necessary process steps of a XP-project. The major element of the XP 
life cycle is the “Iteration”. The iteration is a recurring event in which an actual version is 
edited for example by: 

• Adding additional functionality. 
• Correcting errors. 
• Removing unnecessary functionality. 

 
Each software version will be validated through an acceptance test. In XP the duration of 

each iteration is very short (1 until 4 weeks) in comparison with traditional software 
development. 

 

 Figure 1: Process Steps of a XP-project (under consideration of [12]) 
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The planning phase is also very short and mainly realised by the definition of tasks. The 

task of the effort estimation can be found within this step. In the following section this 
activity will be investigated in detail. 

  
3. Effort estimation for XP-projects 

The consideration of the effort estimation activity within agile software development 
methodologies was also investigated by [3]. He describes shortly the estimation approaches 
used in various agile software development methods. In the following representations, we 
want to concentrate on the eXtreme Programming (in short XP) approach. For this, available 
approaches for the effort estimation will be shown. In addition, further influence criterions 
will be analysed. 

 
3.1. Consideration of feedback and change 

As mentioned earlier within this paper, feedback- and change-activities are central 
principles of the XP-methodology. Feedback and changes are important for effort estimation 
activities too, as Gilb [8] noticed. He considers the budget-related requirements of the 
software development with the following statement: 

 “Accurate estimation is impossible for complex technical projects, but keeping to agreed 
budgets is still possible using feedback and change”.[8] 

 
The activities of feedback and change are key activities to fulfil budget restrictions of a 

software development project. An exact estimation of the corresponding effort at beginning 
of a complex development project is not reachable as Gilb [8] mentioned. He sees the reasons 
for this in: 

• Inaccurately defined requirements. 
• Missing experience background with the effort of completed projects. 
• New projects differ often from realised projects. 

 
In order to reach a successful realisation of technical requirements, he proposes to 

combine the effort estimation with the following “principles of resource control” [8]: 
• Risk principles (under consideration of: DRIVERS, EXPERIENCE, 

ARCHITECTURE, STAFF, SENSITIVITY). 
• Control principles (under consideration of: LEARN SMALL, LEARN ROOT, 

PRIORITISE CRITICAL, RISK FAST, APPLY NOW). 
 
While the risk principles show the potential causes of inadequate effort estimation, the 

control principles accept possible solution alternatives. Similar to the agile methodologies in 
the context of the software development [8] puts the person-referential aspects (acceptance of 
the learning and profits of experiences) as well as the guarantee of feedback (short iterations 
and small increments) in the foreground of a successfully executed software development.  

For the effort estimation of agile executed software development projects [11] gives the 
following recommendation: 

 “Don't estimate too far into the future, if the future is unclear!” 
 
If effort estimations are difficult, projects should work more with feedback and change. 

Future methods of the effort estimation must take this challenge into account. That means 
effort estimations must be executed frequently, but within a very short time. The established 
methods of the effort estimation mostly do not possess this quality. 
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3.2. Identification of the functional size 
The effort estimation within XP-projects is a part of the so called planning game. The aim 

of this activity is the planning of a new software version as well as the planning of a single 
iteration. The figure 2 shows the different activities during the planning game. The 
recommended duration of the planning game can be assumed with 4 hours. Within this time, 
customers and developers work together. 

 

Figure 2: Activities during the planning game 
 
The User Stories are the basis for the effort estimation. These stories should be written by 

the customers. They should be a description of expected business functionalities by the later 
software system. To reach a common understanding of the described User Stories, the 
discussion of these requirements between the customer and developer side takes place in the 
next step. As a result of this discussion, the developers are able to design a coarse grained 
system architecture. The architecture should show a first idea about the needed subsystems. 
Each subsystem is related to several features and each feature is related to several User 
Stories. 

With the help of the coarse architecture the developers try to identify the corresponding 
functional size. Mostly, the following “relative” numbers are used for this task [13, p. 200]: 

• STEP – Story Effort Points. 
• FEEP – Feature Effort Points. 
• SSEP – Subsystem Effort Points. 

 
With the use of these numbers the developers estimate the effort in person days for each 

User Story. The won experiences in completed iterations provide the basis for this effort 
estimation. Experiences can be won also with the implementation of small prototypes 
(sometimes called “spike”). 

A so named Load-Factor is used for the objectification of these experiences [12]: 

estimated

required

Days
Days

=LoadFactorXP  

 
• Daysrequired – considers the required time to complete a task. 
• Daysestimated – considers the estimation to do the activity. 
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If the estimated effort is too big, the corresponding User Story will be split into several 
User Stories. After the identification of corresponding efforts, each User Story must be 
prioritised to complete the project planning. 

The procedure implies a mathematical problem, because the relationship between these 
ordinal scaled point types can be only characterised as following: 

 
SSEPFEEPSSEP ≤≤  

 
Sometimes, a direct conversion of these point types can be observed in the literature. 

How-ever, the direct representation of mathematical relations between these numbers is 
question-able. In order to justify this procedure, the following assumptions are postulated: 

• Linearity of the used effort points. 
• Constance of the relationship values between the point types. 
• Constance of the productivity. 

 
From the authors’ point of view, these assumptions are debatable. It could be possible to 

guarantee these assumptions within small project organisation, but the necessary empirical 
background is still missing. 

There are further approaches for the effort estimation of XP-Projects. For example, the 
following numbers can be found: 

• ITEP – Iteration Effort Points, consider the effort of a whole iteration. They are based 
on won experiences and do not take the functional structure of the system into ac-
count. 

• TAEP – Task Effort Points, consider specific execution tasks, during the 
development. In this case, a detailed view of the executing development tasks takes 
place. 

 
Currently, no standardised approach for the effort estimation of XP-projects can be found. 

The interpretation of the used measurements can be only guaranteed within stable organised 
software development organisation. On this basis, it is difficult to establish an empirical 
experience background. 

 
3.3. Application of classical effort estimation methods 

The application of the Function-Point-method within XP-projects was investigated 
through Fuqua [7]. The following questions were examined: 

• “Would Function-Points produce a more accurate schedule?” 
•  “Are Function-Points a good measure of velocity?” 
•  “Do Function-Points predict how long it will take to implement a story?” 

 
Within a controlled experiment he investigated the XP-based implementation of an XML-

editor. Under the use of 100 User Stories he tried to estimate the effort with function points 
(especially Mark II FP) and also with the number IED (Ideal Engineering Days). The number 
IED is another used measure inside XP-projects. The IED describes the working time without 
interruption. In the result of the executed examinations, he determined the following: 

• The used Function-Point procedure was unable to estimate the required effort. 
• Function-Points support the measurement of the load factor insufficient. 
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Basis of this statement was the low correlation of the estimated function points with the 
actual spent efforts in comparison to the results of the expert estimation. From view of the 
authors, this result must be assessed critically regarding to the following points: 

• The Function-Point-method especially concentrates on information systems. The 
graphic-oriented development of a XML-editor is not considered. 

• The used empirical values with the Function-Point-method, in the sense of identified 
effort, cannot be understood by the outsider. 

• The investigation in the context of only one application cannot yet lead to a 
statistically secured statement. For this it needs further empirical analyses. 

 
Despite these criticism points, important experiences can be won: 
• Within agile executed software developments, the Function-Point-method offers a too 

fine granularity and therefore causes even too high effort. 
• A key aspect of agile methods is the use of feedback and change. The Function-Point-

method supports this procedure insufficient. 
• The use of function points can help to validate expert estimations. This requires the 

use of the backfire method [4]. 
• Important User Stories can be identified with help of the Function-Point-method. 

Such kind of User Stories requires a stronger analysis. 
 

4. Empirical analysis 
4.1.  Survey of the research project 

Figure 3 provides a survey of the content of our research project. The project is processed 
in cooperation between the Berlin School of Economics and the University of Magdeburg, 
inside the Software measurement Laboratory (SMLab). Our aim is to implement controlled 
experiments, to investigate industrial XP-projects and to provide guidelines for measurement 
aspects within industrial XP-projects. Diverse measurement- and evaluation-aspects of XP-
projects should be considered inside this research project [10]. 

 

 Figure 3: The research project at a glance 
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In the context of the effort estimation of XP-projects (the main focus of this paper), we 
pursue the following goals within 2 steps: 

Carry out empirical analysis: 
• Identification of used effort estimation approaches. 
• Importance of risk-driven approaches for the effort estimation. 
• Analysis about the degree of the application of agile methods. 

 
Implementation of prototypes: 
• Compare the productivity between XP - and non XP-projects. 
• Compare the productivity before and after introduction of XP-approaches. 
• Analysis of the productivity of maintenance projects executed with help of XP. 

 
The implementation of prototypes requires the use of comparable measurements. 

Therefore, the further explanations consider the empirical analysis, as precondition for 
controlled experiments and prototypical implementations. 

 
4.2. Selected results of a first examination 

For a first evaluation we established a questionnaire with 17 questions. The questions 
consider aspects of agile methodologies and the effort estimation, too. The complete 
questionnaire is available inside the appendix of this contribution. The questionnaire was sent 
to approximately 40 known experts in Germany. 

The following section contains some selected results from a first analysis. However they 
show a first trend, but a statistical security can not be guaranteed yet. 
 
Which agile methodologies do you know? 

5 participants of the survey didn't know any methods to the agile software development. 
After all, 12 participants of the survey knew agile methodologies. The knowledge of concrete 
methods can be taken from the figure 4. 

 

 Figure 4: Knowledge of agile methods 
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For how many years are projects executed under consideration of an agile procedure in-
side your company? 

• Non experience  29% 
• Less than 2 years  18% 
• Less than 5 years  18% 
• More than 5 years  35% 

 
The participants with less than 2 years experience came all from academic facilities. All 

other participants came from industrial businesses. The average sizes of software 
development projects inside companies with more than 5 years experience was 5 to 30 
developers. 
 
How important is the effort estimation in agile operated software projects? 

• Highly important  43% 
• Important  36% 
• Necessary  21% 
•  

How important is it to carry out a risk evaluation during the planning game? 
• Highly important  43% 
• Important  29% 
• Necessary  7% 
• Less necessary  21% 

 
Which temporal and personal effort should be caused by an effort estimation method in 
agile accomplished projects? 

The question was answered by 11 experts. However, 6 experts could not make any 
statements about the necessary effort. The replies of this question brought the following 
results: 

• Effort for the estimation: min.1 person day, max. 2 person day. 
• Effort estimation is a cyclic activity (weekly task). 
• The effort should be fixed project-dependent. 
• The effort should be proportionally towards the total expenditure. 
• 5 % to 10 % of the whole development effort. 
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In your mind, is there a demand on adaptation or new development for an effort 
estimation method which is applicable in agile accomplished projects? 

Figure 5: Effort estimation methods in agile projects 
 
This question was difficult to answer for the most participants. The validations of the 

answers require the consideration of another question about the known effort estimation 
methods. For an elaborate analysis, this question must be formulated more precisely. The 
experienced developers of agile software projects consider the activities inside the planning 
game as effort estimation method too. The concept of “Yesterdays Weather” use the number 
of story points that are completed in the last iteration. Under consideration of this experience, 
this number will be used as predictor for the next iteration. 

 
4.3. Further findings 

The introduced survey is not yet finished at the time of the preparation of this 
contribution. Therefore a concluding evaluation is impossible at this time, but the derivation 
of first trends is possible. 

• In large IT-related enterprises, agile methods are only reflected to the software 
development conditionally. Mostly, only selected elements of this procedure are used. 
A common procedure to the effort estimation cannot be identified currently. 

• The absence of a common method for the effort estimation implies problems inside 
large project organisations. In such organisations stable project teams are not a must. 
Therefore the estimation approaches from section 3.2 are difficult to use. 

• The Pair Programming or the complete assignment of the co-workers exclusively to 
one project could not be observed. The costs related to this procedure are mostly not 
accepted. 

• The iterative procedure with short release cycles is well established inside many 
development companies. So, a fast Feedback of the customer side can be guaranteed. 
Therefore, effort estimation methods are frequently used.  

• Caused by the use of integration architectures (e.g. Service Oriented Architectures), 
the importance of the software development activities decrease in the comparison to 
integration tasks. Future estimation methods must take this into account. 
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The benefit of agile methods is difficult to assess at the moment. Especially the costs of 
maintenance projects must be taken into account for it. Solutions which were developed with 
the help of agile procedures exist only for few years. 

 
5. Conclusions 

This paper presents an analysis of the effort estimation possibilities within agile software 
development methodologies. An industrialisation of the software development implies the 
demand inevitably at dependable statements about the corresponding efforts and costs of a 
new IT-solution. This statement is valid for the agile methodologies, too. Boehm [2] provides 
a classification of possible estimation methods. Selected elements of these procedures can 
also be observed within XP-projects. 

• Parkinson's estimation - under consideration of available resources. Corresponding 
projects can be settled, however only after expenditure. 

• Top Down estimation – with the starting point of the general functionality. The 
Iteration Effort Points (ITEP) tries to use this approach. 

• Bottom Up estimation – consider the estimation of the required system components. 
This procedure is currently used mostly, as mentioned in section 3.2. 

• Analogy, through comparison with similar projects. For the identification of the 
effort, this base stands behind all used procedures. 

• Expertise, in the context of the beginning of XP-Projects. Intuition and experiences 
from other projects build the basis of the effort estimation. 

 
Parametric as well as algorithmic models form an exception. The application of such 

procedures like Function Points or also the COCOMO-method could not be observed within 
industrial projects. However, some of the interviewee could imagine the application of these 
methods within agile software development projects. In one case, the application of the CO-
COMO-method was tested at the time of the survey. 
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Effort estimate in times of agile accomplished development projects 
 
In the framework of a research project at the software measurement laboratory (shortened 

SMLab) of the University of Magdeburg „Otto-von-Guericke“ we deal with the empirical 
estimation of agile accomplished software development projects. One main research refers to 
interlocking efforts which are involved in such projects. By means of this questionnaire we 
want to detect the current consideration of cost estimate methods in case of agile realised 
software development projects. 

 
Q1: In which field do you work? 

- Academic field 
- Industry (employee) 
- Industry (free assistant) 

 
Q2: Which average size have software development projects inside your business? 

- Up to 5 developers 
- 5 to 30 developers 
- 30 to 100 developers 
- More than 100 developers 

 
Q3: What is your prior part or the one of your organisation within the framework of soft-
ware development projects? 

- Development company for all phases of software design 
- Customer for external accomplished development projects 
- Agent for specialised software component processing 
- Realisation of integration projects using standard software 

 
Q4: Are you aware of agile software development approaches? 

- Yes? 
- No? (go on with question F11) 

 
Q5: For how many years are projects executed under consideration of an agile procedure 
inside your company? 

- Less than 2 years 
- Less than 5 years 
- More than 5 years 

 
Q6: Which agile implementations do you know? 

- Extreme Programming XP 
- Feature Driven Development 
- Crystal 
- Agile Implementation of RUP 
- Others _______________ 
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Q7: How important is the effort estimation in agile operated software projects? 
- 1 – highly important 
- 2 – important 
- 3 – necessary 
- 4 – less necessary 
- 5 – not necessary 

 
Q8: Are parametric and algorithmic models applicable for the effort estimation of agile 
software projects? 

- Function Points (yes/no – unknown) 
- COSMICFFP (yes/no – unknown) 
- Object Points (yes/no – unknown) 
- CoCoMo (yes/no – unknown) 
- Others … 

 
Q9: In your mind, is there a demand on adaptation or new development for an effort 
estimation method which is applicable in agile accomplished projects? 

- Adaptation of conventional methods 
- New development of an method for effort estimation 
- Use of existing methods without adaptation 

 
Q10: Which temporal and personal effort should be caused by an effort estimation method 
in agile accomplished projects? 

- Personal effort:   _______ person days 
- Temporal effort:   _______ hours 

 
Q11: How important is it to carry out a risk assessment of the development project as well 
within the scope of the cost estimate? 

- 1 – highly important 
- 2 – important 
- 3 – necessary 
- 4 – less necessary 
- 5 – not necessary 

 
Q12: Which part does the contemporary feedback of already developed software 
components have regarding to the cost estimate? 

- Important mechanism for effort control 
- Minimise the risk of an inaccurate cost estimate 
- Supports the prioritisation on implementing functional features 
- Considers available learning curve if necessary 
- Further considerations _______________ 
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Q13: Do you know selective elements of agile proceeding? 
- Short release cycles 
- Simple design 
- Pair programming 
- Continuous design improvement (refactoring) 
- Continuous testing 
- Others _______________ 

 
Q14: Do you know and use the knowledge databases of already realised software 
development projects, for example ISBSG? 

- Known, but not used 
- Known and used 
- Use of company internal knowledge database 
- Not known 

 
Q15: Which coherences do you see between agile proceeding and service orientated 
developed software solutions? 

- 1 – complementary approaches 
- 2 – existing interactions 
- 3 – concurrent aims 
- 4 – up to date inadequately tested 
- 5 – no coherences 

 
Q16: In which percentage are tasks of integration of already available components and new 
development of components in your field? 

- Integration  __________% 
- New development __________% 

 
Q18: Further notes and suggestions concerning this topic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q17: Are you interested in the results of our research work? 
- Yes 
- No 

 
Please write your answers and notations directly into the questionnaire. In the case of 

given answers please mark the appropriate one in bold. As a matter of course multiple 
choices are possible. We thank you for the assistance of our research project und would be 
pleased a-bout constructive feedback regarding to this topic at any time. 
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Function Point: how to transform them in effort? 
This is the problem! 

 
Gianfranco Lanza 

 
 

Abstract 
The need to estimate the effort and, consequently, the cost of a software project is one of 

the most important issues in ICT world. The use of function point to measure the functional 
dimension of a software project is the base in CSI Piemonte for deriving the effort and 
consequently the cost. 

If the process to measure the functional dimension in function point can be considered as 
a scientific method, based on rules defined in IFPUG Function Point Counting Practice 
Manual, the process to determine the effort is not so deterministic and scientific but it is 
depending on many non functional or technical factors. 

In CSI Piemonte it has been developed a model to determine the effort by Function Point 
through a process that, step by step, takes into account many possible technical factors that 
can influence the productivity. 

• The first step is to determine the “medium productivity” about the project through 
two parameters: the programming language (according to Capers Jones 
Programming Language Table [1] or ISBSG Repository [2]) and the functional 
dimension in Function Point (the productivity decrease if the dimension of the 
software project arises). 

• The second step is to analyse the Technical Factors (algorithmic complexity, relations 
with other applications, with other projects, time binding, etc.) that influence the 
productivity: in accord to a nominal value they can arise, reduce or not modify the 
“medium productivity”. 

• The Third step is to take into account the risks of the project, expressed as a 
contingency: an additional percentage of the total effort calculated as a 
multiplication of the probability that the risk happens and its relative impact on the 
project. 

• The Fourth step is to consider other activities, not depending by the dimension of the 
project, but worthwhile in calculating the effort (for example to develop a prototype 
to evaluate a new technology). 

At the end the total effort is divided into RUP Activities for a better scheduling of the 
project, in according to top down estimate technique. 

The effort estimate derived by Function Point has to be compared with the effort estimate 
derived by experience, thus it’s not the only method used to estimate effort and cost. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
CSI Piemonte is a non lucrative consortium working for the Public Administration. 
Its objective is to improve the effectiveness and the efficiency of the P.A. through an 

integrated services system for the citizens. 
The increasing economic narrowness, the need to realise services more efficient and less 

expensive, the need to do benchmarking, have been the factors for the development of a 
metric program that, in according to the paradigm Goal Questions Metrics, should determine 
the metrics for a better knowledge of its productive process and so to improve it. 
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The use of function point to measure the functional dimension of a software product 

started in 2004. During these years it was developed a predicting work effort model to 
determine the amount of effort for the software development and, thus, the relative cost. 

 
The estimate of effort and cost through the functional dimension is only one of the 

estimate methods used, but it is not unique, on every project it’s recommended to do also an 
estimate through an analytical way, using experience (Bottom up method or/and Delphi 
method). If you have more estimates than only one, you should improve the final confidence 
in the value of estimate in terms of effort and costs. 

 
CSI Piemonte has begun to create a repository for collecting the baseline of the projects, 

with their functional dimension and their relative effort. 
 

2. Scope 
CSI Piemonte uses function point on projects belonging to the classes furniture of 

“Developing Projects” and “Enhancement Functional Maintenance”, in according with 
“LGC-FP Linee Guida per l’uso contrattuale dei Function Point - GUFPI” [3]. The majority 
of the income of CSI Piemonte is concerning these two classes of furniture. 

Thus, all the developing projects are estimated in Function Point, except those projects in 
which the Function Point Metric is not suitable (i.e. Projects with a high algorithm 
component or firmware projects or the editing part of an internet portal project). 

 
Regarding the Enhancement Maintenance Projects (in the following as EMP) they are 

estimated in Nesma Function Point [4]. 
 
The application of a model for effort estimate is restricted to developing projects with a 

function point dimension greater than 50 FP and EMP projects with a functional dimension 
greater than 20 Nesma Function Point. 

  
3. The “Medium productivity” 

The model used to determine the work effort related to the software development cycle 
consists of several steps, first of all is to determine a base productivity to apply for the current 
project. 

 
The best thing would be to obtain this value from the CSI Piemonte projects repository, 

selecting the value according to the historical data of similar projects (regarding functional 
dimension, technical environment and application domain). Until now, the number of 
projects in the repository is not great enough to obtain significant values, so the base 
productivity is chosen regarding literature values in according to the Programming 
Languages Tables of Capers Jones or in some cases, the ISBSG repository. Both Capers 
Jones Programming Languages Table [1] and ISBSG Data [2] give you a range of 
productivity (expressed as Function Point/PersonMonth). 

 
In CSI Piemonte the majority (over 90%) of software projects are using Java Language, so 

in this paper the example is concerning developing projects in Java. It’s evident that today 
most of the software projects uses not only one language, (as it was several years ago, with 
projects developed in COBOL or similar), but they use in many cases several languages (i.e. 
Java, PL/SQL, HTML…), we consider the main language on the project. 
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It is evident that the “base productivity” can be often a value not very significant to 

determine the final effort, but in any case you have to start by an initial value. The first effort 
driver in order to calibrate the “base productivity” is the functional dimension of the projects. 
Table 1 shows the “base productivity” for Java related to the functional dimension in FP: 
with the growth of dimension, the productivity decreases by two points; there are five classes 
of projects. The productivity is expressed in fp/person month. 

 
Table 1 

 
Applying these values to the dimension in FP of a project we obtain a base work effort of 

the software development project in Month/person or in Days/person (usually we consider a 
month of 21 days). 

 
This effort should cover all the activities concerning the software project according to the 

RUP (Rational Unified Process) disciplines. 
 
For example if there is a project valued 574 FP, from the table above we obtain a “base 

productivity” of 16 fp/month and thus a “base work effort” of 35.87 Month/person(574/16) or 
753 days/person. 

 
In the case of EMP it is to consider not only the functional dimension of EMP (in Nesma 

FP) but also the functional dimension of the application on which the maintenance will be 
applied to for selecting the base productivity, (for example if we had an EMP for our projects 
of 574 FP, we will choose a productivity of 16 fp/month, independently of the EMP Nesma 
functional dimension in FP). 

 
4. The “Productivity Factors” 

 
Every project has its own characteristics, so it is clear that the range of productivity can be 

very large! The most critical step in evaluating the effort of the project is to consider all the 
factors that can influence the productivity. Through the Functional Requirements it is 
possible to measure the functional dimension in Function Points. 

The Technical and Quality requirements should give us information about the factors that 
influence productivity. But how can we measure them? And, above all, which are these 
factors? 

In 2003 in CSI Piemonte was done an investigation to find them and to evaluate the 
impact that they have on productivity (growing or decreasing it). 
To determine the impact of productivity factors it was chosen an approach like COCOMO [6] 
(the productivity factor is the multiplication of several cost drivers).  
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The objective was to identify a set of factors and for each of them to determine the 
possible impact on productivity on a scale of five values (very low, low, nominal, high and 
very high). For every impact it would have been assigned a percentage value (positive or 
negative, the nominal value was 1) representing the percentage of work effort relating to the 
factor. 

 
To a certain number of professionals on different roles (Analysts, Programmers, Vendors, 

and Project Managers) was asked which, in their opinion, were these factors; to make simpler 
the choice it was prepared a list of possible factors similar to the list of COCOMO cost 
drivers. 

 
• The first step was to reduce the list, identifying only those more significant for CSI 

Piemonte. 
• The second step was to describe each of them, in the simpler and more objective way. 
• The third step was to identify the meaning of nominal value. This was a delicate and 

critical issue. In some cases this has been implied a redefinition of the descriptions 
done at step two. 

• At the end people indicated a percentage of work effort for every impact level on each 
factor; it was made a weighted media of this values and it was obtained the table with 
the relative value. 

 
In figure 1 is reported the description of one of these factors “COCA”, while in Figure 2 

there is the list of all the factors with their relative values. 
 
COCA: Application Complexity  
It indicates the impact level that the application context complexity has upon the project. 

The following factors determine the level impact: 
• The application is influenced by a legislative context: the application has to be 

developed considering possible legislative changes during its life software cycle. 
• The subject managed in the project is not simple but it is articulated and complex. 
• The project has to implement a service for public bodies and private bodies. 

 
Very low Low Nominal High Very High 
 The project is 

influenced by 
none of the 
elements or by 
only one 

The project is 
influenced by 
two of the 
elements 

The project is 
influenced by all 
the elements 

 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
 
It’s worthwhile to note that in some cases there are not all the impact values (in some 

cases there are not the extreme values, in one case there is not the nominal factor). The final 
productivity factor is obtained by the multiplication of the single factors, the final value is 
multiplied for the “base work effort” decreasing or growing it. 

 
The practical application of these factors needs great attention as the impact on 

productivity can be very significant. The determination of impact level can not be only a 
simple deterministic method but, first of all, it is important to see if the factor could be 
relevant to the project or not. It is not mandatory for the current project to define an impact 
on every factor. The process to determine the productivity factors must be done by people 
with a great experience both in the context domain and in the technical domain; the process is 
managed by a metric professional. 

 
Suppose that for the project of 574 fp, with a “base work effort” of 35.8 Month/person or 

753 days/person, we determine a very high impact for productivity factor COCA 
(Application complexity: 1.26) and a Low impact for INTG (Products integration, 0.91); the 
resulting total productivity factor is 1.26*0.91 = 1.1443. 

The resultant effort is 753*1.1443 = 862 days. 
 

5. The “Risks” 
The process for the effort estimate has to take into account to perform a risks analysis. But 

what’s the difference between risk and productivity factor? Both the risk of a project and a 
productivity factor may have a strong impact upon the final effort of the project. 

The risk is the possibility that an event occur, but it’s not sure that the event will really 
occur! A risks analysis has to consider all the risks of the project. But how can I do to 
determine the impact of the risk upon the project? 

A possible answer is to consider the contingency. What is contingency? The contingency 
is the multiplication of the probability that an event occur with the percentage of its impact 
upon productivity. The result is a percentage value that is applied to the “work effort” to 
obtain a number of effort days. The number of the effort days deriving from contingency may 
be considered in the whole effort or not; this can be a marketing decision. 
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Thus, after the risks analysis, the work effort estimate of a development software project is 
composed by two amounts of effort days: 

1. A number of effort days derived by multiplying the “base work effort” with the 
“productivity factor”. 

2. A number of effort days of contingency. 
 
In CSI Piemonte it has been defined a table of possible values to determine the 

contingency. This table helps to identify the probability of a risk occurrence and its relative 
impact upon productivity. In the table the value “weight” is presented as a percentage). 

 
Table 2 

Value Meaning Weight 
0 no probability/ no impact 0 
1 minimum probability/ minimum impact 3 
2 low probability/ low impact 5 
3 medium probability/ medium impact 17 
4 high probability/ high impact 25 
5  very high probability/ very high impact 30 
6 maximum probability/ maximum impact 45 

   
In Figure 3 there is an example of contingency relating at three risks: 
1. A medium probability with a very high impact for requirements instability. 
2. A low probability with a medium impact for the resources know how 
3. A medium probability with a medium impact for sharing resources. 

 

Figure 3 
 
The final contingency represents the 8.8% of the “total work effort”, corresponding in a 

precise number of days. Thus our project of 574 function point has a contingency of 76 days. 
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6. The “Extra Function Point Effort” 

In the development of software cycle there are some activities that are not depending on 
the functional dimension. Nevertheless these activities are necessary and thus they have to be 
considered in the total effort. How can they be estimated? 

As they are not depending on functional dimension, the function point can’t help us. These 
activities have to be estimated in according to the traditional method, based on experience. 
The effort days estimated in this way have to be added to the effort estimate in the previous 
steps. One of these activities could be the realisation of decoding tables. Some others 
activities could be necessary for removing a risk. 

 
For example, the presence of a risk can bring to a contingency of a certain percentage. We 

can ask if there is any action for reducing the risk (and, consequently, also the relative 
contingency) or, in a better way, eliminating the contingency completely. The actions that 
have to be done in removing the risk could be estimated with a traditional manner, not 
depending on functional dimension. 

For example, if there is a technological risk about a new software platform, it would be 
useful to develop a prototype to test it. The effort to develop the prototype probably is not 
dependent on the functional dimension of the project, so it has to be estimated in a traditional 
manner. This effort is a “non dimension functional effort” and it’s necessary to reduce or to 
eliminate a risk, thus the relative contingency. 

It’s very important to consider a critical issue as a productivity factor, or as a risk, or as an 
effort to reduce the risk, only once! If there is a critical issue relating to the project that can 
impact productivity you have to choice if to consider it as a productivity factor (the 
probability that it will occur is more than 50%), or if to consider it as a risk or if to consider it 
as a non functional effort for reducing or eliminating the relative risk. 

Regarding our project of 574 Function Point we decided to eliminate the contingency of 
seven days (see figure 5) relating to the resources know how with 5 days of specific training. 
In this way the contingency becomes 69 days and there is an “extra function point effort” of 
five days. 

The total effort is 862 effort days plus five days for training and 69 days of contingency. 
 

7. Effort split in RUP activities 
The “base work effort estimate” was obtained through a “base productivity” in according 

to the functional dimension of the project. It was adjusted through the productivity factors, 
then it was valued the contingency and last, but not least, it was considered all the activities 
not depending from the functional dimension. 

 
Now the total effort represents the effort in days, or in month, necessary for the software 

development cycle through the RUP disciplines: 
• Requirements. 
• Analysis and Design. 
• Implementation. 
• Test. 
• Deployment. 
• Configuration and change management. 
• Project management. 
• Environment. 
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It is worthwhile to split the total work effort of the software development software cycle 
upon these disciplines; we need a “weight” for each discipline on the entire software 
development cycle. 

 
In CSI Piemonte the split has done till now according to literature values [5], adjusted for 

the requirements and Analysis and Design disciplines (A bit more value in percentage for the 
requirements and a bit less value for the Analysis and Design, as in CSI Piemonte the 
requirements very often require great attention). The values are shown in Figure 4. 

 

 Figure 4 
 

The disciplines Project Management and Environment have been put together. These 
values are indicative, they can change project by project according to the functional 
dimension (i.e. big projects have a lower implementation percentage of effort than small 
projects), to the scope (enhancement project or developing project), to the risks, to the 
productivity factors and so on. 

The essential thing is that every change of these values must be shared with all the people 
interested in the RUP disciplines. This activity must be always managed by a metric expert. 

If we maintain the split of figure 4, the disciplines effort of our project is illustrated in 
figure 5. If necessary we have to split the contingency days trough the disciplines. 

 

Figure 5 
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8. Effort Repository 
A firm repository from which to obtain indicators is a must that every firm should achieve. 

The creation of a metric system implies, first of all, a metric program. A metric program has 
to: 

• Define the metrics. 
• Build the indicators. 
• Define the process to measure. 
• Identify the tools. 
• Define an organisation for collecting and analysing the measures. 
• Create a metric culture. 

 
In CSI Piemonte about three years ago the management started a program metric. The 

most important thing in a program metric and, thus in a firm system metric, is the culture 
diffusion upon metrics. If people don’t understand why to measure, the failure of a system 
metric is sure! In CSI Piemonte many training courses were made to make aware the 
importance to measure. The responsibility of system metric is of the PMO office, all the 
Function Point measures are made by PMO professionals, very often CFPS certified. 

 
When a project finishes and the relative software service becomes effective, the final 

product is counted and the baseline with the functional dimension in function point is put into 
the firm repository. The effort needed to realise the product is also registered with the 
baseline. 

 
Into the repository it is registered a “normalised effort”: all the productivity factors or 

problems happened during the software development cycle are take into account and they can 
determine a growth or decrease of the real productivity; in this manner the productivity 
registered in the repository is a “normalised productivity”, so it is a more suitable value to 
use for the prevision model. 

 
Till now there are not so many projects to afford us using the repository productivity, but 

we are confident that within the end of the year there will be a sufficient number of projects 
to do so. 

 
9. Conclusion 

The use of Function Point to help people in the software development effort estimation is 
a delicate process. CSI Piemonte decided to estimate the costs of the projects starting by the 
effort estimate in days. The cost is obtained from the days effort, so it is the relative price and 
the function point price. This mechanism guarantees a more right price and, above all, a 
better quality product. 

 
This is a little different from what is defined in the “LGC-FP Linee Guida per l’uso 

contrattuale dei Function Point - GUFPI” [3], in which the project price derives from a “base 
function point price”; the problem is that doesn’t exist a “base function point price”; if you 
have to consider the actual market function point price, the risk is that it is very underpriced, 
with, as a consequence, the risk to have a poor quality of the final product. 

 
This estimation model is used by CSI Piemonte to regulate the contracts with its suppliers.  
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One of the most important advantages seen in using function point has been the possibility to 
make clear the requirements from the beginning, something that very often didn’t happen 
before. 

 
Last but not least it’s fundamental to know that the use of function point to determine an 

estimate effort must be a help for the project manager in the estimation process but it never 
can substitute the estimation process. We cannot think of function point as the solutions of all 
the problems, they have to be considered in the right way, without unreal expectations. It’s 
necessary to apply other estimate methods (bottom up, Delphi) for a better estimate. 

 
For the future we are thinking to introduce in our estimation prevision model the 

possibility to apply different productivity factors and risks on parts of the software to 
estimate. In many cases a project has in fact several different modules (a management 
module, a statistical module, a reports module….), each of them with their characteristics and 
problems, and so with their own productivity. 

The collecting data and the experience will undoubtedly improve our estimation prevision 
model, at least we hope! 

 
The success of a system metric is, above all, a matter of culture and, in any case, we 

should never switch off our brain! 
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Practical experiences of Function Points estimation and 
measurement in a complex outsourcing context of an Italian 

Public Administration 
   

Franco Perna, Roberto Meli 
 
 
Abstract 

In the management of software procurement in a commercial market environment, 
customer-supplier relationship is among the most important aspects to be considered. In case 
of a delivery including software development, executed under broad contractual outsourcing 
agreements, the economical evaluation process adopted either in the tender process and in 
the day by day management of the contract can make that relationship very critical to be 
managed. 

 
In the last decade, in the Italian marketplace a big effort has been made to apply 

economical reward processes based on parameters that are objective as much as possible. In 
the ICT domain, this effort led to the spreading of broad (multi-project) agreements based on 
an economical appreciation of software development and enhancement activities derived by 
the amount of delivered functionality, measured by the use of the Function Point method. 

 
Using Function Points is not only a matter of writing appropriate Request for Tenders or 

Supplier’s Offers: it is a matter of designing and operating an estimation and measurement 
process which is compliant with formal contractual provisions and with customer-supplier 
informal expectations. The process should be a good compromise among several attributes 
like precision of estimation and measurement, repeatability of results, easiness of execution, 
low impact on production processes and the like. 

 
Aspects that should be carefully considered when installing a contractual measurement 

system are: 
• Organisation (Roles / responsibilities. 
• Processes. 
• Methods. 
• Tools. 

 
A relevant component of this system is the measurement’s dashboard, an information 

management tool indispensable for contract’s governance. We will show how all of these 
aspects were considered into an actual implementation of the estimation and measurement 
system of an important Italian Public Administration outsourcing contract. 
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Portfolio €ontrol 
 

Frank Vogelezang 
 
 
Abstract  

Most companies realise that IT is not just a debit item, but an investment in their 
competitiveness. The management of this investment is still immature in many companies, 
based on expert judgement or gut feeling. 

 
Effective Portfolio €ontrol requires more than that, it requires management decisions 

based on quantitative metrics. Those metrics for instituting basic Portfolio €ontrol do not 
need to be very complex. 

 
In this presentation some metrics-based best practices will be presented to justify 

investment decisions, to manage maintenance capacity, to underpin the IT budget or to select 
IT projects. 
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Using Function Point in the Estimation of Real-Time Software: 
an Experience 

 
Luigi Lavazza, Carla Garavaglia 

 
 

Abstract 
The paper reports about the estimation of the development effort of real-time software 

using Function Points as the means for expressing the size of the software. 
The work reported was carried out in a European company that develops various types of 

avionic applications. The company started an exploratory activity aiming at improving their 
estimation process. The immediate goals were the identification of a reliable sising method 
for estimation-oriented software sising, and the adoption of an estimation methodology and 
tool. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
In order to achieve a successful software development process it is necessary to organise 

the development according to a plan. A critical planning issue consist in assigning each 
activity the correct duration and an adequate amount of resources. It is well known that a too 
tight schedule or insufficient resources will result in delays. Changes in the plans or in the 
resource allocations performed to absorb delays often result in even worse delays: for 
instance, Brooks laws states that “adding resources to a late project makes it even more late” 
[8]. On the contrary, allocating resources or time in excess usually results in just wasting the 
time and/or resources in excess, as the developers tend to use all the time they are given, 
according to Parkinson’s Law. 

It is thus an essential task of the project manager to estimate correctly the effort needed for 
developing a given product, and the duration of the process. 

The usual estimation procedure is schematically described in Figure 1. Empirical studies 
showed that the required effort depends mainly on the size of the product. In particular, Barry 
Boehm discovered that there is a correlation between the size of the product measured in 
Lines of Code (LOC) and the Person*Months (PM) required for the development [1]. 

Figure 1: A typical estimation procedure 

 
SW product model

Process model

Size estimation

Effort estimation

Cost and duration
estimation  
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However, it is easy to understand that the development effort does not depend just on the 
number of LOCs to be developed. A software product can be more or less complex; it can be 
more or less hard to design, to code, test, etc. Moreover, the people involved in the 
development can be more or less expert and skilled, the development environment can be 
more or less powerful, etc. As a consequence, the estimation of effort does not only take into 
consideration the size of the product, but also the other characteristics of the software that can 
affect the development process, and the properties of the process itself. In Figure 1 the SW 
product model and the Process model are supposed to include all such characteristics. A list 
of the characteristics that affect the development effort can be found in [1]. 

A very well know estimation method that conforms to the schema in Figure 1 is Boehm’s 
COCOMO [1]. The COCOMO intermediate model uses the following formulas for the 
estimation: 

MNom = aSb 

M = MNom Π j=1..15 cj 
 
Where S is the size in LOC and M is the effort. The latter is computed in two steps: the 

nominal effort is computed on the basis of the size alone; then a set of 15 coefficients are 
taken into account in order to “correct” the effort estimation. 

 
The COCOMO is a statistical model. The formulas above, including the constants a and b, 

specify the curves that best represent the observed values. 
The problem with COCOMO is that it requires as input the size of the product expressed 

in LOCs. Of course, the product does not exist when the estimation is performed, therefore 
the LOCs cannot be counted. 

Figure 2: A schematic view of the development process. 
 
Figure 2 shows –in an extremely simplified manner– the development process (time flows 

rightward). The arrow show the moment when the estimates are needed: before starting the 
actual development, as soon as the Software Requirements Specifications (SRS) are complete 
enough to provide a satisfactory “view” of the product. At this point the size of the software 
to be developed (in LOCs) has to be estimated as well: the error in estimating the size sums 
up with the approximation in the effort estimation, thus yielding a result that is often too 
imprecise to be effectively used in contracting and planning. 

The problem of the unavailability of the LOC measure is solved by resorting to a different 
type of size indicator. Function Points (FPs) aim at representing the “functional size” of the 
application: they can be computed on the basis of the SRS. Function points were described by 
Albrecht as follows: “a dimensionless number defined in function points, which we have 
found to be an effective relative measure of function value delivered to our customer” [4]. A 
brief description of Function points is given in Section 3.  

 
Development 

process
SRS

(SW Reqs Spec)

Existing 
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Produced 
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After the original definition by Albrecht, others developed the method. Currently, the 
International Function Point User Group is maintaining the official guidelines for counting 
function points [3]. 

 
Empirical studies showed that in general there is a correlation between the size of a 

product in LOCs and its size in FPs. [10]. Therefore, FPs are sometimes used as predictors of 
the size of the product in LOCs. However, it must be noticed that –although the correlation 
has been statistically demonstrated– a rather large variability (±30%) has been observed. 
Therefore the conversion of Function points into LOCs may lead to non negligible errors. 
Luckily, we are not interested in estimating LOCs, but in estimating the development effort. 
For this purpose we can base our evaluations directly on the FPs. 

In fact, today the most popular estimation models and tools accept (or sometimes require) 
that the size of the product is given in FPs. Function points have been gaining consensus as a 
size indicator upon which effort estimates can be based. For instance, COCOMO II [2] 
accepts as input either the number of LOCs or the FPs., while the original version of 
COCOMO was able to deal only with inputs in LOCs. 

 
With respect to Figure 1, 
 

effort M = f(FP, <product parameters>, <process parameters>). 
 
However, many practitioners consider FPs not very suitable to represent the size of real-

time software. They observe that function points take into consideration only the data and 
their movements: the amount of elaboration performed by the application is just ignored. 
Therefore, FPs are expected to be effective in measuring data-intensive applications, and to 
fail in representing the size of real-time applications, where ‘control’ code is dominant.  

However, in the estimation activities reported here, the function points were used to size 
real-time software, on the basis of considerations that are reported in the following sections. 

 
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the context of the work, an 

exploratory activity which was carried out in a European company that develops various 
types of avionic applications, and that aimed at improving their estimation process. The name 
of the company is not disclosed for confidentiality reasons: in the rest of the paper the 
references to “the company” or “the organisation” are meant to indicate the company where 
the work was carried out. 

Section 3 briefly describes the process of measuring FP. Seven projects were measured 
according to the IFPUG counting practices [3], with minor deviations when the nature of the 
software made IFPUG directives inapplicable. However, even in those cases, we made our 
best to preserve the measurement principles of the FPA. 

Section 4 describes the estimation process, whose results are given in Section 5. In 
particular, we compare the estimates with the actual effort data. 

Section 6 accounts for related work. Finally, Section 7 draws some conclusions. 
 

2. The context and motivations for the work  
The work reported here was carried out in an organisation that develops software for 

avionic applications, and for other types of embedded and real-time applications. 
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2.1. Characteristics of the software and the development process 
The typical software applications that we considered are embedded, hosted on custom 

boards belonging to processing units; such software has often to satisfy hard real-time 
requirements. 

The development process is generally some sort of waterfall, but many variations are 
adopted, depending on the clients, the type of application, the safety requirements and the 
constraints (e.g., compliance with DO178B, MILSTD498, ESA standards). Some of the 
adopted methods and standards are reported in Table 1. 

 
2.2. The need for improvement 

Estimates can be requested at any moment during the development. Therefore the detail 
and precision of the specifications on which the estimation is based is variable: estimates 
performed to support the bidding phase are typically carried out on very preliminary 
specifications, while those performed to support subcontracting are generally based on quite 
detailed specifications. 

The estimation process was essentially based on personal experience, and was carried out 
on a personal basis, establishing analogies with previous development. This type of practice 
was in several cases supported by the usage of COCOMO models, but no systematic 
approach was established. In particular, different development sites (which are typically 
involved in the development of different types of products) tended to use different 
procedures. 

For these reasons the management felt it necessary to adopt a systematic, standard 
estimation process, common to all the development sites. Such process had to be based on a 
reliable methodology, as far as possible based on the objective characteristics of the products 
and processes rather than on personal considerations. For this purpose the organisation 
sought sising and estimation methods that were already international industrial standards, and 
could be easily adapted and introduced among the company practices by all the development 
units and sites. 

 
2.3. Why FP 

The main problem with LOCs is that they are not available at estimation time, i.e., they 
need to be estimated themselves. This consideration was decisive in excluding the usage of 
LOCs when not strictly necessary. 

On the contrary, FPs were considered particularly appealing by the management, since 
they can be computed on the basis of specifications, and can be counted –with some 
approximation– even though the specifications are not known in a complete and detailed 
manner. 

The decision to evaluate the usage to FPs to measure the functional size of real-time 
software was based on two observations. 

The first observation is that the target software is usually embedded. This means that a 
relevant part of its work is to handle communications with the surrounding hardware and 
devices. Signal and message handling are treated by FP counting practices not differently 
than traditional data. On this basis, we expect that the FP can adequately represent the 
functional size of the program. The obvious exceptions are those programs that have very 
simple inputs and outputs and perform huge data elaboration: for instance the size of a 
program that gets an input, computes the fast Fourier transform, and outputs the result is 
likely to have a very small size expressed in function points, even though the required 
functionality is relevant. However, these programs are easy to recognise, and can be treated 
differently, e.g., by estimating their size in LOCs. 
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The second observation is that we had a ‘perfect’ measure of functional size (let us call it 
PFP), which duly accounts for the control code, then we could apply a formula f(PFP, 
<product parameters>, <process parameters>) and get the estimated effort. Unfortunately, 
what we have got is the number of function points, which underestimates the PFP, because it 
does not account for control code. Therefore, our problem is: can we define a function 
fRT(FP, <product parameters>, <process parameters>) that estimates correctly the effort? 
The answer can be positive is if all the real-time embedded applications contain a reasonably 
constant fraction of control code, or at least a fraction that can be determined on the basis of 
the product characteristics. In fact, if historic data showed that PFP = g(FP, <product 
parameters>), then it would be straightforward to compute PFP and use the result as a 
parameter of the aforementioned function f. In practice, tools include this kind of 
considerations by means of their knowledge base (historic project data). In the work reported 
here it was decided to test whether the knowledge built into the tools is good enough to 
provide reasonable estimations. 

 
In order to be able to use tools tuned for traditional Function points, we performed the 

measurements according to the IFPUG measurement guidelines [3] whenever possible. When 
the real-time nature of the software made IFPUG guidelines inapplicable, we adopted ad-hoc 
counting criteria, using common sense and striving to preserve the principles of Function 
Point Analysis. 

As an alternative to function points, the Full Function Points (FFPs) [9] were considered. 
FFPs were conceived to solve the limitations of FPs when dealing with real-time software, 
therefore they seems a suitable solutions. The problem is that –due to the fact that FFPs have 
been proposed only a few years ago– there are not yet enough historic data to build reliable 
estimation models. Similarly, tools do not yet support FFPs. Therefore, it was decided not to 
use FFPs now. We shall reconsider them as soon as knowledge bases and tools for FPPs will 
be available. 

 
2.4. The pilot projects 

The experimental application of the methodology involved a set of pilot projects, which 
were selected so as to represent the typical products of the organisation. 

The pilot projects were chosen among recently completed projects, so that the actual effort 
data were available, and the analysts involved in the project had a fresh memory of the 
requirements and were available to support the measurement and estimation process. The 
availability of actual effort data was essential to be able to evaluate the estimates. 

All the selected projects concerned typical real-time applications for avionics or electro-
optical projects, and involved algorithms, interface management, process control and 
graphical visualisation. Within the projects, suitable components were identified for the 
application of the methodology, in order to limit the amount of work needed to perform the 
measurement and estimation. The selected components were developed in ADA95, C or C++. 

A summary of the characteristics of the pilot projects is reported in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Characteristics of projects 
Project Platform Applicatio

n 
Acquisition 
Method 

Development Method Dev. 
Lang
. 

Dev. 
Standard 

1 Avionics Signal 
Processing 

New 
Development 

Ada Development with 
Incremental Deliveries 

Ada DO178B-
Level C 

2 Ship 
Board 

Signal 
Processing 

New 
Development 

Waterfall C ISO9001 

3 Avionics Embedded 
Electronics/ 
Appliance 

New 
Development 

OOD/OOP C++ MIL STD 
498 

4  Avionics Diagnostics General - New Waterfall C DO178B-
Level B 

5 Avionics Process 
Control 

General - New Waterfall Ada DO178B-
Level B 

6 Avionics Command/ 
Control 

New 
Development 

Ada Development Ada DO178A-
Level B 

 
For each project the measurement of the functional size was carried out in two steps. First, 

a model of the product was built. The models were written in UML and represented the 
requirements, including all the information needed for the measurement of FPs and excluding 
the unnecessary details. Then, the function points were counted, on the basis of the model, 
according to IFPUG rules. 

Section 3 describes the measurement in more detail, while section 4 illustrates the 
estimation process applied to each pilot project. 

 
3. The measurement of FP 

The Function Point method was originally introduced by Albrecht [4] to measure the size 
of a data-processing system from the end-user’s point of view, in order to estimate the 
development effort. IFPUG FPA is now an ISO standard [6]. 

The basic idea is that the ‘amount of functionality’ released to the user can be evaluated 
taking into account the data that the application has to use in order to provide the required 
functions, and the transactions (i.e., operations that involve data crossing the boundaries of 
the application) through which the functionality is delivered to the user. Both data and 
transactions are evaluated at the conceptual level, i.e., they represent data and operations that 
are relevant to the user. Therefore, FPs can be counted on the basis of the application 
requirements specifications. 

The FP counting practices are described in a manual, maintained by the International 
Function Point User Group (IFPUG) [3]. We counted the FP of the pilot applications 
according to the IFPUG manual, except when the nature of the software made the IFPUG 
rules hardly applicable. The normal FP counting procedure takes into account user 
requirements, abstracting away the implementation details, while in embedded avionic 
software the requirements are often at the implementation level. This can easily cause 
problems in interpreting the counting rules: for instance, transactions that are normally 
considered External Input, such as updating an application variable, may be interpreted as 
External Outputs, in presence of memory mapped I/O. 
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Another example of problematic case is when operations that are conceptually atomic are 
split in several pieces in order to fit in clock cycles. Consider for instance a sequence of 
operations that output the results of device tests: the amount of data to be transferred requires 
that the operation is split into two or more transfers, each of which allocated to a separate 
clock cycle. Since the individual parts of the operation are described as separate in the user 
requirements, and they leave the system in a consistent state, they are elementary processes 
according to FPA, thus they contribute several transaction functions. Nevertheless, in this 
case the amount of data to be transferred determines the number of operations, instead of 
determining the complexity of a unique operation. 

We found several cases like these (we are considering writing a paper dedicated to the 
characteristics of real-time software that do not fit well in the IFPUG/FPA counting rules). In 
such cases the IFPUG manual did not help much. Therefore we created ad hoc rules, however 
striving to preserve as much as possible the principles of FPA. 

 
Another interesting characteristic of the measurement process that we adopted was that we 

organised the work in two steps: 
1. We created UML models of the specifications of software to be measured. These 

models were created with the help of the people that participated in the development 
and that had a sufficiently good knowledge of the software to recreate the 
requirements. The UML models were built so as to contain all the information needed 
to support FP counting. 

2. The measurement was performed on the basis of the UML models. Identifying the 
data and transaction functions, as well as the RET, DET and FTR that determine the 
complexity of the functions was relatively easy, since these data were readily 
available from the model. Since the estimation tool required unadjusted FPs as input, 
we counted just UFPs (as recommended by the ISO standard [6]). 

 
UML models were adopted in order to: 
• Gather the information required to perform the measurement in a fast and synthetic 

way (instead of browsing trough lots of documents, often containing information not 
relevant for the measurement). 

• Leave a clear and simple documentation of the measurement process. 
 
On average, the whole process of measuring a pilot application required that two persons 

(the application expert and the modeller/counter) worked together for a day. In the most 
complex cases, one day and a half was required. 

 
4. The estimation phase 

The estimation was carried out according to a model that allows estimating effort, 
duration, staffing, and defects on the basis of the size and other relevant characteristics of the 
software to be developed, and of the process to be employed in the development. An abstract 
view of the model is given by a set of formulas like the following: 

 
Effort = f1(Size, <product parameters>, <process parameters>) 
Duration = f2(Size, <product parameters>, <process parameters>) 
Staffing = f3(Size, <product parameters>, <process parameters>) 
Defects = f4(Size, <product parameters>, <process parameters>) 
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In practice the estimation process was carried out using a commercial tool (SEEM SEM 
by Galorath Inc.), which implement the estimation model described above. The model 
incorporated in the tool is based on the knowledge derived by the analysis of historic data. 
Additional details about the model are given in the appendix. 

Notice that the discussion reported in this paper does not dependent on the specific tool: 
most modern estimation tools support models like the one summarily described above and 
detailed in the following paragraphs. 

Practically all the tools require that the function of the product is provided, either in 
function points or in LOCs. We had measured the functional size of the projects in FPs, 
therefore we proceeded to the evaluation of the other factors that affect the estimation, and 
that are required as input parameter form the tool: 

• Product characteristics: 
o The product reusability requirements: the reusability level and amount of the 

software under development that is required to be reusable, the difference 
between the development and target environments. 

o The complexity of the development environment: language complexity, 
application class complexity, the impact of improving the development 
technology. 

o The target environment: memory/time constraints, amount of software 
involved in real-time functions, complexity and volatility, security 
requirements. 

o The difficulty and complexity of integrating the SW under estimation with 
other SW within the system: hardware integration level, integration 
concurrency. 

o The product development requirements: frequency and scope of change in the 
requirements once they are baselined, level of engineering documentation 
required, rigor and formality of testing for the software. 

• Process characteristics: 
o The skills and capabilities of the people working on the task: analysts 

(capabilities and application domain experience), programmers (capabilities 
language experience), experience with the development and target platforms 
and with the development methods and practices. 

o The management and technical environment provided to developers: tool 
support level, availability of the development and target machines to the 
development organisation, development system volatility, practices and 
methods volatility, resource and support location. 

o Completeness and formality of requirements: process phase when the 
estimation is performed. 

 
Overall, we evaluated about 30 factors, some of which interdependent, affecting the 

estimates. In order to take into account uncertainty and variability (e.g., different 
programmers may have different skill and experience levels) the tool required three estimates 
for every parameter: the Least value (representing the least probable value of the parameter), 
the Likely value (representing the case when a few expected difficulties but no dramatic 
problems occur), and the Most value (representing the worst case). 
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We recognised that the estimated effort is very sensitive with respect to some factors, 
which are therefore critical with respect to the correctness of the estimation. These factors 
are:  

• Security Requirements (the special work to be performed during the product 
development in order to meet the security requirements for the delivered target 
system). 

• Quality Assurance Level (the completeness of the Quality Assurance activities); 
• Time Constraints (the percentage of software that must have specific coding effort to 

enhance timing performance). 
• Real Time Code (the amount of software directly involved in real-time functions).  

 
The evaluation of these parameters required particular attention and some effort. By the 

way, it is interesting to note that while the usage of a tool solves several problems and makes 
the process easier and faster, nevertheless it requires some non trivial effort in understanding 
the exact meaning of the parameter (especially of the most critical one) since an incorrect 
interpretation would easily lead to providing incorrect values to the tools, thus getting 
correspondingly incorrect estimates. 

Besides the product and process parameters, there are some factors that affect the 
estimations and concern the goals of the project. The most important of such factors are the 
indication whether the aim is to complete the development in the minimum time or at the 
minimum cost (the goals being clearly in conflict with each other) and the choice to ignore or 
include in the estimate the software requirements effort after the software requirements are 
baselined. 

 
Finally, we had to specify the minimum and maximum levels of the staff that could be 

employed in the project. 
The estimation process started with the evaluation of the factors that characterise the 

product and the process, then different estimations were performed: one with the most likely 
values, and others “as if”, in order to train the personnel of the organisation (who will have to 
autonomously carry out the estimations in the future) and to explore the capabilities of the 
tool. 

 
As already mentioned, the tool of choice contains a “knowledge base” that summarises the 

historic data of several projects of different types. Upon such knowledge base, several models 
are built, which can estimate not only the expected development effort, but also other 
variables that characterise the product or the process. For instance, Figure 3 reports the 
schema of the estimation report (in the short format) produced by the tool. 
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Development Effort Months Productivity [Lines/PersonMonth] Development Hours 

Development Base Year Cost Productivity 
[Functions/PersonMonth] 

Maintenance Schedule Months 

Maintenance Effort Months Development Schedule Months Maintenance Base Year Cost 

SEI Equivalent Rating Cost of Ownership Cost Per Effort Unit 

Defect Prediction Composite Labour Rate Defect Density 

Constraints Total Lines Only Peak Staff 

Total Functions Only Effort Probability Effective Lines Only 

Schedule Probability Effective Functions Only Effective Complexity 

Effective Size Effective Technology Purchased Items Cost 

Basic Technology   
Figure 3: Timer Controller – Quick Estimate Report. 

 
It is worthwhile commenting how the applied methodology deals with functional and non-

functional size and effort. In fact, some authors (see for instance [13]) stress the importance 
of subdividing size and effort into functional vs. non-functional (quality, technical, 
organisational, ...) values. 

 
In practice the distinction leads to two interesting concerns: 
1. A correct estimation of the effort cannot be based on the functional size only. Other 

size aspects (namely, the size due to quality, technical, and organisational aspects) 
contribute to determine the total development effort. 

2. The development effort is in part due to the development of the functional aspects, 
and in part due to the management of other aspects, such as the quality, technical, and 
organisational ones. A good estimate should distinguish between these types of effort 
(which are typically allocated to different roles and people). 

 
Our methodology addresses the first issue by means of the models supported by the tool: 

in fact, the effort (and the other values) are computed on the basis of the size and the other 
parameters mentioned above, which assure that factors related to quality, technical, and 
organisational issues are properly taken into account. For instance, by specifying that a 
project is implemented in Ada and is carried out according to the DO178A-level B process 
standard, we make very specific assumptions on some choices pertaining quality, technical, 
and organisational issues. Actually, we provide the tool with information at a finer 
granularity than just the quality, technical, and organisational size: accordingly, we can 
expect more precise estimates. 

 
The second aspect, i.e., the qualification of effort as functional, quality, technical, and 

organisational, was not taken into consideration, since it did not appear critical in the 
company’s environment.  

In fact, the tool was used to estimate the overall effort needed for the development, since 
such top level predictions are useful when doing top level planning and risk analysis. 
Supporting high-level planning and risk control was the main aim of the management. 
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Although the tool supports the details required for effective project management by 
dividing estimates into labour categories (e.g., Software manager, System engineer, Software 
tester, Software configuration manager, Quality assurance engineer, …) and activity phases 
(e.g., System Requirements Analysis/Design, Code and Unit Test, System Integration and 
Test, …), this feature was not used. 

The subdivision of the overall effort into the various activities, as well as the allocation to 
the different roles is done by the management of the organisation according to their 
experience and historic data. 

On average, the measurement and estimation of every project required a couple of days of 
work of the team, formed by the analyst (or application expert) and the estimator (who acted 
also as the tool expert/operator). 

 
5. The results 

For each pilot project we estimated –among other values– the expected size in LOCs and 
the development effort. The Effective Size in Figure 3 is the expected size in LOCs of the 
product. This is computed on the basis of a model similar to the ones mentioned in section 4. 

Since the pilot projects had already been completed, the actual size in LOCs and the actual 
effort spent were known. Therefore, by comparing the estimated and actual values we were 
able to evaluate whether the measure of function points and the estimation process were 
effective and accurate. 

 
Unfortunately, whenever we got a difference between the estimated and the actual values 

we cannot be sure whether this is due to an error in measuring FPs, to an error in the 
estimates, or simply to the fact that some unforeseen event caused affected the 
implementation, causing the developers to write more (or less) LOCs. The same applies to 
the difference between estimated and actual effort values, of course. 

 
However, when the differences were bigger than acceptable, we performed some analysis 

to understand the reasons. These analyses are briefly illustrated later. 
In practice, the success of our initiative is evaluated by comparing the actual LOCs and 

efforts with the values estimated by the tool. In the case of LOCs, an alternative way was 
possible: we could have computed the FPs of the product by means of backfiring, and 
compared the value so obtained with the FPs measured on the SRS modelled in UML. We 
did not perform this type of comparison, for two reasons: 

• The well known deficiencies of backfiring, including the fact that the accuracy of 
backfiring is not as high as normal function point counts [12] [11]. 

• The fact that the company intended to actually use the tool, therefore any validation 
not involving the tool would have had a rather little practical value. 

 
The tool estimates the effort on the basis of a model that relates FPs and other product and 

process characteristics to effort. The model (which is similar to the one for the estimation of 
the expected physical size) can be described in an abstract manner as follows: 

 
DevelopmentHours = f(Size_in_FP, {product characteristic}, {process characteristic}) 
The main results of our activity, i.e., the data that were evaluated by the management to 

assess the quality of the methodology and its applicability in the organisation’s projects, are 
reported in Table 2. Because of confidentiality reasons, we do not report the actual numbers 
here, but only the differences between the estimates and the actuals. 
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Table 2: Pilot project data 
Project Lang. Data 

FP. 
Transac. 
FP 

Total 
UFP 

Effort 
estim. error 
(%) 

Estimate
d LOCs 

Actual 
LOCs 

1 Ada 169 120 289 <10% 33637 29012 
2 C 56 45 101 <1% 5135 4500 
3 C++ 73 63 136 22% 8538 8635 
4 C 107 26 133 -14% 7774 10800 
5 Ada 39 75 114 31% 7727 4660 
6 Ada 76 144 220 -4% 12440  18800 

 
The number of evaluated projects is too little to support meaningful statistical analysis. 

Anyway, it is possible to see that in several cases the estimated values were quite close to the 
actual values. 

 
In particular, as far as the size in LOCs is concerned, it is possible to see that for most 

projects there is a fairly good match between the estimated size and the actual size. More 
precisely, for most projects the error is well in the range of the usually observed variability in 
the FP/LOC ratio. 

Two projects have an actual size that is sensibly different from the estimated size: 
• The size of project 5 is overestimated by 66%. 
• The size of project 4 is underestimated by 28%. 
• Also the size of project 6 is underestimated (by 34%). 

 
We analysed these, in order to understand the reason for the estimation errors. 
The size of project 5 is probably overestimated because of two concurrent reasons: 
• Several functionalities, although sufficiently different at the user level to be 

considered distinct elementary processes, were similar enough to allow developers to 
share large amounts of code among these functions. 

• The nature of the problem, which involved developing functionalities at the level of 
the Operating System, induced the measurer to take into account details that caused 
the FP count to increase. 

 
Project 4 was one of the most difficult to measure. In fact, it consists mainly of a long list 

of tests involving hardware devices. From the point of view of the user, it is just one function 
(“test all the attached devices”). In practice counting it as a single function would not yield a 
meaningful measure; thus we had to identify the parts of the tests that could be considered 
similar to elementary processes. The results show that we were too conservative in splitting 
the whole main function into elementary functions. 

 
Concerning project 6, we found no convincing reasons of the size estimation error.  
As far as the effort is concerned, we had a fairly good matching of estimated values and 

actual values for all the projects. 
It is interesting to note that in a few cases the development conditions were not known 

with precision (or the known development conditions were known, but it was not clear how 
to model them). 
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The case of project 1 is quite interesting. Most of the development was outsourced: this 
choice resulted in a quite high development cost, probably because the development team 
was not expert and skilled enough. We tried to reproduce what happened by specifying low 
values for the personnel capabilities & experience parameters: the result was reasonably close 
to the actual result. The same project developed internally with the available resources 
(having quite good capabilities & experience) was estimated to require a far smaller amount 
of resources: also this result was considered plausible by the management. 

 
In project 6 the EuroFighter standard development process was used. The tool did not 

provide a knowledge base for such process, which is similar to the DO178A-level B standard. 
However, the tool provides a knowledge base for DO178B-level B: we modified such 
knowledge base in order to derive a new one that we named DO178A-level B. The error 
value reported in Table 3 corresponds to a staffing level limited to a maximum of 2.5 FTE, 
which correspond to the number of developers that participated in the project (without 
limiting the staff, we got a higher value for the effort, but a much shorter duration of 
development). 

 
Overall, the estimates were considered quite satisfactory. It must be observed that they did 

not judge the quality of the estimates only on the basis of the difference with respect to the 
actual values; rather, they considered the estimates were reasonable with respect to the 
knowledge about the product and process available. 

 
5.1. An atypical project 

For the sake of completeness, we report here the only case that could clearly not be dealt 
with by means of function points. Project n. 7 is characterised by an intensive elaboration: in 
fact, the project involved the development of a program whose only functionality was to 
perform the Fast Fourier Transform of a signal. The data reported in Table 4 clearly show 
that the number of function points is quite little: in practice it does not represent the actual 
size of the program. The estimated effort and size are less than half the actual values. 

 
Table 3: An elaboration-intensive project data 

Project Data 
FP. 

Transac. 
FP 

Total 
UFP 

Estimated 
effort 

Actual 
effort 

Estimated 
LOCs 

Actual 
LOCs 

7 7 8 15 318 640 733 1531 
 
The consequence of this observation is very simple: the size of elaboration intensive 

programs is not represented well by function points, thus an alternative sising method has to 
be used. 

In the organisation the common practice in these cases is to estimate the size in LOCs on 
the basis of analogy. 

 
6. Related work 

After the original FPA method, variants of the method have been developed to solve the 
issues concerning the measurement of real-time software. Among these, quite relevant are 3-
D Function Points [14] and COSMIC Full Function Points [9].  

Whitmire added Control components to Data and Transaction components. It is believed 
that 3D-function points are still used in Boeing, but details of the method have not been made 
public. 
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In the COSMIC FFP model functional user requirements are decomposed into functional 
processes, which in turn can be decomposed into functional sub-processes, i.e., into data 
movements, which are assumed to have associated data manipulation. Data movements can 
be Entries, Exits, Reads or Writes. FFP do not measure complex data manipulation nor 
technical or quality requirements. 

 
Although both the 3-D function points and the FFP can be considered better choices to 

tackle the sising of real-time software, both present problems for their practical application: 
none of the two methods is currently supported by tools. No or very few historical data are 
available, thus making it difficult to derive a reliable estimation model. Finally, Full Function 
Points are a still evolving method. Version 2 was released in October 1999, while version 3 
was published in September 2007. 

 
7. Conclusions 

The application of the methodology to the pilot project gave encouraging results. 
UML-based counting of function points appears as effective and efficient, providing a 

systematic and unambiguous approach to measurement. In fact, computing Function Points 
on the basis of the UML model requires only the application of simple counting rules. 

 
In general, the experimental application of the methodology provided sufficient evidence 

to support the following evaluations: 
• The measurement of the functional size in FP is generally effective, however there are 

some types of projects whose size is not represented well by FPs. In general, I/O and 
control intensive applications are sized correctly while application with relevant 
algorithmic or graphic management parts are not presented so precisely. 

• The methodology does not require documentation: the necessary information was 
provided by the technical personnel of the organisation. Actually both the 
measurement expert and the tool/estimation expert read some documentation (usually 
software requirements specifications) before meeting the analysts and performing 
their tasks; however this phase was necessary only to get acquainted with the 
application domain: when the estimation will be carried out by the organisation 
personnel no extra documentation or extra reading will be necessary. 

• In a very limited number of cases the lack of information induced the measurers to 
make simplifications. Function points proved flexible enough to support small 
simplifications that do not affect too much the resulting measure. 

• The difference between the estimates and the actual was considered acceptable, 
especially considering the reasons the explained such differences in the most 
conspicuous cases. 

 
In general, the management considered that the estimations could be useful to decrease the 

risk of planning according to an unfeasible budget or underestimated development time. 
Accordingly, they are planning to employ both FP-based sising and the characterisation of 
products and process required by the tool, in the company estimation process. 
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Appendix: The effort estimation model 
 
The basic effort equation implemented by the tool of choice, is:  
 

K = D0.4(Se/Cte)1.2 
 
where the ‘effective size’ Se is computed as follows: 
 

Se = Lx × (AdjFactor × UFP) (Entropy/1.2) 
 
and Lx is a language-dependent expansion factor.  
 
AdjFactor is the outcome of calculations involving factors as phase at estimate, operating 

environment, application type, and application complexity.  
UFP is the functional size of the product in Unadjusted Function Points. 
Entropy ranges from 1.04 to 1.2 depending on the type of software being developed.  
The ‘effective technology’ Cte is a composite metric that captures factors relating to the 

efficiency or productivity with which development can be carried out.  
D is the staffing complexity - a rating of the project's inherent difficulty in terms of the 

rate at which staff is added to a project. 
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An Innovative framework for software estimation based on 
COSMIC and Design Structure Matrix 

 
S. Afsharian 

 
 
Abstract  

Effective software project estimation is one of the most challenging and important activity 
in software development. In today’s highly competitive world, accurate software estimation 
can make the difference between successful projects and dismal failures. Proper project 
planning and control is not possible without a sound and reliable estimate. 

For over two decades the software estimation issue has received more than its fair share 
of attention and any tools and techniques have been developed, cultivating expectations for 
improvements in the delivery of software on time and within budget. Techniques like expert 
opinion, analogy, algorithm models, function point and its derived are used by a lot of 
companies. Experiences and data confirm that estimation sising is not so robust to have a 
standard and consistent estimation process. In that sense we can say that the software 
estimation still has a long way to go before finding the right answers. 

 
This thesis, developed in the Ericsson R&D Italy, proposes a new estimation framework 

that, taking into account the state of the art of the project estimation techniques, has the goal 
to find a solution that can be attractive in terms of performance and usability in a business 
context. 

 
Studying the historical projects trends in the R&D we observed that three factors can 

make the difference for the success of a right project estimation: first of all the availability of 
an reliable technique to measure software sising in terms of functional requirements to avoid 
subjective estimation – “what you measure is what you get” is one of the fundament of the 
proposed framework. Second, the awareness that rework is a key factor that impressively 
impacts the project estimations. So the predictions of defectiveness should be done accurately 
instead of simply letting a buffer to limit unexpected impacts. Third, the possibility to have a 
tool that can simulate different planning scenarios having in input technical estimations, 
defect sizes, learning curves, and complexity parameters in terms of range definition. 

 
The customisation of design structure matrix and COSMIC plus the definition of defect 

complexity curves are the components of this new estimation framework. The jointly adoption 
of these three components allows all stakeholders interested in the estimation result to have a 
common view on the prediction with objective data and to understand how changing 
functional and quality requirements can impact the initial estimation. 

 
This thesis shows also the process needed to develop such framework, and the motivation 

that guided the selection of the used techniques. The experiments on significant projects 
validate the innovation of this framework in terms of efficacy and precision. 
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Size Matters – Avoid The Common Pitfalls That Produce Poor 
Estimates By Using A Structured Approach To Sising The Scope 

Of An Application 
 

Andy Robinson, Andy Langridge 
 
 
Abstract  

Examination of currently-accepted software cost, schedule, and defect estimation 
algorithms reveals a common acknowledgment that assumed software size is the single most 
influential independent variable. It follows then that assumed software size has a significant 
impact on a given estimate’s quality or usefulness, however all too often not enough attention 
is paid to this aspect of a project. 

 
Typical failings are: 
• No clear methodology for sising. 
• Lack of or mixed definitions of size. 
• Taking the system engineers’ estimates as gospel. 
• Not taking account of size growth inherent in all software projects. 

 
 The presentation will describe how to define a sising methodology that allows companies 

to improve their estimating process by adopting a more structured approach that takes into 
account the development lifecycle phase at which an estimate is being produced. For 
example, at an early stage you are typically faced with a vague statement of requirements 
which can’t be directly related to any notion of physical size. The estimating process is 
further complicated by the fact that the requirements should be a description of what is 
wanted not what needs to be built. 

 
The presentation will cover an overview of the sising measures that are typically used. 

These include some alternative measures for early stage estimates for new applications as 
well as more traditional direct sising methods. 

 
Sising measures that will be covered include:  
• History Based Sising. 
• Analogy and Pairwise comparison 
• Direct Measure Sising. 
• Functions. 
• Function Points. 
• Source Lines of Code. 
• Alternative Sising Measures. 
• Business Requirement. 
• Use Cases. 
• Structured Text. 
• Programs. 
• Features. 
• Modules. 
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It will also cover Galorath’s recommendations for which size metric should be used based 
upon the development lifecycle phase at which an estimate is being produced. The approach 
also takes into account the type project being undertaken, i.e. one size doesn’t fit all. We will 
look at range of application types including web based developments, re-engineering 
projects, package implementations and new developments. 

 
Size growth is a given for most software projects and it can be defined as the Variability in 

the baseline estimated software size that results from a change in the common understanding 
of the required functionality and/or the context in which the software development project 
exists. 

 
The presentation will tackle the issue of how to account for size growth associated with 

early stage software projects. The recommended technique is to use a 3 point range that 
takes into account uncertainty and risk. 

 
Most organisations are undertaking maintenance of existing applications; however; one 

of the typical errors we see in determining the size of the project is to focus on overall size 
rather than effective size. In addition with the move towards SOA most companies are faced 
with trying to estimate what is required to redevelopment applications for re-use. 

 
The presentation will describe an approach for handling re-use and rework associated 

with redevelopment of applications. This approach can be used for both application 
maintenance as well as re-engineering applications for re-use. Galorath has defined a 
process for categorising re-work based upon the effort required to perform redesign, 
reimplementation and retest. The process allows a company to adjust the overall percentage 
of re-work based upon an assessment of requirements using a weighting system to reflect the 
actual size of the redesign, reimplementation and retest effort. 
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Proposals for increasing benchmarking data quality of projects 
measured in COSMIC 

 
Harold van Heeringen, Luca Santillo 

 
 
Abstract  

With the release of the COSMIC (Common Software Measurement International 
Consortium) measurement method version 3.0 in September 2007, the COSMIC FSM 
(Functional Size Measurement) method has reached a stable and mature status. Almost 10 
years after its inception, COSMIC has proved itself to be a valuable functional sising method 
for a broad range of different software types and domains, including business applications, 
telecommunication software, real-time systems, and hybrid of these, with any kind of logical 
architectural structure. 

 
Many organisations worldwide have already adopted the method, now known briefly as 

COSMIC Function Points, in their operations; still a significant lack of external 
benchmarking data is perceived in the industry. For instance, organisations that are 
measuring in COSMIC have less projects to benchmark themselves to, within the well-known 
ISBGS (International Software Benchmarking Standard Group) benchmarking database 
(currently at version 10), with respect to older generation measurement methods and 
measures, as IFPUG or NESMA Function Points. 

 
In this paper the COSMIC Benchmarking Committee, lead by the authors, will be 

introduced to the public and its goals and intents will be outlined. Topics covered in the 
paper are, among others, suggestions to improve the current ISBSG data collection 
questionnaire(s) for better usage, possibly higher data collection accuracy, and/or for 
compliance to the recently-issued topics of levels of decomposition and levels of granularity, 
and the possibilities to convert old generation measures (as IFPUG and COSMIC) to 
COSMIC measures for practical project benchmarking and estimation purposes. 
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Deducing software process improvement areas from a  
COCOMO II-based productivity measurement 

 
Lotte De Rore, Monique Snoeck, Geert Poels, Guido Dedene 

 
 

Abstract 
At the SMEF2006 conference, we presented our experiences with the set-up of a 

measurement environment using the COCOMO II-model for software development projects 
in a company in the banking and insurance area. The set-up was part of a larger research 
project on managing efficiency aspects of software factory systems. One year of 
measurements later, a database of 22 projects is obtained. In this paper we will present our 
conclusions and findings after these first measurement results. 

The effort multipliers in the COCOMO II-model represent the factors that have a linear 
influence on the amount of effort needed for a project. As such, they are a management 
instrument that gives an indication which parameters need attention within the company in 
order to improve the productivity. In this paper, we discuss a new kind of report we 
constructed in order to visualise the influence of the different effort multipliers. The goal of 
the report is two folded. Firstly, one can check whether the factors identified by the 
COCOMO II-model as effort multipliers indeed have an influence on the effort and therefore 
on the productivity of a project in this company. And secondly, one can check whether the 
amount of influence identified by the COCOMO II-model is comparable with the influence 
we detect in the company.  

As we will show, even though there was only data available of one year of measurement, 
useful interpretations could already be given to the results as well as indications about which 
areas of the software development process need to be focused on in order to improve the 
productivity. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
1.1. Productivity measurement project in a bank and insurance company 

With their program Expo 2005, the ICT-department of a bank and insurance company had 
not only the ambition to reduce the ICT-costs between 2001 and 2005 with 30%, but also to 
improve their ICT services and to lift up their ICT performance to a level both quantitatively 
and qualitatively in conformity with the market. Part of ICT activities are the development of 
new applications. The company rightly wonders to what extent it delivers enough value with 
the development of new applications given the invested time and resources. To answer this 
question: “What is the productivity of ICT-development in our company?” they implemented 
a measurement environment using the COCOMO II-model [1]. With this measurement 
environment, the company wants to measure the productivity of its projects on a continuous 
basis and wants to benchmark itself against other similar companies. Additionally, the 
company wants to pinpoint the different parts of the development process where 
improvement is possible in order to be able to adjust its development process with respect to 
efficiency on a continuous basis. Our paper at SMEF2006 [2] described the decisions we 
made and our experiences during the whole set-up process. 

 
One year after implementing the measurement environment, it was time for a first analysis 

of the retrieved data. A database of 22 measured projects is obtained.  
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In this paper, we present a report that enabled us, although a dataset of 22 projects is rather 
small, to give useful interpretations to the results as well as provide indications about where 
actions need/can be taken in the company in order to improve the efficiency. 

 
1.2. Overview of the paper 

In section 2, the COCOMO II-model is briefly introduced. One of the strengths of this 
technique is the extensive list of cost drivers. These are the project characteristics that 
influence the effort needed to complete a project and are therefore a powerful instrument 
when searching for improvement. In section 3 we introduce a report to visualise the influence 
the effort multipliers had on the measured projects. We will illustrate the use of this report in 
the case of the bank and insurance company in section 4. With this report, we were able to 
indicate where improvements were advisable. Finally, in section 5, conclusions and issues for 
further research are given. 

 
2. COCOMO II 
2.1. COCOMO II-model 

The Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO II), developed by Boehm [1], gives a formula to 
estimate the number of man-months it will take to develop a piece of software based on the 
amount of lines of code and a number of project characteristics (scale factors and effort 
multipliers). The effort, expressed as person-months (PM), can be calculated with the 
following COCOMO II-formula: 

∏
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The size of a project is expressed in kSLOC. The parameters A and B are constant factors 

and the values for these two parameters were obtained by calibration of the 161 projects in 
the COCOMO II database and are initially equal to 2.94 and 0.91 respectively. In the 
exponent of the formula, one finds the scale factors (SF) that account for the economies or 
diseconomies of scale encountered for software projects of different sizes. The effort 
multipliers (EM) on the other hand are factors that have a linear influence on the effort. 
Effort multipliers are divided into product factors, platform factors, personnel factors and 
project factors. Each effort multiplier and scale factor has a range of rating levels from very 
low to very high. The weight assigned to the rating level of an effort multiplier indicates the 
amount of extra effort you need compared with a nominal rating level. The weight for a 
nominal rate is equal to 1. Therefore, a rating weight of 1.10 indicates that a project of this 
rating level will need 10% extra effort compared to the nominal rating. While a rating weight 
of 0.91 indicates that your project will need 9% less effort than in the nominal case. These 
weights were determined in the COCOMO II–model by linear regression on the 161 projects 
in their database. 

However, projects in your own company might differ from the projects used to set the 
values of all these parameters. Therefore, once own project data is collected, one can perform 
a calibration to obtain a better predictive model adapted to the own environment. 
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2.2. COCOMO II as a model for productivity measurements 
The COCOMO II-model estimates the workload a project with certain characteristics 

would need. Hence, we can use this estimation to benchmark the project productivity against 
the productivity predicted by the COCOMO II–model by comparing the estimated effort with 
the actual workload of the project. In other words, we use the COCOMO II-estimation as the 
norm for the productivity measurement. Once the formula is calibrated to the current 
situation in a company, in the next measurements, one will benchmark projects no longer 
with the COCOMO II-norm but with a company own norm. 

 
2.3. Cost drivers: a source of information 

One of the major strengths of the COCOMO II-model is the extensive list of cost drivers 
(effort multipliers and scale factors). These cost drivers capture the characteristics of the 
software development that affect the effort to complete the project. Hence, these factors are a 
very useful source of information in addition to the relative productivity of a project 
computed as the comparison between the actual effort and the estimated effort according to 
COCOMO II, to see whether your project is productive according to the COCOMO II-model. 
By looking at the ratings of the cost drivers for each project (no influence, positive, negative 
influence) the cost drivers can indicate which characteristics of your project had an influence 
on the estimated effort. As such, they are a management instrument that gives an indication 
which parameters need attention within the company in order to improve the productivity. In 
the remainder, we only focus on the effort multipliers and no longer on the scale factors. 

As explained before, the actual value of the effect of a cost driver was determined by 
using the 161 projects in the COCOMO II-database. Since very little information is available 
about these 161 projects, we can assume that chances are real that they are different from the 
own projects. Therefore, it is advisable to calibrate the model to determine whether the values 
are correct for the own environment. In the next section we describe which reports can be 
produced to identify the real effect of an effort multiplier in the project data. 

 
3. Reports for effort multipliers 
3.1. Initial idea 

The initial idea, as described in [2], was to construct a graph for each effort multiplier in 
which the relative productivity (the COCOMO II-estimated effort divided by the actual 
effort) was plotted against the rating of the effort multiplier. The goal with this report was to 
identify for which ratings of the effort multiplier most projects were productive (relative 
productivity > 1) and for which ratings most projects where unproductive (relative 
productivity < 1). As such, one could obtain suggestions for which ratings of the effort 
multipliers some attention was needed in order to improve the productivity or in order to 
obtain a change in the rating of the effort multiplier. An example of the kind of report we 
expected to obtain is shown in Figure 1(a). In this report, we set out the relative productivity 
of projects against the rating for a particular effort multiplier EMi. The position of the 
different projects with the same rating for EMi is presented with a line and the length of this 
line indicates the estimation error or the variance of the estimation. From the report shown in 
figure 1 (a) we see that projects with a rating of very low for EMi have a lower relative 
productivity rating than the projects who rated EMi as (e.g.) low. Hence, one can conclude it 
is advisable to focus the attention on project with a lower rating and develop improvement 
action for these projects as they have a lower relative productivity. Remark that in the case of 
a perfect estimation model, all the projects would be on the dashed line (relative productivity 
= 1). 
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Figure 1: initial report 
 
However, after we produced the reports with the first measurement results of our case 

study, we didn’t feel this report provided enough information. Most reports looked more like 
Figure 1 (b): for each rating of an effort multiplier, we had productive projects as well as non 
productive projects. What we really want to see in a report is whether the effort multipliers 
identified in the COCOMO II-model are indeed factors that influence the effort of the 
projects in the company. And if an effort multiplier indeed has an influence on the effort, is 
this influence comparable with the effect we measure in the data we retrieved from the 
projects we measured. We produced a new kind of report which we present in the next 
section. 

 
3.2. New Report: influence of the EM 

Assume we focus on the effort multiplier EMi. What we want to see is whether this effort 
multiplier has indeed an influence on the effort of the projects in this particular company. 
When our estimated effort is equal to our actual effort, we get the following equation: 
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In order to investigate the influence of EMi, we calculate the ‘normalised effort with 

respect to EMi’: this is the effort divided by all the other effort multipliers. As such we obtain 
an effort where the influences of all the other effort multipliers are neutralised. As an 
example, consider a project with two effort multipliers EM1 and EM2, with respectively 
values 1.10 and 1.20. The total Effort is calculated as A x SizeE x 1.10 x 1.20 = A x SizeE x 
1.32. If we want to investigate the effect of EM1 only, we need to divide the calculated Effort 
by EM2 to eliminate its effect: Normalised Effort = (A x SizeE x 1.10 x 1.20) / 1.20. Remark 
that we implicitly assume here that the influence of the other effort multipliers is estimated 
correctly by the COCOMO II-formula. So in general we can state that: 
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As we can see from this equation, there is a linear relationship between the normalised 
effort and a size measure (namely: SizeE); the quantification of this linear relationship is 
dependent of the value of the effort multiplier. Consequently, we have expressed the 
influence of the effort multiplier EMi as a linear relationship between a size measure and an 
effort measure. 

In the report, the Normalised EffortEMi is plotted against SizeE. A regression line with 
intercept equal to zero can be determined through the different data points with the same 
rating for the effort multiplier under consideration. The equation for this regression line will 
be 

 
E

EM SizeREffortNormalized
i

x=  
  
The slope of the regression line, denoted with R, is directly proportional with the value for 

the effort multiplier. Hence, we found a way to quantify the influence the effort multiplier has 
on the projects included in the analysis. 

 
3.3. Interpretation of the report 

The value of an effort multiplier indicates how much extra or less effort a project needs 
due to the rating for this particular effort multiplier. A nominal rating corresponds to no extra 
effort. Therefore, we will group the projects according to the rating given to the effort 
multiplier EMi. For each group of projects with a given rating we will calculate a regression 
line and compare this line with the regression line for the projects with a nominal rating. In 
other words, as the slope of the regression line is directly proportional with the value for the 
effort multiplier for a particular rating, we will compare the slope of each regression line with 
the slope of the nominal regression line (this is the regression line through the projects that 
have a nominal rating for the effort multiplier). This will provide us with information about 
the effect of the different ratings of the effort multiplier. 

 
For example, assume the COCOMO II-value for a high rating of the effort multiplier is 

equal to 1.10. This means that according to the COCOMO II-model, a project with a high 
rating for the effort multiplier will need 10% more effort than a project with a nominal rating 
for this effort multiplier. Comparing the slopes of the high regression line and the nominal 
regression line will provide us the information whether the effect of this effort multiplier 
predicted by the COCOMO II-model can also be detected in the data of the analysed projects. 

 
When we get the same ratio (in the example 1.10), we can conclude that the effort 

multiplier has indeed an effect on the effort and that the amount of this effect measured in the 
analysed projects is comparable to the estimated effect by the COCOMO II. However, when 
we get a significantly different ratio, we can conclude that there is an influence but that the 
effect of this effort multiplier is different in this company. This indicates an area of 
investigation as there might be an opportunity for productivity improvement. For example, 
assume we get the ratio 1.20. This means for the analysed projects, a project with a high 
rating will not need 10% more effort as prescribed by the COCOMO II-model, but needs 
20% more effort than a nominal project. 

On the other hand, when we get a ratio equal to 1, we can conclude that the effort 
multiplier does not have an effect on the effort. And therefore, we should not credit projects 
with a high rating with more effort in the estimation. 
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In summary, comparing each regression line with the nominal regression line yields two 
types of information: Firstly, when the slopes are different this demonstrates that the effort 
multiplier has indeed an effect on the effort. Secondly, the comparison of the values also 
shows whether the effect is comparable to the amount prescribed by the COCOMO II-model. 

 
4. Experiences in the bank and insurance company 
4.1. First measurement results 

After one year of measuring, a first analysis is performed on the retrieved data base. The 
data base consists of 22 projects. All these projects are bank or insurance applications. We 
only measured new application or added functionality. No migration projects or conversions 
due to technical reasons were measured. 

The development environment was relative stable during the measurement period and is 
actually already stable for some years. However, we have to say that the administrative 
discipline lacks sometimes, which means that in some cases the recorded actual effort differs 
slightly from the real actual effort. This introduces some uncertainty in the measurement 
results. However, as the numbers we obtain are never used as absolute results, but only as an 
indication of areas that need further investigation, this is not a problem. 

 
The size of the 22 projects is in a range from 1.2 kSLOC to 158 kSLOC. The effort ranges 

from 24 person weeks to 351 person weeks. The accuracy of the predictions by the 
COCOMO II-model is shown in Table 1. Only 5 of the 22 projects are predicted within 20% 
of the actual effort and 7 of the 22 projects within 30% of the actual effort. To improve the 
accuracy, the 22 projects were used to calibrate the two constant factors, A and B, in the 
COCOMO II-formula. After the calibration, the prediction for 7 of the 22 projects is within 
20% and for 11 of the 22 projects within 30% of the actual effort. As can be seen in Table 2, 
the mean magnitude of relative error (MMRE) indicates a significant improvement in the 
estimation for both the projects that are estimated well (within 30% of the actual) as those 
that are estimated poorly (not within 30%). For the calibrated effort, the average error is 
around 10% for 50% of the projects (these within 30% of the actual effort) and 79% for the 
50% projects not within 30% of the actual effort. 

 
Table 1: Prediction accuracy for the 22 projects 

 COCOMO II Calibrated A and B 
Pred (.20) 23%  32% 
Pred (.30) 32% 50% 

 
Table 2: MMRE before and after calibration 

MMRE COCOMO II Calibrated A and B 
Projects estimated within 30%  17% 10% 
Projects estimated not within 30%  100% 79% 

 
 

4.2. Report for the effort multipliers 
As explained in the previous section, the most powerful information can be found in the 

cost drivers of the COCOMO II-model. This information can be revealed with the report we 
described in section 3.2. In the remainder of this section we will illustrate the reports we 
obtained for the LTEX, PLEX, DATA, STOR and TIME effort multiplier. 
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Because we only have 22 projects and additionally, these projects are scattered over the 
several ratings for each effort multiplier, we are aware that this amount of data is insufficient 
to provide enough confidence that the slopes capture the correct effect of the effort 
multiplier. Therefore we did not use the slopes as an absolute value, but we used the reports 
as input for a discussion with the experts in the several domains of the effort multipliers. 
When the slope corresponds with the feeling/experience of the experts, we certainly have an 
indication about the real effect of this effort multiplier in this company. 

Remark that the slopes of the regression lines do not have the same value as the values for 
the effort multipliers. The reason is that the factor A is also included in the slope as well as 
the fact that within the company we measure in weeks rather than months and one month 
consists of 148 hours, while in the COCOMO II-model, a month consists of 152 hours. 
However, these factors are constant for every project, so when we compare the slope of two 
regression lines, these factors will be neutralised. 

 
4.2.1. Effort Multiplier: LTEX 

Figure 2 shows the report for effort multiplier Language and Tool Experience (LTEX). 
Two regression lines are plotted: one for the nominal rating of LTEX and one for the high 
rating. The high slope in proportion to the nominal slope shows that a team with an overall 
language and tool experience of 3 years with the languages and tools used in the project (high 
rating) will only need 86% of the effort compared with a team with an overall experience of 1 
year (nominal rating). This is a slightly larger effort reduction than COCOMO II predicts 
(91%). 

 Figure 2: LTEX-report 
 
As the effort reduction with more language and tool experienced teams is slightly larger 

than according to the COCOMO II-prediction, it might be advisable to aim for a higher rating 
for this effort multiplier. This means that we should strive to put together teams with a larger 
overall language and team experience. However, the company deals with a technology switch 
at this moment and in addition it employs a lot of external people who are not familiar with 
these technologies and therefore need education. With respect to this cost driver, at this 
moment, there is no action for productivity improvement possible. 
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4.2.2. Effort Multiplier: PLEX 

Figure 3 shows the report for effort multiplier Platform Experience (PLEX). Two 
regression lines are plotted: one for the high rating of PLEX (i.e. an average of 3 years 
experience with the platform) and one for the very high rating (i.e. an average of 6 years of 
experience with the platform). There is not enough data to plot a nominal regression line to 
compare our slopes with. However, it is clear that the slopes of the high and very high rate 
are equal, which means that a rating of high and of very high have the same influence on the 
effort. COCOMO II, on the other hand, predicts an additional effort reduction of 6% for 
projects with a rating of very high for PLEX compared to projects with a rating of high for 
this effort multiplier. 

 Figure 3: PLEX-report 
 
As the equality of the slopes of the regression lines indicates, the platform experience has 

no further influence on the effort and productivity within this company once the team reaches 
an average of three years of experience. It seems plausible that after 3 years of experience 
with the same platform you know everything about this platform. However, as there is not 
enough data available about the less experienced teams, we can not generalise this 
observation and state that this effort multiplier has no influence at all in the company. Most 
likely, also in this company, there will be an effort reduction compared with projects with a 
nominal or lower rating. Nevertheless, teams with an average experience of more than 3 
years should not have a further reduction of the allowed development time than teams with an 
average experience of three years. 

 
4.2.3. Effort Multiplier: DATA 

Figure 4 shows the report for effort multiplier Database size (DATA). This effort 
multiplier captures the effect of large test data requirements on product development. Three 
regression lines are plotted: one for the low rating, one for the nominal rating and one for the 
high rating. Comparing the slopes shows that this effort multiplier has more effect than 
predicted by COCOMO II. A low rating (use a copy of production data in the accept 
environment as test data) will lead to a reduction of 37% in the effort, while a high rating 
(create considerable amount of own test data) will lead to an increase of 23% in the effort 
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compared to the nominal rating (create a minimum of own test data). These in- and decreases 
are larger than predicted in the COCOMO II-model (10% decrease for low rating and 14% 
increase for high rating).  

 
Although we can not take the slopes as absolute numbers, from this report we can state 

that the DATA effort multiplier has a serious effect on projects in this company and therefore 
definitely needs attention. An inquiry with the testing team revealed that there are indeed 
some issues with test data, but they had no idea about the amount of effect on projects. A 
possible explanation for the values is that the required effort to find and manage test data is 
substantial in this company. Additionally, everyone works on the same test data from the 
infrastructure systems. This means, once a project has used this test data, afterwards most 
probably many updates have been made to the data by other projects. As a result, the original 
test data is lost and therefore it is no longer usable for the own project. For example, suppose 
you need to test software on account numbers and you need accounts with a negative balance. 
When an account has initially a negative balance, it is possible that after the test run this 
account has a positive balance and therefore it is no longer useful. The problem is that after 
one or more test runs, one does not know anymore whether the balance of the accounts in the 
test data set is positive or negative. This leads to additional effort required to re-create a 
usable set of test data over and over again. 

 Figure 4: DATA-report 
 
Because of the identified influence of this test data factor, the company realised it was 

necessary to undertake action to improve the test process. The report provided enough 
convincing material to build a business case in order to receive the permission from the CIO 
to spend the necessary resources to facilitate the retrieval and creation process of physical 
test data. The test team identified three potential actions: firstly, the construction of master 
and work test data bases. The master test data base is a stable set of test data that can be 
copied to a work data base for the test cases in projects. This should resolve the problems 
connected with the fact that everyone uses the same test data: the master data set always 
allows returning to the initial (and known) status of test data. Secondly, a set of standard 
queries on infrastructure systems can be supplied to more easily retrieve test cases. Thirdly, 
test data creation scripts can be provided to (re)initialise a set of test data.  
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This third option is an alternative for the first one that can be very expensive if it leads to 
an extra test environment. However, this third option might have the restriction that the 
scripts can only be applied to relative simple structures of physical data. These three options 
will be further investigated to decide which one can be implemented. 

 
4.2.4. Effort multipliers: STOR and TIME 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the reports for effort multiplier Main Storage Constraint 
(STOR) and Execution Time Constraint (TIME). In the company, they don’t make a 
difference between these two parameters and therefore the two measures are considered as a 
measurement for taking into account performance issues. For the STOR effort multiplier 
(Figure 5), a high rating regression line and a nominal rating regression line are plotted. The 
ratio between the slopes indicate that a project with a high rating (some extra attention for 
main storage issues) and nominal rating (no extra attention for main storage issues) leads to 
an increase of 73% in the effort, which is a large difference with the 5% predicted by the 
COCOMO II-model. 

 Figure 5: STOR-report 
 
For the TIME effort multiplier (Figure 6), three regression lines are plotted (nominal, high 

and very high). Similarly as with the STOR effort multiplier, we see a large increase in effort 
when extra attention is needed for execution time issues. A high rating leads to an increase of 
97% and a very high rating leads to an increase of 120% in the effort compared with the 
nominal rating. The COCOMO II-model predicts an increase of 11% and 29% for 
respectively a high and very high rating. 

According to the experts, the values we retrieve with these reports are higher than what 
they experience in practice, although they agree that taking into account limitations with 
respect to main storage and time execution means extra design work for the project team. 
Nevertheless, these reports are definitely an indication that dealing with performance issues 
needs improved assistance in this company. At the time the measurements took place, there 
was not enough knowledge about performance issues present. Also project teams would 
spend too little attention to performance issues during the functional design stage, which 
would lead to rework in further stage in the development cycle. Furthermore, there was no 
procedure available for the set up of online performance tests.  
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And finally, the complexity of systems and transactions constantly increases. All these 
factors can give an explanation why performance is an issue that needs attention. 

Currently, there is already ongoing work, mainly through coaching, to improve the 
knowledge about performance in project teams. As it is identified that performance issues are 
not tackled from the beginning of the development cycle, a new initiative has been taken to 
have more attention for performance issues during the project inception phase, more 
particularly at the moment the requirements of the physical architecture are defined. 

 Figure 6: TIME-report 
 

5. Conclusions and Future research 
As we can see from our case study in the bank and insurance company, the proposed 

report where we use the slope of the regression line between SizeE and the Normalised Effort 
can provide a lot of information even when you only have a rather small amount of project 
data. However, these reports do not identify the actions you can undertake to improve the 
productivity. Yet they are an instrument to identify the places where possible problems occur 
and consequently where improvement is possible. When the results of this report correspond 
with the feeling and experience of the experts, this is a clear indication that there is an 
opportunity for productivity improvement. The report can be used to build a business case 
and to visualise to management that it is indeed of importance to invest in software process 
improvement measures to reduce the (negative) effect of this particular effort multiplier. 

 
At this time, we produce the report for each effort multiplier at the same time. As a result, 

we assume implicitly that the influence of the other effort multipliers is estimated correctly 
by the COCOMO II-model and we therefore don’t take into account the new knowledge we 
receive from the reports, namely that these factors are not always correctly estimated in 
relation with this company. In future research, we will investigate whether it is possible to 
use a ‘step-wise regression’ technique to incorporate this extra knowledge into the report for 
the effort multipliers. 
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The results obtained with these reports, namely the new values for the effort multipliers, 
can be used to calibrate the effort multipliers in the COCOMO II-model. In the case the 
model is used as an estimation tool, using the obtained values for calibrating the model would 
definitely improve the accuracy of the predictions, even with such a small amount of data. 
However, in our case, the model is mainly used as a productivity measurement instrument. 
We want to measure the productivity, identify where improvement is possible and finally 
measure this improvement. By calibrating the model, we will loose the initial benchmark and 
the new measurement results will no longer be comparable with the former obtained 
measurements. As such, it will be impossible to measure an improvement. Therefore, in this 
stage of the project, we will not yet use the obtained results to calibrate the effort multipliers. 

 
Next to finding a way to incorporate prior knowledge, we also have to investigate how we 

can capture the productivity improvement with this report. An improvement in productivity 
can result in two effects. Firstly, an action leads to a shift in the rating of an effort multiplier. 
This improvement will not be visible in the report as the estimated effort by the COCOMO 
II-model will incorporate this improvement by giving another rate to the effort multiplier. 
However, a simple report with the frequency of each rating of the effort multiplier enables us 
to detect this shift in rating. Secondly, an improvement might lead to an effort reduction 
rather than a shift in the rating. This change will be visible in a change in the slope of the 
regression lines. However, when a company performs several actions on different effort 
multipliers, it is not clear to which action the measured improvement can be attributed. 
Indeed, suppose a company identified two actions A1 and A2 on two different effort 
multipliers EM1 and EM2 that lead to a global effort reduction of 10%. How much of this 
reduction can be assigned to action A1 and how much to action A2? The reduction in the 
actual effort will lead to a reduction in the Normalised Effort for both effort multipliers EM1 
and EM2. As a result, for both effort multipliers, there will be a change in the slopes. How 
much of the change we measure in the slope of EM1 is actually an effect of action A1 and 
how much is the result of the action on the other effort multiplier? In summary, the question 
remains how we can deduce to which action we can attribute the effect in productivity we 
measure. To solve this question we would need projects for which only action A1 was applied 
and a set of projects for which only A2 was applied. As management is aiming at maximal 
productivity improvement, the company is not willing to invest in such experimental set up 
and all projects will be allowed to benefit from all software process improvement actions. 
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Abstract 
Traditional benchmarking models in software engineering are typically based on the 

concept of productivity, first defined as a single ratio of output to input, and then combined 
with various cost factors leading to a single value. By contrast, the concept of performance is 
more comprehensive than productivity, and can handle other dimensions as well, like quality. 
Multidimensional models, such as those in the QEST/LIME family, are therefore necessary to 
adequately represent performance.  

In software engineering, software process improvement models typically treat productivity 
and performance as two distinct concepts, and at two distinct maturity levels and in distinct 
process areas. This paper explores how information from a comprehensive measurement 
program can be used to analyse performance. The project repository of the International 
Software Benchmarking Standards Group – ISBSG – is used as a case study to illustrate 
various aspects of the multi-dimensional QEST-LIME performance model.   

 
 

1. Introduction 
In organisations with a well-implemented software measurement program, a baseline 

productivity level is typically used for estimating the effort and costs needed for a future 
project.  Productivity is commonly defined as “the amount of output produced per unit input 
used.” Functional size measures, such as IFPUG [21] and COSMIC Function Points [20] for 
instance, are typically used to measure output in the construction of a productivity ratio.   

The concept of performance is, however, more comprehensive than the concept of 
productivity; performance is defined as “the degree to which a system or a component 
accomplishes its designated functions within given constraints” [8]. Performance includes not 
only the outputs of a project, but also takes into consideration other project outcomes.  

This concept of performance is included in some software process improvement (SPI) 
models, such as CMMI [11] and ISO 15504 [12]. In terms of organisational maturity, 
productivity is a maturity level 2 (ML2) concept. In CMMI, productivity is mentioned in two 
process areas: Organisational Process Performance – OPP – and Quantitative Project 
Management – QPM.  

 
The multi-perspective model, called QEST [9] (QEST = Quality + Economic, Social & 

Technical dimensions11), is a multi-perspective model handling several project stakeholder 
viewpoints at the same time in a quantitative manner. After establishing a set of measures for 
each perspective, each measure referring to one or more processes, QEST returns a 
normalized performance value, as well as drilled-down, detailed values which help an 
organisation address the subsequent corrective/improvement actions, driven by the 
established linkage among measures and related processes. LIME is the QEST application 
through the whole software life cycle (SLC), phase by phase. Of course, the implementation 
of such models requires a medium to high level of organisational maturity.  

                                                           
11 A user of the QEST model can define any dimension he may wish. 
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In [1], an illustration of the use of the QEST performance model was presented using 
simulated data from 10 projects.  

 The International Software Benchmarking Standards Group – ISBSG – has defined a 
set of standards for data collection, and collects industry data based on these standards. This 
paper presents an analysis of project performance using release 10 (2007) (R10) of their data 
repository, which contains more than 4,100 projects [2].  

 Section 2 presents some details of the QEST and LIME models, and shows how 
performance can be calculated. Section 3 introduces the ISBSG repository, release 10, with 
an indication of the available fields, as well as a selection of samples and possible views. 
Section 4 proposes a comparison between the productivity- and performance-based 
benchmarking models using the selected project datasets. Finally, section 5 summarises the 
main conclusions and proposes some topics for future work. 

 
2. Multidimensional Performance Measurement: QEST/LIME models 
2.1. The QEST model 

QEST (Quality factor + Economic, Social and Technical dimensions) is a 
multidimensional model for performance measurement [9], based on geometrical concepts 
and applicable to software projects. The QEST model is basically a multidimensional 
structured shell, which can handle many dimensions, as defined in each context according to 
management objectives for a specific project: it is therefore referred to as an open model. 
This topology of performance models makes it possible to handle multiple distinct 
viewpoints, all of which can exist concurrently in a software project. The basic purpose of the 
structured shell of the open model is to express performance as a combination of the specific 
measures (or sets of measures) selected for each dimension, these values being derived 
initially from both an instrument-based measurement of productivity (e.g. hard data) and a 
perception-based measurement of quality (e.g. soft data). A three-dimensional geometrical 
representation of a regular tetrahedron was selected as the basis for the model, and is 
illustrated in Figure 1.  

  

Figure 1: The QEST model 
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A description of the geometrical foundations of the QEST/LIME models and calculation 
rules for them are documented in [13, 14]. Furthermore: 

• The three dimensions (E, S, T in the initial version of the model) in the space 
correspond to the corners of the pyramid’s base, and the convergence of the edges to 
the P vertex represents the top performance level.  

• When the three sides are of equal length, the solid shape that represents this three-
dimensional concept is therefore a pyramid, with its triangular base and sides of equal 
length (tetrahedron). 

 
This pyramidal representation imposes the following constraints: the sides must be equal, 

which is achieved through giving equal weights to each of the three different dimensions 
chosen, and with sides of length exactly equal to 1 (regular tetrahedron). This can be 
achieved in practice by representing the dimensions through normalised values between 0 
and 1 for each of them on a ratio scale. With a 3D representation, it is possible to determine 
and represent performance considering distinct geometrical concepts, such as distance, area 
and volume. The selection of the regular tetrahedron was inspired by the idea that the vertex 
of the 3D shape represents, from a conceptual viewpoint, the convergence of different 
evaluation viewpoints into a final, single one. 

 
In this 3D representation, the ratio between the volume of the lower part of the truncated 

tetrahedron and the total volume of the tetrahedron represents the normalised performance 
level of a project being assessed. The geometrical approach permits representation of the 
measurement of performance in a simple and visual way for ease of understanding. Another 
important element to take into account is the use of normalised values in order to give 
management greater value, in terms of readability, for taking decisions. Other key features of 
the QEST model are: 

• Integrated quantitative and qualitative evaluation from three concurrent organisational 
viewpoints;  

• A three-dimensional geometrical construction to yield a single software lifecycle 
phase value for each project. 

 
The QEST three-dimensional model has also been extended to a generic n 

dimensions/perspectives of calculation. QEST nD [14] can, therefore, be used as a generic n-
dimensional performance model, and it has been proposed that it be used in combination with 
the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) approach [15]. 

 
2.2. The LIME model 

The LIME (LIfe cycle MEasurement) model [16] extends the QEST model concepts to a 
dynamic context, to render it applicable to each step of any topology of software life cycle 
selected. For illustrative purposes, in figure 2, the LIME model considers only a generic 6-
phase waterfall lifecycle. Because of the dynamic and sequential nature of SLC, a notation to 
describe the processes and their flows is required.  

From the various notation systems proposed in the technical literature, the ETVX (Entry-
Task-Validation-eXit) system [10] has been chosen. In this system, the output of the (n-1)th 
phase constitutes the input for the nth one, its processing in turn producing the nth output, 
which will be the input for the (n+1)th phase, and so on. It must be noted that the 
measurement results (I1, ..., I6, O1, ..., O6) can be added, since they have been normalised 
within the QEST model to make them easier to understand and represent in a 3D space. 
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Figure 2: The LIME model 
 
The key features of the LIME model are: 
• Flexibility of the distinct relative contributions from the three dimensions (E, S, T) in 

each phase. 
• Flexibility of the distinct relative contributions between quantitative and qualitative 

evaluations in each phase. 
• Different sources for QF calculation. 
• Flexibility in selecting suitable measures and ratios for each life cycle phase. 

 
A refinement of LIME tailored to project risk management, called R-LIME, is 

documented in [17]. 
 

2.3. QEST/LIME models and Performance Targets 
The p values in QEST/LIME models represent a consolidation of the final performance 

project/life cycle phase values, and can be used to set targets for future performances. In 
QEST, performance calculation is performed at the whole-project level. In LIME, the 
iterative definition, collection and analysis of multidimensional measures consolidated into 
the single p performance values at each life cycle phase offer the feedback required to make 
adjustments to the project processes in a timely fashion, both for the next phase and for 
designing future improvements to the process of the preceding phase. Therefore, performance 
at the ith phase is derived from that particular combination from the list of selected ratios (x1, 
x2, …, xn), and represents the dependent variable in this series of relationships. The following 
formula represents performance at time t=i: 

 
Errore. Non si possono creare oggetti dalla modifica di codici di campo. (1) 

 
while for derivation of performance levels of the (i+1)th phase: 
  

Errore. Non si possono creare oggetti dalla modifica di codici di campo. (2) 
 
Once the performance pi+1 values have been derived, it will be possible to use them for 

cost estimation, as indicated in the CMMI PP, within the specific practice SP1.4-1. 
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3. The ISBSG R10 Data Repository 
3.1. Available fields 

The ISBSG collects more than a hundred data fields, including nominative and 
quantitative ones. The complete list of data fields is available in the Data Collection 
Questionnaires [4, 5] 12. Seven groups of information have been collected: 

• Submitter Information: information about the organisation and the people filling out 
the questionnaire. 

• Project Process: information about the project process. The information collected can 
be detailed along the various phases of an SLC. 

• Technology: information about the tools used for developing and carrying out the 
project and for each stage of the SLC. 

• People and Work Effort: three groups of people considered: development team, 
customers and end-users, and IT operations. Collected information includes 
information about the various people working on the project, their roles and their 
expertise, and the effort expended on each phase of the SLC. 

• Product: information about the software product itself (e.g. software application type 
and deployment platform, such as client/server, etc.). This also includes functional 
size. 

• Project Functional Size: measures collected on the quantity of functionality the 
project delivered. 

• Project Completion: information on project duration, defects, number of lines of code, 
user satisfaction and project costs. 

 

                                                           
12 http://www.isbsg.org/html/Data%20CD%20R10%20Field%20Descriptions.pdf  
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3.2. Selection of data samples in the ISBSG Repository – R10 
To compare the performance of projects in the ISBSG repository, a common set of 

indicators (defined in terms of ratios) was selected from such list of measures to represent the 
three perspectives (E, S, T) [1]. Table 1 lists the quantitative fields from the ISBSG R10 
repository that can be useful for creating sets of indicators. 

 
Table 1: Quantitative fields from ISBSG R10 (2007) 

Group Measure Description Id. # 
Sizing Functional Size Unadjusted Function Points UFP m01
Effort Normalised Work Effort Full life-cycle effort for all teams 

reported 
NWE m02

Productivity Normalised PDR (ufp) Normalised Productivity Delivery 
Rate in hours per functional size unit 

NPDR m03

Schedule Project Elapsed Time Total elapsed time for the project in 
calendar-months 

PET m04

Quality Total Defects Delivered Total number of defects reported in 
the first month of use of the software 

TDD m05

Max Team Size The maximum number of people who 
worked at any time on the project 
(peak team size) 

MTS m06Effort Attributes 

Average Team Size The average number of people who 
worked on the project 

ATS m07

Input Count The unadjusted size of external 
inputs  

EI m08

Output Count The unadjusted size of external 
outputs 

EO m09

Enquiry Count The unadjusted size of external 
inquiries 

EQ m10

File Count The unadjusted size of internal 
logical files 

ILF m11

Size Attributes 
(IFPUG/NESMA
/Mark II) 

Interface Count The unadjusted size of external 
interface files 

EIF m12

Added The unadjusted size of additions UFPA m13

Changed The unadjusted size of changes UFPC m14

Size Attributes 
(all methods) 

Deleted The unadjusted size of deletions UFPD m15 

Size (other than 
FSM) 

Lines of Code The number of the source lines of 
code (SLOC) produced by the project 

LOC m16

 
For the purposes of this study, the projects selected had to meet the following criteria: 
• A class “A” or “B” Data Quality Rating. 
• The functional size value considered was UFP. 
• Non-blank fields for the number of defects detected within one month of the delivery 

of the software product. 
• Non-blank fields for the detail on the number of BFC (Base Functional Components) 

according to the functional size measurement method chosen. 
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Tables 2 shows the results from the data preparation process used to determine the 
samples on which the performance values were calculated according to QEST calculation 
rules. 

 
Table 2: Preparation of ISBSG R10 data: IFPUG projects  

Step Attribute Filter Projects 
Excluded  

Remaining
Projects 

1 Functional Sising Approach13 = IFPUG 825 3281 
2 Data Quality Rating (DQR) = {A | B} 177 3104 
3 UFP Rating = {A | B} 313 2791 
4 Total Defects Delivered ={non-blanks} 2276 515 
5 IFPUG BFC (EI, EO, EQ, ILF, EIF) ={non-blanks} 269 246 
6 Project Elapsed Time ={non-blanks} 9 237 
7 Max Team Size ={non-blanks} 76 161 
8 Average Team Size ={non-blanks} 122 39 

= {New Development} 18 

= {Enhancement}  16 9 Development Type 

= {Re-development} 

 

5 
 
The projects identified as having data available for the required analysis were grouped into 

the following samples: new development projects and enhancement projects, along with their 
size measured with the IFPUG standard for functional size measurement. Table 3 shows the 
two samples with enough projects for analysis. 

 
Table 3: Samples from the ISBSG R10 repository 
Dev. Type / FSM method IFPUG 

New Development A (18 projects) 
Enhancement B (16 projects) 

 
3.3. Selection of the common set of measures 

Using the measures presented in Table 1, a list was compiled of the ratio/indicators 
identified for each of the three perspectives (E, S, T) and is presented in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: Common set of selected measures  

Ratio Id. Description E S T
m1/m2 UFP/NWE  Productivity x   x
m5/m1 TDD/UFP  Defects/FP     x
m6/m7 MTS/ATS  Max team size / avg team x x  
m2/m4 NWE/PET  Schedule Compression Index x    
m5/m4 TDD/PET  Defects/Prj Elaps.Time   x x
m1/m4 UFP/PET  Duration Delivery Rate x   x

(m11+m12)/m1 (ILF+EIF)/ 
UFP*100  

% file / UFP [only for IFPUG projects] x   

(m8+m9+m10)/ 
m1 

(EI+EO+EQ)/ 
UFP*100  

% transactions / UFP [only for IFPUG projects] x   

 
                                                           
13 No further filter has been considered with respect to the IFPUG versions. 
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Table 5 shows the result for sample A (IFPUG method – New Development projects). For 
the first ratio (m1/m2 – productivity), the minimum and maximum values are 0.01 and 0.66; 
these are referred to as Rmin and Rmax. 

 
Table 5: The data for IFPUG sample – New Dev (n=18) 

 
m1/ 
m2 

m5/ 
m1 

m6/ 
m7 m2/m4 m5/m4 m1/ 

m4 

(m8+m
9+m10 

/m1 

(m11+m12) 
/m1 

 
UFP/ 
NW

E 

TDD/ 
UFP 

MTS/ 
ATS 

NWE/ 
PET 

TDD/P
ET 

UFP/ 
PET 

(EI+EO
+EQ)/ 

UFP*10
0 

(ILF+EIF)/ 
UFP*100 

Project 
# 

Prod
uctivi

ty 

Defects/ 
FP 

Max 
team 

size / avg 
team 

Schedule 
compress. 

Index 

Defects/
Prj 

Elaps.Ti
me 

Duratio
n 

Delivery 
Rate 

% file / 
UFP 

%transaction
s / UFP 

1 0.28 0.01 1.00 50.75 0.13 14.00 0.46 0.54 
2 0.05 0.02 1.46 562.00 0.57 27.71 0.31 0.69 
3 0.09 0.06 1.43 219.25 1.13 19.63 0.31 0.69 
4 0.02 0.00 1.41 3614.00 0.00 76.00 0.32 0.68 
5 0.23 0.03 1.00 146.67 1.00 33.33 0.29 0.71 
6 0.06 0.00 1.43 414.57 0.00 23.52 0.32 0.68 
7 0.07 0.09 1.52 1263.75 7.92 91.25 0.40 0.60 
8 0.22 0.01 1.21 748.40 1.00 165.60 0.18 0.82 
9 0.01 0.01 1.00 1691.00 0.25 17.50 0.59 0.41 

10 0.09 0.00 1.26 14938.00 1.00 1326.00 0.32 0.68 
11 0.05 0.01 1.33 1262.00 0.50 64.50 0.40 0.60 
12 0.03 0.03 1.58 1712.00 1.20 43.30 0.51 0.49 
13 0.04 0.01 1.46 1567.22 0.43 64.91 0.25 0.75 
14 0.06 0.03 1.00 643.53 1.13 39.00 0.36 0.64 
15 0.05 0.01 2.05 2071.25 1.06 95.81 0.27 0.73 
16 0.02 0.01 2.24 1768.00 0.27 36.67 0.34 0.66 
17 0.66 0.00 2.00 112.00 0.00 73.86 0.22 0.78 
18 0.27 0.01 1.00 426.67 0.67 114.00 0.33 0.67 

Max 0.66 0.09 2.24 14938.00 7.92 1326.00 0.59 0.77 
Med 0.06 0.01 1.42 1005.20 0.62 53.90 0.32 0.37 
Avg 0.13 0.02 1.41 1845.06 1.01 129.26 0.34 0.37 
Min 0.01 0.00 1.00 50.75 0.00 14.00 0.18 0.00 
 
Next, in each sample, the Rmin and Rmax values are used to calculate the normalised 

value for each of the selected ratios (these are their minimum and maximum values 
respectively).  The R values are calculated as follows: 

 
( ) ( )minmaxmin RRRAbsValue −−  
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Table 6 shows the application of those values required to obtain the normalisation for the 
ratio referred to one of the projects from sample A (P012): 

 
Table 6: Common set of selected measures (IFPUG – New Dev – project P012) 

P012 RATIO NAME E S T Rmin Rmax Abs 
Value 

R 
Value 

m1/m2 UFP/NWE Productivity x  x 0.01 0.66 0.03 0.023 
m5/m1 TDD/UFP Defects/FP   x 0.00 0.09 0.03 0.319 

m6/m7 MTS/ATS Max team size 
/ avg team x x  1.00 2.24 1.58 0.468 

m2/m4 NWE/PET 
Schedule 

Compression 
Index 

x   
50.75 14938.00 1712.00 0.112 

m5/m4 TDD/PET Defects/Prj 
Elaps.Time  x x 0.00 7.92 1.20 0.152 

m1/m4 UFP/PET Duration 
Delivery Rate x  x 14.00 1326.00 43.30 0.022 

(m11+m12) 
/m1  

(ILF+EIF) 
/UFP*100  % file / UFP x   0.18 0.59 0.51 0.802 

(m8+m9+m10 
/m1  

(EI+EO+EQ)
/UFP*100  

%transactions 
/ UFP x   0.41 0.82 0.49 0.198 

 
Table 7 shows the application of the normalised values in order to determine the single 

performance value by perspective. With few quality measures or information about quality 
issues available in the ISBSG repository for such projects, the assumption in this study is to 
consider the usage of the QEST model only using the above quantitative measures, based on 
ISO 9126 measures and reflecting the qualitative evaluation on the software product under 
production, and not taking into account the Quality Factor (QF) 14. 

For permit comparison, the Weights (column 1) are the same for all projects for all 
samples. Their sum in each perspective is equal to 100% (the greater the ratio per measure by 
that perspective, the higher the value assigned).  

Acceptability threshold values come from the median normalised values for a sample 
multiplied by the related weight established by perspective, and represent the assumed 
acceptable value for moving progressively towards a slight but continuous improvement. For 
instance, referring to productivity (e1), 3.35% is the acceptability threshold derived from 
historical values, in this case project values being below expectations. 

 
Finally, the Delta values are given by the difference between the weighted final values 

(column 3) and their related acceptability thresholds (column 4), and represent the starting 
point for a process improvement action. 

                                                           
14 http://www.geocities.com/lbu_measure/qf/qf.htm. 
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Table 7: Performance levels by perspective (IFPUG – New Dev – project P012) 

  Weight 
(1) 

R values 
(2) 

Final 
Values 
(3=1*2) 

Acceptability 
Threshold 

(4) 

Delta 
Values 
(5=3-4) 

E    0.145 0.330 -0.185 
e1 Productivity 0.45 0.023 0.010 0.033 -0.023 
e2 Max team size / avg team 0.05 0.468 0.023 0.017 0.006 
e3 Schedule compress. Index 0.15 0.112 0.017 0.010 0.007 
e4 Duration Delivery Rate 0.20 0.022 0.004 0.006 -0.002 
e5 % file / UFP 0.10 0.802 0.080 0.030 0.045 
e6 %transactions / UFP 0.05 0.198 0.010 0.032 -0.023 
  1.00      

S     0.215 0.250 -0.035 
s1 Max team size / avg team 0.20 0.468 0.094 0.068 0.026 
s2 Defects/Prj Elaps.Time 0.80 0.152 0.121 0.063 0.059 
  1.00       

T     0.123 0.420 -0.297 
t1 Productivity 0.35 0.023 0.008 0.026 -0.018 
t2 Defects/FP 0.25 0.319 0.080 0.024 0.056 
t3 Defects/Prj Elaps.Time 0.20 0.152 0.030 0.016 0.015 
t4 Duration Delivery Rate 0.20 0.022 0.004 0.006 -0.002 
  1.00     

 
Therefore, the performance results by perspective for project P012 from sample A are: 

Pe=0.145; Ps=0.215; Pt=0.123. These results show that this project has some positive values 
(over expectations); for instance, the Economic perspective is 18.5% below expectations, 
according to these thresholds. All the negative values in the Delta Values column will be 
analysed in an upcoming project meeting, looking at the relationships among the base 
measure producing such indicators. For instance, Productivity is below expectations, for both 
the Economic and Technical perspectives.  

Knowing the overall status and background of the project, we could explain these results 
in a number of ways. For instance: 

(a) The low UFP number produced over the project elapsed time is due to a project team 
being less experienced and less productive with the environment/technology. 

(b) The particularly large amount of non-functional work effort reduced the nominal 
productivity.  

(c) There was a scope-creep problem, due to low-filtered traceability during the project 
lifetime.  

 
Based on the candidate causes identified by the project’s experts during a brainstorming 

session, the following lessons learned could be useful for future projects (or for replanning a 
current project, assuming that the data are from live projects within an organisation), 
respectively:  

(a) Make controlled substitutions among project team members, taking care to balance 
the members’ soft skills, past experience with the environment/technology and daily 
costs.  

(b) Redefine the Acceptability Threshold value for productivity related to this kind of 
project, where there is clearly a different balance between the functional vs. non-
functional effort than previously established/supposed; 
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(c) A stricter control on requirement change management within the specified project, 
P012, thereby avoiding this kind of phenomenon during the project lifetime. 

 
Applying the QEST formula for determining the overall performance value [14], where 

n=3, we have: 

 ( )∏
=

−−=
N

I
ipp

1

11  
(3) 

 
with a final p result equal to 0.4111, which represents an average performance value, both 

in absolute and relative terms (in fact, it is a normalised value and, looking at Table 8, it is 
aligned with average and median values across such a distribution respectively). Table 8 
shows the results for the 18 projects contained in sample A. 

 
Table 8: Overall performance levels (IFPUG – New Dev – n=18) 

 Pe Ps Pt     
 E S t 1-pe 1-ps 1-pt P 

P001 0.269 0.013 0.172 0.731 0.987 0.828 0.402 
P002 0.119 0.132 0.097 0.881 0.868 0.903 0.309 
P003 0.140 0.183 0.237 0.860 0.817 0.763 0.464 
P004 0.137 0.066 0.015 0.863 0.934 0.985 0.207 
P005 0.218 0.101 0.232 0.782 0.899 0.768 0.460 
P006 0.122 0.069 0.026 0.878 0.931 0.974 0.204 
P007 0.165 0.883 0.495 0.835 0.117 0.505 0.951 
P008 0.235 0.135 0.180 0.765 0.865 0.820 0.457 
P009 0.117 0.025 0.048 0.883 0.975 0.952 0.181 
P010 0.482 0.144 0.270 0.518 0.856 0.730 0.676 
P011 0.125 0.104 0.065 0.875 0.896 0.935 0.267 
P012 0.145 0.215 0.123 0.855 0.785 0.877 0.411 
P013 0.122 0.119 0.055 0.878 0.881 0.945 0.268 
P014 0.116 0.115 0.143 0.884 0.885 0.857 0.330 
P015 0.161 0.277 0.091 0.839 0.723 0.909 0.448 
P016 0.148 0.227 0.037 0.852 0.773 0.963 0.365 
P017 0.555 0.162 0.359 0.445 0.838 0.641 0.761 
P018 0.266 0.067 0.187 0.734 0.933 0.813 0.444 

      Max 0.951 
      Median 0.407 
      Average 0.422 
      Min 0.181 

 
The same calculations are also performed for the other enhancement projects in the 

IFPUG sample, and the results are presented in Table 9. 
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Table 9: Overall performance levels (IFPUG – Enhancements – n=16) 
 Pe Ps Pt     
 E s t 1-pe 1-ps 1-pt P 

P001 0.156 0.237 0.149 0.844 0.763 0.851 0.451 
P002 0.072 0.056 0.167 0.928 0.944 0.833 0.270 
P003 0.185 0.131 0.097 0.815 0.869 0.903 0.361 
P004 0.113 0.067 0.137 0.887 0.933 0.863 0.286 
P005 0.042 0.000 0.017 0.958 1.000 0.983 0.059 
P006 0.074 0.000 0.051 0.926 1.000 0.949 0.121 
P007 0.153 0.231 0.093 0.847 0.769 0.907 0.410 
P008 0.207 0.429 0.364 0.793 0.571 0.636 0.712 
P009 0.092 0.000 0.039 0.908 1.000 0.961 0.128 
P010 0.729 0.873 0.820 0.271 0.127 0.180 0.994 
P011 0.057 0.000 0.026 0.943 1.000 0.974 0.082 
P012 0.079 0.029 0.073 0.921 0.971 0.927 0.171 
P013 0.035 0.000 0.009 0.965 1.000 0.991 0.044 
P014 0.121 0.184 0.204 0.879 0.816 0.796 0.429 
P015 0.155 0.097 0.099 0.845 0.903 0.901 0.313 
P016 0.337 0.000 0.267 0.663 1.000 0.733 0.514 

      Max 0.994 
      Median 0.299 
      Average 0.334 
      Min 0.044 

 
4. Analysing results from performance benchmarking models 

After the performance values for the two datasets have been presented, they can be 
analysed from different viewpoints. The first analysis addresses the question: Does one 
project have a better performance than another? Let us look at projects P002 and P003 from 
the New Development dataset, with p=0.26 and p=0.42 respectively. On the basis of the 
consolidated performance value, it is evident that project P003 has a better performance than 
project P002. Figure 3 shows the two data flows for the calculation and analysis using the 
QEST model. 

 
Figure 3: Calculation and Analysis data flows with the QEST model 
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For calculating the final performance value, values from the measure level are aggregated 
into ratios per perspective (in this case, the economic, social and technical) in order to derive 
the performance levels to be aggregated into the final performance p. For analysing and 
comparing projects for improvement purposes, the opposite path must be taken: from the 
final p value to the perspectives’ performance values, to the ratios, and finally to the single 
measures composing the ratios.  

In this case (projects P002 vs. P003), the more obvious difference is at the second level 
(performance levels by perspective), where there is a noticeable distance between pt values 
(14% more for project P003). At the third level (the ratio level), for the technical perspective, 
project P003 presents positive values relative to project P002 for t1: Productivity, and t3: 
Defect/Project Elapsed Time, but not for t2: Defect/FP, where both projects have a positive 
value, or t4: Duration Delivery Rate, where both have quite similar negative values.  

So, the analysis must go into even more detail, to the third level (the single base 
measures): this is the level of the measures composing the ratios t1 and t3: FP and the 
normalised work effort for t1 and the defects and project elapsed time for t3 respectively. 
Looking at the details of the ratios derived from project P002, the level of t1 (productivity), 
which falls short of expectations, can be explained at least by two possible situations: a low 
capacity of the current team to produce the expected amount of functionalities within the 
assigned timeframe, or a large amount of non-functional effort impacting on the nominal 
productivity levels [19], while at the t3 ratio level (Defect/Project Elapsed Time), both 
projects have a similar elapsed time but project P003 has twice as many defects.  

Looking back at the detailed ISBSG records for the two projects, P002 (ISBSG id. 11718) 
is an outsourced public administration project, while P003 (ISBSG Id. 12080) is an internal 
development project for the chemical sector. P002 was produced in Java and refers to a 
transaction/production system and P003 was produced in PL/1 for an office information 
system. P002 was developed with an average of 4.8 people, and P003 with an average of 2.8 
people.  

 
Some possible high-level hypotheses could be generated from this analysis based on the 

ISBSG data for projects P002 and P003 in the new development subset: 
• A difference in project productivity levels (e1 and t1 ratios) is either a people issue or 

the result of a different distribution between the functional vs. non-functional effort. 
Returning to the project data, P002 seems to have a larger number of environments to 
which to connect (e.g. Lotus Domino under SUN platforms) than P003. 

• Given about the same elapsed time, fewer people working on a project results in 
greater propensity for defects and greater pressure to deliver on time. In our study, the 
elapsed time was about the same for the two projects (8 calendar months for P003 vs. 
7 for P002), and the number of people in P003 was about half that in P002. 

• … 
 
It is now time to present a second candidate analysis: the benchmarking models based on 

the analysis of three relationships: functional size vs. effort, plus two others where 
performance is the dependent variable, effort vs. performance and functional size vs. 
performance.  

Because performance is calculated as a combination of measures, and each measure 
should be related to one or more SLC processes for process improvement actions, it could be 
useful for organisations with a well-established measurement repository to look at estimation 
of their next performance levels using size and effort figures as independent variables in an 
estimation model. For instance, estimating the next project by analogy or from experience, 
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and assuming a measurement system with well-established relationships, an estimated 
performance level derived from the project’s own historical data would allow a project 
manager to make some hypotheses for each measure composing that local definition of 
performance. After an iterative process with a what-if analysis on the outcome with a certain 
distribution of values, it would be possible to make planning for the start of the next project, 
as well as replanning of projects in progress, easier and more detailed. Table 10 summarises 
the results, and the best of these are highlighted in bold.  

 
The first relationship to investigate is the one between functional size and effort. The 

strongest relationship is in the sample of new development projects measured (n=18) with 
R2=0.52. 
 

Figure 4: Functional Size vs. Effort 
 
The second relationship to investigate is between functional size and performance. The 

strongest relationship here exists in the enhancement project sample (n=16) with R2=0.78, 
while the other sample has an R2 which is substantially lower, at around 0.12-0.13. 

 

Figure 5: Functional Size vs. Performance 
 
The third relationship to investigate is between effort and performance, and it is the 

weakest one. 

Figure 6: Effort vs. Performance 
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The effort vs. performance relationship is the worst of the three presented; functional size 
vs. effort is the second best; and functional size vs. performance is the best (more than 77%). 
Table 10 summarises these results. 

 
Table 10: Linear regression equations and R2 by relationship type 

Relationship FSMM Dev. type N R2 Rank Equation 
Size vs. Effort IFPUG New Dev 18 0.5220  y=17.133x+1907.8 
 IFPUG Enhance. 16 0.0915  y=5.8857x+1345.3 
Size vs. Performance IFPUG New Dev 18 0.1218  y=0.0002x+0.2814 
 IFPUG Enhance. 16 0.7794 ☺ y=0.011x+0.0257 
Effort vs. Performance IFPUG New Dev 18 0.0216  y=-3E-06x+0,4059 
 IFPUG Enhance. 16 0.0567  y=2E-05x+0,2885 

 

Finally, the rankings for the productivity and performance values for the two datasets can 
be compared. Table 11 shows the results for dataset A (New Development projects) and 
Table 12 the results for dataset B (Enhancement projects). 

 
Table 11: Productivity and Performance Ranking (New Development: n=18) 

# ISBSG 
Id. 

Fsu NWE Prod 
(hrs) 

Prod 
(m/d) 

P Ranking – 
Productivity 

Ranking – 
Performance

P001 11465 112 406 0.28 2.21 0.402 2 10 
P002 11718 194 3934 0.05 0.39 0.309 12 13 
P003 12080 157 1754 0.09 0.72 0.464 6 4 
P004 12310 456 21684 0.02 0.17 0.207 16 16 
P005 14257 100 440 0.23 1.82 0.460 4 5 
P006 14863 494 8706 0.06 0.45 0.204 10 17 
P007 19665 1095 15165 0.07 0.58 0.951 8 1 
P008 20677 828 3742 0.22 1.77 0.457 5 6 
P009 21908 140 13528 0.01 0.08 0.181 18 18 
P010 22338 1326 14938 0.09 0.71 0.676 7 3 
P011 24768 258 5048 0.05 0.41 0.267 11 15 
P012 26294 433 17120 0.03 0.20 0.411 15 9 
P013 28180 1493 36046 0.04 0.33 0.268 14 14 
P014 28589 585 9653 0.06 0.48 0.330 9 12 
P015 28819 1533 33140 0.05 0.37 0.448 13 7 
P016 30455 550 26520 0.02 0.17 0.365 17 11 
P017 31784 517 784 0.66 5.28 0.761 1 2 
P018 32133 171 640 0.27 2.14 0.444 3 8 
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Table 12: Productivity and Performance Ranking (Enhancements: n=16) 
# ISBSG 

Id. 
Fsu NWE Prod 

(hrs) 
Prod 
(m/d) 

P Ranking – 
Productivity 

Ranking – 
Performance

P001 10481 304 5377 0.06 0.45 0.451 14 4 
P002 10783 202 1171 0.17 1.38 0.270 7 10 
P003 11474 195 1717 0.11 0.91 0.361 9 7 
P004 12583 265 1464 0.18 1.45 0.286 5 9 
P005 15274 53 703 0.08 0.60 0.059 11 15 
P006 18873 42 242 0.17 1.39 0.121 6 13 
P007 19114 392 15729 0.02 0.20 0.410 16 6 
P008 21580 545 8740 0.06 0.50 0.712 13 2 
P009 21686 235 2024 0.12 0.93 0.128 8 12 
P010 22168 848 730 1.16 9.29 0.994 1 1 
P011 24093 149 1532 0.10 0.78 0.082 10 14 
P012 25714 249 3877 0.06 0.51 0.171 12 11 
P013 26189 51 949 0.05 0.43 0.044 15 16 
P014 29491 262 1417 0.18 1.48 0.429 4 5 
P015 29644 490 2192 0.22 1.79 0.313 3 8 
P016 31360 244 300 0.81 6.51 0.514 2 3 

 
It is possible to note differences between the two series of results: few projects have high 

levels of both productivity and performance at the same time. Among the new development 
projects (Table 11), project P017 is an exception, as is project P010 on the enhancement 
project list (Table 12). The situation is different for new development project P001 (Table 
11), which is the second most productive project, but only tenth in terms of performance 
levels obtained, and so on (remembering that productivity is a ratio of two absolute measures, 
while performance, as previously defined, is a weighted measure, and so locally dependent 
on the weights an organisation assigns to the selected ratios according to its priorities). In this 
case, productivity is the ratio with the highest weights assigned for the Economic and 
Technical perspectives (see Table 8) and is represented in Table 13, where relative project 
rankings are presented. 

 
Table 13: Relative Productivity and Performance Rankings  

Dataset  A<B B<A A=B 
A (new dev) Abs 9 6 3 

 % 50% 33% 17% 
B 

(enhancements) Abs 
10 5 1 

 % 63% 31% 6% 
Legend: A=rank (productivity); B=rank (performance) 

 
These values can lead to a series of possible action plans for improvement. Since 

performance is a high maturity level concept which logically includes productivity, the 
design of an improvement path requires analysis across all the perspectives (economic, 
social, technical), with a different balancing of weights across the selected measures.  

This periodical analysis could help us rethink the way projects are led and also the way 
they are monitored and controlled. It is not necessarily true that a high-productivity project is 
successful because it achieves multiple business goals at the same time. It is rather a question 
of balancing multiple goals and constraints across the project life cycle. 
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5. Summary 
While traditional cost estimation models in software engineering are mainly based on the 

concept of productivity (defined as the ratio between output and input), there is a more 
comprehensive and more mature concept to take into account, which is performance.  

Performance can be calculated in several ways. In this paper, it was calculated with the 
QEST model, and we have illustrated the application of the model using the ISBSG data 
repository, release 10 (2008). In particular, two data samples (new development projects and 
enhancement projects), and a set of eight ratios associated with the three perspectives 
suggested by the QEST model (economic, social, technical) were used to calculate the 
performance value p for each project. Comparisons of the rankings of both productivity and 
performance illustrate that performance leads to a broader coverage of business goals, with 
more than a single perspective at a time.  

The analysis of multidimensional performance values, through models such as QEST, can 
bring benefits such as: 

• A comprehensive measure of performance possible using the measures already 
collected in a measurement plan. 

• A continuous internal benchmarking activity conducted among projects, based on 
their own historical data. 

• Not much additional effort or costs required to gather more data in order to derive a 
performance value, as, in this case, only eight (8) ratios/measures were used and 
distributed across three perspectives (economic, social, technical )15. 

 
Other performance analyses could be carried out with other samples from the ISBSG data 

repository, and investigations could be conducted on the impacts of relationships of various 
variables on the performance results themselves. Analysis by size ranges (as recommended in 
[3] could also be of interest. 
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No Metrics, No Risk Control 
 

Celestina Bianco 
 
 

Abstract 
Risk Analysis and Control, Risk Driven, ALARP (AsLowAsReasonablePossible); all these 

are known principles and they are basic in Critical Software. International standards are 
integrating the concept of Risk Management and the main principles. It has been announced, 
for example, that the next version of ISO 9001 will recognise the importance of Risk 
Management in a company, and will include it in the set of process fundamental to guarantee 
customer satisfaction. Risk Management is a stepwise and cyclic activity, affecting all the 
technical and administrative processes involved in the company business. There is a risk in 
risk management itself: missing or partial use of objective evidences. A correct and 
substantiated objective weighing of the risks before and after mitigations is the key to an 
effective risk control. 

The current version of ISO 9001 has emphasised the concept of indicators, used for the 
evaluation of the company’s objectives, of process performance and quality of product and 
services. Those measures can become the input data for Risk Management. In an engineering 
company that delivers critical apparatus and software, the Project Plan includes a Risk 
Management Plan. A simple MAPPING can be made BETWEEN typical budget, timing and 
quality RISKS of a software project management, AND the values of INDICATORS, gathered 
during the execution of that project, parallel or previous ones. Data will support rating, 
suggesting mitigations and control efficacy. 

We will discuss in these pages typical project risks, will present mitigations and mapping 
to indicators, as well as showing examples of failure of risk control due to failure of use of 
objective data. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
In evaluating risks and mitigations in a critical system, to decide how much is needed and 

enough to control them, the main guideline is to maintain consideration of the ALARP 
principle, that is “reduce the risks to As Low As Reasonably Practicable”. It means to 
consider all the harm that a product can generate if it does not have the expected reliability, 
and in parallel, to balance them with the benefits missed if, whilst seeking perfection, the 
product is not made available ! 

Reducing the risk of a product to the lowest practicable level, means also to consider that 
mitigation can add complexity, and complexity can lead to misunderstanding or misuse, 
delays, difficulties in management,…. i.e. generate additional risks. 

Reducing the risk of a project, means to optimise and control all those activities and 
processes that are involved in the product design, manufacturing, servicing; a control which 
again must be careful and thorough, but never so much as to impede a reasonable price and 
time to market. 
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The ALARP principle, generally applied to safety critical products, can be applied to 
Project Risk Management. 

All in all, each organisation has to define its Risk Management Plan, answering a series of 
questions such as:  

• Which are the factors to consider?  
• What and how much do you have to mitigate? Which are the costs? Which are the 

benefits?  
• Which is mandatory for regulations and what is it worth for my business?  
• Which approach fits both exigencies? 

 
If we are talking of products which are not life critical, the concepts of Risk Analysis and 

ALARP principle apply in exactly the same way, with the difference that the scope of risks to 
consider is narrower and the mitigation less strict. Optimising business and quality always 
imply a risk management. 

 
2. Risk Management : Analysis & Control 

• Liability, safety, performance are non-functional requirements of fundamental 
importance in Software, especially for highly critical systems. Failing those 
requirements have serious implications, commercial, ethical and legal. 

• Business success is a requirement for all projects. Failing those requirements has 
severe consequences for any company. 

 
Risk Management is the approach for maximising the benefits and minimising the costs 

for satisfying both requirements above. The two blocks of the Risk Management process, 
Risk Analysis and Risk Control, are fundamental to avoid, prevent, or reduce the probability 
of risks & / or to mitigate the severity of the consequences. 

 
• Risk Analysis identifies all the potential causes of risks in an early phase. 
• Risk Control identifies mitigation and verifies the efficacy, progressively and 

iteratively assuring the balance between protections and the complexity or 
inconvenience that they can add. 

 
Risk Management is stepwise and cyclic: during design of a product or a service, perform 

an analysis of potential risks and of the root causes, weigh the consequences, design, 
implement and verify the protections; when a product is delivered, control the efficacy of the 
protection and continuously monitor for any new potential risks. 

The tendency to include risk management in project planning and management is 
becoming a common good practice which can be a safe and efficient approach for a software 
manufacturer. 

 
3. Risks and Measures 

Let us consider an example of risk management for a project. Consider a typical list of 
risks that may cause deviations in the time to market, quality or budget. The goal is to reduce 
the consequence of the risk or its probability of occurrence.  

Risks can be mitigated, controlled and monitored if related to objective data: values of the 
indicators below the warning threshold, indicate that the mitigation has met its goal. 

Identification and use of the correct indicators to rate the risk at the beginning and during 
the project execution, verifies the efficacy of mitigation. The higher the severity of the risk, 
the more important the monitoring of the mitigation. 
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The list of risks is reviewed each time the project enters a new phase. The risks and their 
severity can change depending on the phase of the project, as well as the selection of 
indicators. 

While risks can be quite similar for a few projects in a company, mitigations do not. As 
they depend on the project, especially those related to technology, personnel and skills. 

 
Risk Severity Indicator Warning 

Threshold 
MMiittiiggaattiioonn  IInnddiiccaattoorr  

VVaalluuee  
Requirements not 
properly specified 
cause redo or poor 
testing 

High #Doc defects / 
#Defects  
Average Coverage  

>= 10% 
 
< 80% 

  

High change request 
rate cause instability 
of schedule shift 

High #Changes / 
#Requirement 
#Regression Defs / 
#Changes 

> 10% 
 
> 50% 

  

Use of innovative 
platforms and III Party 
SW 

Medium % Defect on 
affected areas 

> 30%   

Newcomer project 
leaders 

High Schedule deviation 
% open defects 

> 20% 
> 20% 

  

Newly entered 
business  

Medium Effort distribution  
Defect distribution 
(originator) 

Design + redo 
> 50% 
Extern > 40% 

  

Limited resources High Schedule deviation 
% open defects 

> 20% 
> 20% 

  

People turn-over Medium % reopen defects > 15%   
High number of 
severe defects found 

Medium Defects distribution 
(severity) 

> 10% severe   

 
4. Examples 

Let’s analyse examples of the use of data for monitoring mitigation efficacy. They can 
also suggest additional actions to improve the efficiency. 

 
4.1. Risks from poor specification 

Design of testing performed in parallel with design of the application is the mitigation 
identified for the Risk “Requirements not properly specified cause redo or poor testing”.  

Three months after the first internal cycle, values of indicators are over the threshold. A 
further analysis shows that the number of requirements defined before starting the design 
phase was not enough to allow for detailed specifications. Mitigations corrected the trend, but 
the cost of the correction is high within the overall budget and implies delay. 
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The experience done brings to the definition of a rule as preventive action to avoid 
repetition of the risk in other projects. That is: the design will not start until at least 60% of 
requirements are defined. This rule that does not match with the tendency to use agile 
software development cycle suggested for higher flexibility and customer satisfaction, may 
itself result in a risk. Analysis of trend of indicators will help to confirm or reject the rule. 

 
4.2. Risks from limited resources 

Setting priorities is the mitigation designed for the risk derived from limited human 
resources available to be assigned to a project. That means carry out a dynamic analysis of 
commercial priorities, the consequent definition of milestones by priority, the identification 
of the most critical areas of the application and the definition of priority in the test suite.  

The monitoring made through the values of the indicators, shows that the definition of 
milestones optimises the development efforts and avoids deviation from schedule, but the 
percentage of open defects is above the threshold. A more detailed analysis shows that open 
defects have two origins: not enough time to investigate them and delay in testing, due to 
insufficient test platforms.  

 
Those data suggest an additional mitigation that is shared use of test platforms from the 

production plant. 
 

4.3. Risks from people turnover 
Design documentation and periodic project status meetings attended by all the team 

members are the mitigation identified for the risk to product stability and schedule deriving 
for a high people turnover; they are designed to minimise the impact by sharing project 
knowledge. 

For different reasons the project suffers a high turnover and the value of indicator increase 
no matter the mitigation is implemented thoroughly. From an analysis of effort distribution, 
resulted that for schedule pressure, the effort dedicated to reviewing the documents and the 
code produced was close to zero.  

 
The experience brought to a review of the schedule, with application to the design tasks of 

a multiplicative factor of 20%, to consider reviews. 
 

4.4. Risks from high number of severe defects 
A “straightforward” mitigation to prevent the impact of severe defects on the project 

schedule is to start error detection as soon as possible, through a verification parallel to all the 
development cycle. 

The test efforts started at the very beginning of the project, by a team independent from 
development. In spite of that, the percentage of severe defects detected increases at each 
version that is released for internal testing.  

Data suggest an extra analysis about the test effort; the analysis shows that dedication for 
test is more that adequate, almost the same as development. This data is the key for 
interpretation and solution: development is assigned to an external group, without specific 
requirement for unit test before integration. In this specific case the mitigation had to be 
detailed due to the team composition.  

 
The experience brought to addition in the development process of the requirement of a 

structural test coverage never lower than 50%. 
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5. Examples of data misuse 
Let us see the contrary example of actions taken which had no effect or even a bad result, 

due to the misuse (or no use) of data to identify and monitor them. 
 

5.1. Risks from unstable requirements 
Formalisation of the change request process, including discussion with the customer and a 

formal approval process, that should limit the requests to those actually worth implementing, 
is the mitigation identified for the risks deriving from a high change rate. The indicator 
chosen to verify the efficacy of the mitigation action is the number of requests of change 
accepted in a 3 months period, with a threshold of 15.  

With a value of 10, the risk is considered mitigated. When the application appears to be 
unstable, the value 10 of the indicator drives the focus on something else than the quality and 
stability of requirements.  

On the other side, analysis with indicators used by other projects to monitor this problem, 
shows that the number of regression defects is high, because the initial requirements are few, 
not detailed, and the changes are generic, affecting most of the areas. The change request 
process has been formalised but not correctly applied 

 
The conclusion is that the mitigation is appropriate but indicators chosen had not detected 

the deviation in its implementation. 
 

5.2. Risks from innovative technology & platforms 
The most natural mitigation for the risks deriving from use of technical innovations is a 

pre-evaluation of the new methodology or environment. On the other end, the selection 
process of platforms and tools is often limited by the technical offer, by time and budget. A 
good trade off is to monitor the effects (benefits and problems) since the first iterations of the 
life cycle.  

The choice of the indicator of the validity of the selection process is important. An 
indicator such as “performance”, whilst simple and immediate in some environment, is not 
appropriate when safety and reliability are mandatory.  

In real specific cases, performance much better than minimum required indicated risks 
mitigated properly. On the contrary, the platform selected gave serious problems of delay and 
of customer satisfaction during the final validation of a product. 

 
For critical applications, safety “equivalence” indicators have to be identified, such as 

for example comparison of stability of modules designed as protections of major risks. 
 

6. Conclusions 
The list of risks is a live element in a project. New risks can appear, others become 

irrelevant, severity can increase or decrease, as well as the actions needed to mitigate them. 
The identification of indicators to monitor the efficacy is as important as the identification 

of the mitigations as it allows optimisation and triggering of the efforts. The best indicators 
are those which are naturally correlated with the process and which are often already 
considered, informally, for project management. In addition, good indicators are those which 
have also the appropriate frequency of sampling, which means those whose values change 
with a frequency adequate for the analysis of risk mitigation plan. 

The examples illustrated are simple application of the analysis. 
In a classic and always valid GQM (Goal Questions Metrics [2]) approach, we could say 

that 
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• With the Goal of controlling risks and/or minimising consequences in a SW product 
Life Cycle.  

• From the Question “are the mitigation actions appropriate, effective and sufficient”?  
• We derive the Metrics, identifying the Life Cycle Process indicators that measure 

efficacy in lowering the probability or severity of the consequences. 
With the additional care of:  
• Using indicators that are easy to measure and “naturally linked” to the processes. 
• Using indicators that have a frequency of change similar to interval between 

milestones and process checkpoints. 
• Reviewing questions and answers frequently, … but not too much! 

o Don’t change indicators and/or analysis methods the first time they don’t seem 
to be the best ones. 
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WEDNESDAY, 28 MAY 2008 
 
08:45 Registration 
09:30 Opening 
 
09:45 KEYNOTE 

Risk measurement & Perception: A critical issue  
Roberto Meli  
D.P.O. – Data Processing Organisation, Italy 

 
10:30 Risk framework for outsourced strategic IT system development from the 

client perspective  
Lili Marziana Abdullah a, b, June M. Verner b  
a School of Computer Science and Engineering, University of New South 
Wales, Australia  
b National ICT Australia, Sydney, Australia 

 
The academic literature has identified a series of risks connected with IT development and 

IT outsourcing. Much of the research has been centred on the vendor side, identifying risks 
that can threaten internal software development. Some of the research, however, does not 
take a particular perspective on outsourced risk, i.e. does not specify if the client or vendor is 
the owner of the risk. However, research on risks in the context of strategic IT system 
development outsourcing is almost non-existent. Failure to understand and manage risks can 
result in serious losses and outright failure of the outsourced strategic IT system development 
projects. This will subsequently seriously affect the achievement of client’s strategic business 
objectives. 

 
This study investigates from the client perspective, risks that are most likely to cause 

failure in a strategic IT system development outsourcing project. Discussion on the nature of 
a strategic project is presented and definitions of what a strategic IT project actually is, are 
explored. This study examines strategic IT systems from a business strategy perspective and 
presents the characteristics of a strategic IT system by synthesising material from the 
management literature as well as the IT literature. Such definitions are currently lacking. The 
research then develops a framework that categorises strategic IT development risk. 

 
An initial review of the literature covers the opposing aspects, as risks from three different 

streams of literature, namely IT development, strategic IT and IT outsourcing, and reported 
examples of strategic IT system development outsourcing project failure in the literature are 
examined. Examples of strategic IT systems are determined based on the proposed 
characteristics of strategic IT systems. Risks are then evaluated against the project failures 
and the failure factors existed in the literature to determine which risks that client perceives 
to be most likely to contribute to outsourced project failure. Using the variety of risks in the 
literature and the different IT outsourcing stages as a basis, a conceptual risk framework is 
developed and tested in a preliminary case study which investigates the development of a 
strategic system developed concurrently in Australia and Malaysia. 

 
The conceptual framework proposed identifies and differentiates between risks that are 

important to client organisation and most likely to cause failure, and those that are not 
important to the client in an outsourced strategic IT system development. 
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The framework is tested with an outsourced project and feedback from the case study has 
enabled us to modify our framework. 

 
We developed a comprehensive definition of a strategic IT system, and then identified 

risks that are of importance to client organisations that develop such systems. We defined and 
tested a conceptual risk framework that will assist clients to focus their attention on potential 
problems that can lead to failure of the outsourced strategic IT system development. While 
this study presents many findings based on a review of the literature it does test the 
framework developed though a preliminary case study. Additional case studies are required 
to further validate both the risks and the framework. 
 

Benefits: 
• Offers insight into strategic IT systems and strategic IT systems development 

outsourcing. 
• Provides an understanding of existing research on risks related to the area and 

strategic IT system development project failures. 
• Highlights to organisations considering and embarking such outsourcing, the risks 

that are most likely to cause failure so that appropriate measures can be taken. 
• Provides a framework of risks for outsourced strategic projects and validates this 

framework on a case study. 
 
11:10 Coffee 
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11:30 Software process measurement utilisation from the project risk perspective  
 Jari Soini  
Tampere University of Technology, Finland 

 
Nowadays software projects are carried out mainly by means of processes. The basic idea 

behind using processes is to optimise operations and also stabilise the quality of the software 
products. The quality of the software product is just one of the key aspects when evaluating 
the final result of the software project. On the other hand, it is well known that the quality of 
the product is highly dependent on the quality of the process used during its creation. 
Moreover), from the process point of view, measurement is one of the key instruments for 
controlling the process and its quality. 

 
In practice, the purpose of software process measurement is to control and monitor the 

state of the process as well as the product quality and also to provide for predictability. It can 
be stated that measurement offers an instrument, which enables software development work 
to be more visible. Measurement can also be used to help perceive the potential risks well 
before they can evolve into a real problem. Furthermore, experience has shown that the 
utilisation of process measurement to prevent problems from occurring, as well as 
recognising the possible risks related to software development work is a far from easy task. 
In the software industry in general, the nature of the software products being developed is 
unique and this aspect causes certain challenges when performing and focusing on 
measurement during the implementation of the software development process. However, with 
the help of process measurement, both product quality and process performance can be 
monitored and also affected positively. 

 
There are a lot of measurement targets on offer, but in the real world, the volume of 

measurement is effectively limited by time and money constraints. This paper presents how 
measurement of the software process and product quality is implemented in practice, based 
on insights gained from experience in the IT industry. Firstly, the results of an empirical 
research project illustrate, where the measurement is usually focused. Secondly, we evaluate 
the possible risk factors for software project success in relation to the process sectors, which 
are less covered, or totally without measurement. 

 
Finally, we discuss the probable reasons for observations made i.e. that process 

measurement research and practice lag behind the use of other measurements and its possible 
correlation with the difficulties related to measuring software processes. “Specula” is a 
generic framework for implementing software cockpits within an organisation using 
standardised control components. It consists of four parts: (1) a logical architecture for 
implementing software cockpits, (2) a conceptual model formally describing the interfaces 
between data collection, data interpretation, and data visualisation, (3) a construction kit of 
control components implementing the conceptual model, and (4) a method of how to select 
control components according to explicitly stated control goals and setting up project control 
for a specific development organisation. The article will give an overview of the Specula 
framework and illustrate how to use it for implementing project control mechanisms for 
different environments. The focus is on how to describe control components (such as Earned 
Value Analysis and Milestone Trend Analysis) in a generic way and how to select the right 
control components based on organisational goals. Furthermore, related approaches will be 
described and the usage in industrial case studies will be discussed. 
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Benefits: 
The study that we have executed provides empirical information related to software 

measurement. The results show where the measurement is focused in practice and which are 
the less measured sectors, and thus the potential risk areas in which a process could fail 
during software development work. This paper aims to enhance the awareness of the 
relationship between software processes and process measurement as well as recognising the 
sectors that receive less or no measurement at all in practice and therefore as a consequence, 
are potential risk factors in software projects. 
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12:05 Scope Management - A Case that Sailed the Seas of Change  
 Frank Vogelezang  
Sogeti Nederland B.V, The Netherlands 

 
We all hear stories about failed IT projects and how hard it is to manage those projects 

properly. But we hardly hear why those projects failed. Many IT projects fail because they 
had to live up to unrealistic expectations. A lot of research has been done about the dynamics 
of software projects and a great deal about the dynamic behaviour of software projects is 
already known. All too often we do not use this knowledge and all too often another software 
projects goes wrong. 

With the northernSCOPE approach we are able to manage the scope of a software project 
by making sensible use of experience from the past and what research has taught us about the 
dynamic behaviour of software projects.  

In this paper we describe a real-life project. All the way from idea to implementation. We 
demonstrate that northernSCOPE is not a complicated academic endeavour, but a 
straightforward, down-to-earth approach that helps the project manager manage the scope of 
a software project. For each of the twelve steps of the northernSCOPE approach the practical 
steps that have been taken to navigate the project out of possible danger zones is described. 
For each step the underlying theory is translated to practical use to the project manager and 
his customer. Each time the project ran into new requests that were out of scope or added 
new requirements or constraints to the project, the northernSCOPE approach was used to 
demonstrate the effect of giving in to these new requirements and of not giving in. It is not a 
story of a great success with a textbook project, but that of a project that could prove all 
along the way to deliver value for money for the customer. 

 
Benefits: 
• Learn about the northernSCOPE approach for Scope Management. 
• See a practical case where northernSCOPE was applied and see how this approach 

has helped the project manager to manage changes to a project. 
 

12:40 Lunch 
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14:00 Outsourcing testing activities – How to prove cost reductions?  
Harold van Heeringen  
Sogeti Nederland B.V, The Netherlands 

 
Outsourcing (parts) of the ICT organisation is these days for many organisations a hot 

item. In some cases the entire ICT department is outsourced to a domestic or to a foreign ICT 
supplier, but most organisations outsource only part of their ICT operations. In many cases 
this part is the development part or the enhancement part, but nowadays also a trend can be 
watched with regard to the outsourcing of all system testing activities. One of the major 
drivers in outsourcing is always the possibility to realise cost reductions. When outsourcing 
development activities, these cost reductions are quite easily measurable. It is possible to 
calculate the costs per function point for the development activities in-house and also the 
price per function point of the outsourcing partner(s) and the difference indicates the amount 
of cost reductions that can be realised. 

 
When outsourcing test activities, this model will not suffice. Although it is possible to 

measure the price per function point for test projects, there is one more important variable. 
This is the test performance delivered: how many defects have been found compared to the 
defects that should have been found. While the price per function point for test projects may 
be lower when outsourcing test activities, it still may be possible that there will be no cost 
efficiencies. This is due to a larger number of defects than necessary residing in the software 
and the work that is needed to correct these defects as they occur in acceptance test and in 
production phase. The number of defects that are expected to be found in the testing phase is 
highly dependent on the way that the development of the project has been carried out. If this 
was a project with a relatively short duration and with a relatively large team size, the 
number of defects expected is relatively high. It is therefore not possible to evaluate the 
testing performance objectively without taking into account the way the project has been 
developed. 

 
In this paper a model will be presented that will help organisations to assess the real cost 

efficiencies that they can gain when outsourcing testing activities. The model benchmarks the 
real project data against the expected project data based on the results from one of the most 
widely used project estimation tools: QSM SLIM Estimate. Both the amounts of hours spend 
while testing and the number of defects found will be taken into account. 

 
Benefits: 
Delegates will learn about the difficulties in measurement of cost savings related to 

outsourcing testing activities. There are a number of variables that heavily influence the 
outcomes of test projects and most of these influences are coming from outside of the test 
project. The model proposed will be helpful in order to be able to assess cost efficiencies 
properly when dealing with the outsourcing of testing activities. 
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14:35 Practical Guidelines for Introducing Software Cockpits in Industry  
Marcus Ciolkowski, Jens Heidrich, Jürgen Münch  
Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE), Germany 

 
In order to successfully conduct development projects, one crucial success factor is the 

existence of well-specified and coordinated development processes. Therefore, it is necessary 
to have efficient management and controlling mechanisms in place. Many companies are 
currently establishing so-called software cockpits for systematically supporting quality 
assurance and management. A software cockpit is comparable to an aircraft cockpit, which 
centrally integrates all relevant information for monitoring, controlling, and management 
purposes. In practice, a variety of simple dashboard approaches for project control exists. 
More comprehensive approaches that support advanced management techniques and allow 
for organisation-wide data collection, customised interpretation, and visualisation are rarely 
implemented. 

 
Despite significant progress in recent years, setting up and establishing software cockpits 

such that organisations have sustainable benefits is still a challenging task: First, a 
measurement culture has to be established within an organisation and has to become part of 
daily life in order to assure high quality and up-to-date data for project control. This requires 
goal-oriented derivation of key performance indicators, integration of data collection 
procedures and control mechanisms into the development processes, and analysis and 
interpretation of results in the context of project goals and organisational goals. In addition, 
strategies are needed that define how to effectively introduce controlling mechanisms (e.g., 
through appropriate training of all team members) and gain acceptance by team members. 
Second, successful deployment of software cockpits needs to take many factors into account, 
some of which are changing frequently. These factors include the number of organisations 
and people involved, the number of distributed development locations, the heterogeneity of 
development platforms and techniques, the complexity of functional and non-functional 
requirements, as well the experience of the people responsible for controlling and steering a 
project. Especially in the area of global development projects (across different organisations 
within different countries), heterogeneous processes resulting in incompatible workflows and 
data make it even harder to control and steer the project. Third, to create a sustainable 
measurement program, gaining management support for software cockpits is crucial. This 
requires empirical evidence on the benefits, risks, and costs of software control mechanisms 
compared to projects without quantitative project control. However, there are currently only 
very few empirical studies that address these issues. 

 
Empirically validated guidelines can support successful deployment of software cockpits 

by addressing the challenges mentioned above. This article presents guidelines derived from 
experiences with setting up and establishing software cockpits in industry. They cover issues 
related to defining appropriate measurement systems, implementing and tailoring software 
cockpits, deploying software cockpits, controlling distributed and global projects, and 
analysing success factors and benefits of software cockpits. The guidelines were initially 
derived from industrial case studies (several implementations of software cockpits in 
industrial practice, including software development for logistics systems, information 
systems, and web applications) and from two large research projects (the special research 
project SFB 501 and the applied research project Soft-Pit). We enriched the guidelines by 
illustrating typical problems and solutions encountered during our industrial case studies. 
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In addition, we used expert opinions collected during two workshops on software cockpits 
to interpret and enrich findings from the case studies. The article concludes with a research 
roadmap for controlling software and system development projects and an outlook on future 
research. 
 

Benefits: 
The readers will learn about challenges in the area of setting up and introducing software 

cockpits in industry and will be supported with practical guidelines on how to overcome 
those problems. The guidelines are based on experience that was systematically gathered in 
several industrial case studies and research projects. The guidelines address, for instance, the 
following issues: 

• Selecting the right key performance indicators and determining context-specific 
thresholds. 

• Integrating software cockpits into the organisational processes. 
• Analysing data for project control in the context of project goals and higher-level 

business goals. 
• Social and organisational issues related to the deployment of software cockpits (such 

as overcoming acceptance problems). 
• Specific issues that need to be considered in controlling global projects. 

 
In addition, the article will provide a research roadmap, including a list of the most 

important research questions to be tackled from a practitioner’s viewpoint. 
Industrial case studies illustrate that benefits from following the guidelines include: being 

able to identify and reduce risks related to introducing software cockpits, being more efficient 
in setting up and adapting project controlling mechanisms, allowing for more transparent 
decision making regarding project control, being able to achieve higher acceptance of the 
underlying measurement program within a company, reducing the overhead of data 
collection, increasing data quality (especially for manually collected data), and, finally, 
achieving projects that are easier to plan and control. 
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15:10 A real case of Function Points usage in the software asset evaluation for a 
company’s branch acquisition  
Luciano Luciani, Roberto Meli, Franco Perna  
D.P.O. – Data Processing Organisation, Italy 

 
Software is essentially an immaterial asset and its evaluation is not a simple task, at all. 

Many approaches could be used for this and any one of them has its advantages and 
disadvantages. 

 
This presentation is intended to illustrate the activity of software asset evaluation for a real 

case of company’s branch acquisition based on an “On Line Tribute system” in a public 
administration context, using the approach of the "replacement cost". The process of 
evaluation, according with this principle, responds basically to the question: "what would the 
cost of remaking the existing software as it is currently configured be if we restart from 
scratch and how long should we wait until it is available in operation?" The consulting 
activity was configured as an estimate of FP using the Early & Quick approach and deriving 
costs and time for a development project from scratch hypothetically run to yield a system 
"as it was" at the moment of evaluation without considering the costs "layered" related to 
maintenance that have occurred in time to set the asset as it currently was from a different 
starting point. 

 
Many development options were explored in order to simulate different scenarios and 

finally three of them were chosen to compare one to each other: internal development, 
external development and a mixed one. Quality and technical factors were considered in the 
model and a concept of “fitness for use” was adopted in order to guarantee the adequacy of 
the architectural characteristics to the customer requirements. Immediate availability was 
considered as an important value factor since the services couldn’t be stopped to wait for a 
new system to be delivered. Development duration was transformed into economical value. 

 
The consultancy results were used in a negotiation process to establish a final value for the 

software asset and to conclude a deed of assignment. 
 

Benefits: 
Participants will be faced with actual solutions to the following problems: 
• How to use Function Points in a software asset evaluation? 
• How to derive an economical value for an already existing software application? 
• How to use previous information in a formal negotiation? 

 
15:45 Coffee 
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16:10 Strengthening CMMI Maturity Levels with a Quantitative Approach to Root-
Cause Analysis  
Alain Abrana, Luigi Buglione a,b  
a École de Technologie Supérieure (ETS) – Université du Québec, Canada  
b Engineering.it S.p.A, Italy  
 

This paper discusses and analyses the opportunity to approach to typical TQM qualitative 
tools such as Root-Cause Analysis (RCA), expressed with the well-known Ishikawa (or 
Fishbone) diagrams, in a quantitative manner. The addition of a control measure at the end of 
each ‘cause’ leaf can help decision-makers in a better determination of corrective actions in 
terms of ‘how much’ resources to introduce into the related action plan. ISO 15939 
Measurement Information Model can be the proper tool helping in deriving such measures, 
overcoming the inner limitations of Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC), providing a 
direct process improvement at ML2 on Measurement & Analysis (ME) and at ML3 on 
Organisational Process Focus (OPF, SP1.4) as well as on the General Practice GP2.8 
(Monitor & Control the Process) across all the process areas involved in each single cause-
effect analysis. 

Furthermore, the communication issue is discussed, proposing an alternative way to 
express Ishikawa diagrams, through Mind Maps and how they can facilitate the diffusion and 
usage of RCA into organisations. 
 

Benefits: 
• To profitably use ‘old’ but common-sense TQM techniques with a new flavour, for its 

quantitative usage in projects, as done yet in Defect Management with ODC 
(Orthogonal Defect Classification), but enlarged. 

• To stress the relevance and value of gathering data from multiple sources, using RCA 
as a further opportunity to take more precise corrective/improvement actions based on 
your own historical data. 

• To introduce a different manner to express Ishikawa diagrams with Mind Maps, 
increasing the communication value to more stakeholders as possible. 
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16:45 Controlling software acquisition: is supplier’s software process capability 
determination enough?  
Fabrizio Fabbrini, Mario Fusani, Giuseppe Lami   
Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologie dell'Informazione del C.N.R., Italy 

 
The success of the acquisition process depends on the capability of effectively managing 

the relationship between customer and suppliers. The agreement on single requirement 
baselines can be insufficient if not accompanied by a continuous communication all over the 
development of the supply. 

It is a common practice (principally in the European automotive industry) to ask potential 
software suppliers a specific capability profile according to the Automotive SPICE model. It 
is even common that car manufacturers sponsor the initial assessment for determining such a 
capability profile. The return of such an investment is, for the car manufacturer, the 
possibility to know the capability of the supplier’ software process; such knowledge becomes 
one of the main criteria for the supplier selection process. 

 
To assess the capability of the software process, assessors use process instances (i.e. 

projects being representative of the organisation’s business goals) to collect evidences and 
consequently rate the Automotive SPICE process attributes. 

Nevertheless, car manufacturers do not have the guarantee that the project the supplier 
undertakes for a specific supply has the same characteristics of the projects used as process 
instances by the assessors at assessment time. In other words, a new project might be 
designed, planned, managed and conducted with a different level of care, effort and resources 
without following the same good practices as respect the project used as process instances for 
Automotive SPICE assessments. 

 
That should not be surprising. Performing an assessment means to determine, in a 

disciplined manner, the capability of a set of selected processes. Process capability is a 
characterisation of the ability of an organisation’s process to meet current and predicted 
business goals, it is not involved with the evaluation of the specific techniques and 
management choices of a single project. In other words, determining the capability of a 
process means rating the ability of an organisation of achieving the outcomes associated with 
a particular process, no matter how and no matter according what technical or managerial 
solutions. 

 
So, there is no contradiction if an organisation, having a process with high capability level, 

implements that process in a different (and possibly worse) way as respect as the standard 
way it performs. Such a situation doesn’t depend neither on a defect in the SPICE assessment 
model, on a bad assessment made by the assessors, nor on the fact that the organisation 
undertaking the assessment (the software supplier, in our case) was cheating during the 
assessment. It is simple due to management choices of the supplier. It can decide to devote 
different care in project without make invalid the results of the assessments already 
performed. 

 
Such a situation requires that customers integrate the software capability determination 

with other techniques aimed at verifying the correspondence between the evidences collected 
at assessment time and the characteristics of the specific project the supplier is undertaking.  
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A way to cope with this demand is to integrate the assessment results and evidences with 
joint reviews involving both supplier and the customer aimed at evaluating the content of 
specific work products (e.g. the specifications that are to be reviewed, understood and 
agreed) or verifying of managerial aspects of the supplier’s development project (e.g. respect 
of planning, compliance with process requirements, control of risks, …).  
In the paper we intend submit the integration between software process assessment and joint 
reviews is described and discussed in order to identify advantages and possible limitation of 
its application in the practice. 
 

Benefits: 
The paper describes today’s common approaches for managing software acquisition in the 

automotive domain, discusses current problems, and presents a novel approach to improve 
the monitoring and control of software acquisition. The approach presented is practice-
oriented and can be of interest for IT professionals. 

 
17:20 Closing 
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THURSDAY, 29 MAY 2008 
 
09:30 Maturity Metrics  

Celestina Bianco  
Clinical Software Division - NTE S.A., Spain 

 
SPiCE (ISO 15504) is a standard for a capability assessment framework. Standard means 

it has been agreed by all members of the committee and therefore comes from experience and 
consensus. The capability of a company to satisfy customer needs is assessed as a profile, 
which is given by the bi-dimensional combination of a set of processes that are relevant to the 
company and level of maturity of each of them. That level is assessed analysing the 
compliance to attributes that grow at each level. From the “0 level” of chaos, the next step is 
to perform the minimum activities to assure deliverables of each product or service of the 
company. Next level is doing it in similar manner for different programs, next is to formalise 
this similar approach. 

 
Only at 4th level does a metric plan come on board. At that stage a metric plan is applied to 

the entire company and to each project in a default or customised manner. This allows high 
synergy and reuse of all of experience and knowledge, the possibility to optimise resources 
and flexibility to implement changes requested by the customer in rapid, controlled and safe 
manner. 

 
In the previous level a project Life Cycle has been defined and all processes proper of the 

project design and supporting it; indicators have been identified for each of them. The 
database has been populated with values gathered during experience, and are now used in a 
systematic way. Measures such as design and metrics review, audit performance metrics, 
defect distribution, efforts and results, costs, all enter in this plan. And no more than these are 
often requested. 

 
The paper will analyse an example of metric plan considering the concrete process profile 

of a Company. Simple metrics, when used alone, depend on personal initiative and upon 
events, represent an indispensable base for the project, contingency and resource control. The 
same metrics become maturity indicators if inserted in a plan that includes the method and 
strategy to systematically collect, and then analyse data and trends, and above all REACT! 
 

Benefits: 
• Learn about SPiCE and maturity assessment frameworks. 
• See a practical example of metric plan. 
• See examples of application to projects and services. 
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10:05 Requirements Change Management: Why are current change request forms 
inadequate?  
Bee Bee Chua a, b, June M. Verner b  
a University of Technology, Sydney, Australia  
b National ICT Australia, Sydney, Australia 

 
Poor estimates of project time are usually responsible for inadequate project management, 

and resource planning. Therefore, there is a need to investigate and better understand and the 
impact, in terms of effort, of requirement changes on software development projects. 

 
Requirement changes are unavoidable and unpredictable during the development of most 

software projects. Regardless of the software development team size or the size of the 
project, every requirements change must be dealt carefully to ensure that every team member 
understands what the requirement change is, how the change is to be implemented and the 
amount of time needed to correct or to modify the software. 

 
To estimate accurately the individual and group effort required during rework for any 

requirements change is a difficult task for many experienced cost and schedule estimators. 
This is because firstly there is normally not enough data available on which to base a model, 
and secondly there is no useful categorisation of the various requirements types for 
estimating the amount of effort for a requirements change. 

 
IT change control forms designed by industrial practitioners are not based on any 

theoretical framework that categorises requirements changes in a logical, economical and 
structured manner. Practitioners often design change control forms based on the types of 
requirements outlined in project without a real understanding of the requirement’s actual 
characteristics and attributes. Until now, there has been no standard method for categorising 
requirements changes able to provide an understanding (both analytical and theoretical) that 
will enable IT practitioners to categorise requirements changes at both the project level and 
the requirement level. We provide such a categorisation and use this as the basis of a rework 
effort estimation model. 

 
This paper presents a theoretical model that categorises requirements changes and uses the 
categorisation as input into a cost estimation model. This theoretical model will benefit IT 
practitioners in providing them with a method for better effort estimation. The added 
contribution is that it can help mitigate project risks early. 

 
Benefits: 
This work will help delegates understand how different types of requirements changes 

affect the effort involved in making those changes both during development and 
maintenance. 
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10:40 Effort estimation for Agile Software Development Projects  
Andreas Schmietendorf, a, b, c, Martin Kunz b, Reiner Dumke b  
a FHW Berlin – Berlin School of Economics, Germany  
b Otto-von-Guericke-Universität Magdeburg, FIN-IVS, Germany 

 c CECMG - Central Europe Computer Measurement Group, Germany 
 
Agile Software Development Methods are nowadays wide spread and accepted. From the 

Software Measurement point-of-view not all metrics and methods from conventional 
lifecycle models can be used without adoption. Within this paper we want to investigate 
especially the aspect of effort estimation activities for agile software development projects. 
For this we want to show the possibilities and borders of effort estimation tasks and the new 
challenges. 

The following questions are examined: 
1. Which conditions do projects that are executed with help of agile process models 

assume? 
2. Do the classic methods of the effort estimation methods, like Function Points or 

COCOMO are applicable? 
3. Which basic approaches (state of the art) to the effort estimation can be identified for 

agile executed projects at present? 
 
Beside the clarification of these questions, a short overview is given to the key 

characteristics of agile software development methods. For this we want to consider 
especially the industrial accepted XP approach. XP stand for “eXtreme Programming” and 
provides a set of practices, values and principles. These set provides a "best practices" 
approach and should help to carry out successful software development projects. XP 
especially takes into account “feedback” and “change” activities. Feedback and changes are 
important for effort estimation activities too, as through [Glib 2007] noticed. 

"Accurate estimation is impossible for complex technical projects, but keeping to agreed 
budgets is still possible using feedback and change.“  

In addition, an empirical analysis executed in the industrial surroundings offers statements 
about possible problems and borders of the agile procedure. 

The following topics were examined within this empirical analysis: 
• Compare the productivity between XP - and non XP-projects. 
• Compare the productivity before and after introduction of the XP-approach. 
• Compare the productivity in the context of similar development tasks. 
• Analysis of the productivity of maintenance projects executed with help of XP. 
• Comparison of the Load-Factors between XP - and non XP-projects. 

 
  

User Stories
(Story Cards)

Discussion of the 
requirements

Identification of 
the architecture

Functional Size 
Estimation

Prioritization of 
realizing stories

Cust. Cust.
Devel. Devel. Devel. Cust.

Order

Product

...

Supplier

...

Suppliers

Show the list 
of suppliers

Selection of a 
supplier

Change of the 
stored data

STEP – Story Effort Points FEEP – Feature Effort Points SSEP – Subsystem Effort PointsTAEP – Task Effort Points

Sometimes used: ITEP – Iteration Effort Points
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The figure above shows possible approaches to carry out effort estimation activities for 
software development projects under the XP paradigm. The represented activities will be 
executed during the so called planning-phase of an XP-project. The final version of the paper 
will discuss the proposed activities (especially the mentioned point types) in detail. 

 
Benefits: 
• Principles of agile software development methods. 
• Possibilities to carry out an effort estimation for XP-projects. 
• Applicability of the Function Point method for XP-projects. 
• Maturity of the XP-approach within the industries. 
• Empirical analysis about the industrial requirements for agile Projects. 

 
11:15 Coffee 
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11:35 Function Point: how to transform them in effort? This is the problem!  
Gianfranco Lanza  
CSI Piemonte, Italy 

 
The need to estimate the effort of a software project is one of the most important issues in 

ICT world. The use of Function Points to determine the functional dimension of a software 
project is, in CSI Piemonte, the base for deriving the effort and, consequently, the cost. If the 
process to determine the functional dimension in Function Points can be considered a 
deterministic method, based on precise rules defined in IFPUG Counting Practices Manual, 
the process to determine the effort is less deterministic, depending by many factors (some of 
them difficult to evaluate). 

 
CSI Piemonte has developed a model to determine the effort by Function Point through a 

process that, step by step, takes into account some non-functional factors that can influence 
the productivity. Initially a “standard productivity” for the project is established trough two 
parameters: Programming Language (according with Capers Jones Language Programming 
Table) and dimension in Function Point (the productivity decrease if the dimension of the 
software project arises). 

Then the technical and non-functional factors (algorithmic complexity, relations with 
other products, relations with other projects, time binding, etc.) have to take into account to 
adjust productivity. This adjustment could be applied selectively, not necessarily on the 
entire amount of Function Points. 

 
For example, in a same project, productivity for implementing batch processes is often 

considered lower than that for online functionalities. 
 
At this point a risk analysis is performed. This can bring to consider a new effort in order 

to remove (or reduce) some risk, or to consider a contingency: a certain amount of extra time 
being correlated with a risk management activity. In effort evaluation there is also to take into 
account of the activities not correlated with the functional dimension (effort for code data 
management, for example). At the end the total effort is divided into RUP Activities for a 
better scheduling of the project and for deriving costs. 

 
The effort estimate derived by Function Point is compared with the effort estimate derived 

by experience, thus deriving effort from Function Point is not the only method used to 
estimate effort and cost. 

 
Benefits: 
To understand the fact that the transformation from Function Point to effort is not a 

deterministic process but is correlated with many factors (not so easy to estimate). 
Presentation of a method that consider all of them. 
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12:10 Practical experiences of Function Points estimation and measurement in a 
complex outsourcing context of an Italian Public Administration  
Franco Perna, Roberto Meli   
D.P.O. – Data Processing Organisation, Italy 

 
In the management of software procurement in a commercial market environment, 

customer-supplier relationship is among the most important aspects to be considered. In case 
of a delivery including software development, executed under broad contractual outsourcing 
agreements, the economical evaluation process adopted either in the tender process and in the 
day by day management of the contract can make that relationship very critical to be 
managed. 

In the last decade, in the Italian marketplace a big effort has been made to apply 
economical reward processes based on parameters that are objective as much as possible. In 
the ICT domain, this effort led to the spreading of broad (multi-project) agreements based on 
an economical appreciation of software development and enhancement activities derived by 
the amount of delivered functionality, measured by the use of the Function Point method. 

 
Using Function Points is not only a matter of writing appropriate Request for Tenders or 

Supplier’s Offers: it is a matter of designing and operating an estimation and measurement 
process which is compliant with formal contractual provisions and with customer-supplier 
informal expectations. The process should be a good compromise among several attributes 
like precision of estimation and measurement, repeatability of results, easiness of execution, 
low impact on production processes and the like. 

 
Aspects that should be carefully considered when installing a contractual measurement 

system are: 
• Organisation (Roles / responsibilities). 
• Processes. 
• Methods. 
• Tools. 

 
A relevant component of this system is the measurement’s dashboard, an information 
management tool indispensable for contract’s governance. We will show how all of these 
aspects were considered into an actual implementation of the estimation and measurement 
system of an important Italian Public Administration outsourcing contract. 
 

Benefits: 
Participants will be faced with actual solutions to the following problems: 
• How to use Function Points in a software asset evaluation? 
• How to derive an economical value for an already existing software application? 
• How to use previous information in a formal negotiation? 

 
12:45 Lunch 
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14:00 Portfolio €ontrol  
Frank Vogelezang   
Sogeti Nederland B.V, The Netherlands 

 
Most companies realise that IT is not just a debit item, but an investment in their 

competitiveness. The management of this investment is still immature in many companies, 
based on expert judgement or gut feeling. 

 
Effective Portfolio €ontrol requires more than that, it requires management decisions 

based on quantitative metrics. Those metrics for instituting basic Portfolio €ontrol do not 
need to be very complex. 

 
In this presentation some metrics-based best practices will be presented to justify 

investment decisions, to manage maintenance capacity, to underpin the IT budget or to select 
IT projects. 
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14:35 Using Function Point in the Estimation of Real-Time Software: an Experience
 Luigi Lavazzaa, Carla Garavagliab   
a Università degli Studi dell’Insubria, Dipartimento di Informatica e 
Comunicazione, Italy 

 b Syrea, Italy 
 
The paper reports about the estimation of the development effort of real-time software 

using Function Points as the means for expressing the size of the software. 
 
The work reported was carried out at Galileo Avionica (GA), a company that develops 

various types of avionic applications. GA started an exploratory activity aiming at improving 
their estimation process. The immediate goals were the identification of a reliable sising 
method for estimation-oriented software sising, and the adoption of an estimation 
methodology and tool. For practical reasons, the estimation tool was chosen among the best 
commercial proposals. In particular, SEER SEM was considered for adoption. The tool 
accepts both LOCs and FPs as sising units. 

 
The usage of LOCs for estimation suffers from well known problems, the most relevant 

being that the physical size of the software to be developed has to be estimated as well: the 
error in estimating the size sums up with the approximation in the effort estimation, thus 
yielding a result that is often too imprecise to be effectively used in contracting and planning. 

On the contrary, FPs were considered particularly appealing by GA management, since 
they can be computed on the basis of specifications, and can be counted -with some 
approximation- even though the specifications are not known in a complete and detailed 
manner. 

 
Therefore, it was decided to explore the possibility of using FPs, counted according to the 

IFPUG measurement guidelines whenever possible. When the real-time nature of the 
software made IFPUG guidelines inapplicable, we adopted ad-hoc counting criteria, using 
common sense and striving to preserve the principles of Function Point Analysis. 

Actually, FPs are supposed to be not very suitable to represent the size of real-time 
software, since they are believed to fail in representing the inherent complexity of the 
software. Both GA management and the authors were not convinced of this limitation of FPs, 
and decided to verify in practice the performance of FP-based estimation of real-time 
software. 

 
The paper describes the process of estimating the physical size and the development effort 

for 8 projects, on the basis of their functional size expressed in FPs. The paper also stresses 
the importance of determining the factors that, together with the functional size, affect the 
estimates. 

The results of the FP-based estimation are given in terms of: estimated size in LOCs, 
estimated development effort, differences with respect to the actual size and the actual effort 
spent. These results are discussed, taking into account the characteristics of each project. 
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The outcomes of our work are that: 
• FP-based sising of real-time software is feasible and gives reasonably good results. In 

fact, the sizes in LOC estimated by SEER SEM on the basis of the measured FPs are 
quite close to the actual size of the developed software. In other words, the functional 
size in FPs seems coherent with the actual size in LOCs, according to both the 
literature and the employed tool. 

• FP-based effort estimation is also feasible: the estimated effort was considered 
reasonable by the management (also taking into account the actual effort). In practice, 
the estimation based on FPs and the actual effort are quite close in general; the 
differences that were observed in a couple of projects could be explained by the 
particular history of those projects.  

• In general, GA management considered that the estimations could be useful to 
decrease the risk of planning according to an unfeasible budget or underestimated 
development time. Accordingly, they are planning to employ FP-based sising, in 
conjunction with the characterisation of products and process required by the SEER 
SEM tool, in the company estimation process. 

 
Benefits: 
The paper reports a set of experiences in measuring the functional size of real time 

software and estimating its development effort. Participants will learn from our experience 
that using function points to size real-time software is possible, and that this measure can be 
effectively used in estimating development projects. We shall also explain that effective 
estimation requires a good characterisation of the product and development process. The 
characterisation required by the SEER SEM tool and methodology, and how to apply it to 
real-time avionic software, will be also illustrated. 
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15:10 An Innovative framework for software estimation based on COSMIC and 
Design Structure Matrix  
S. Afsharian   
Ericsson R & D, Italy 

 
Effective software project estimation is one of the most challenging and important activity 

in software development. In today’s highly competitive world, accurate software estimation 
can make the difference between successful projects and dismal failures. Proper project 
planning and control is not possible without a sound and reliable estimate. 

For over two decades the software estimation issue has received more than its fair share of 
attention and any tools and techniques have been developed, cultivating expectations for 
improvements in the delivery of software on time and within budget. Techniques like expert 
opinion, analogy, algorithm models, function point and its derived are used by a lot of 
companies. Experiences and data confirm that estimation sising is not so robust to have a 
standard and consistent estimation process. In that sense we can say that the software 
estimation still has a long way to go before finding the right answers. 

 
This thesis, developed in the Ericsson R&D Italy, proposes a new estimation framework 

that, taking into account the state of the art of the project estimation techniques, has the goal 
to find a solution that can be attractive in terms of performance and usability in a business 
context. 

 
Studying the historical projects trends in the R&D we observed that three factors can 

make the difference for the success of a right project estimation: first of all the availability of 
an reliable technique to measure software sising in terms of functional requirements to avoid 
subjective estimation – “what you measure is what you get” is one of the fundament of the 
proposed framework. Second, the awareness that rework is a key factor that impressively 
impacts the project estimations. So the predictions of defectiveness should be done accurately 
instead of simply letting a buffer to limit unexpected impacts. Third, the possibility to have a 
tool that can simulate different planning scenarios having in input technical estimations, 
defect sizes, learning curves, and complexity parameters in terms of range definition. 

 
The customisation of design structure matrix and COSMIC plus the definition of defect 

complexity curves are the components of this new estimation framework. The jointly 
adoption of these three components allows all stakeholders interested in the estimation result 
to have a common view on the prediction with objective data and to understand how 
changing functional and quality requirements can impact the initial estimation. 

 
This thesis shows also the process needed to develop such framework, and the motivation 

that guided the selection of the used techniques. The experiments on significant projects 
validate the innovation of this framework in terms of efficacy and precision. 
 

15:45 Coffee 
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16:10 Size Matters – Avoid The Common Pitfalls That Produce Poor Estimates By 
Using A Structured Approach To Sising The Scope Of An Application  
Andy Robinson, Andy Langridge   
Galorath International Ltd, United Kingdom 

 
Examination of currently-accepted software cost, schedule, and defect estimation 

algorithms reveals a common acknowledgment that assumed software size is the single most 
influential independent variable. It follows then that assumed software size has a significant 
impact on a given estimate’s quality or usefulness, however all too often not enough attention 
is paid to this aspect of a project. 

 
Typical failings are: 
• No clear methodology for sising. 
• Lack of or mixed definitions of size. 
• Taking the system engineers’ estimates as gospel. 
• Not taking account of size growth inherent in all software projects. 

 
This presentation will describe how to define a sising methodology that allows companies 

to improve their estimating process by adopting a more structured approach that takes into 
account the development lifecycle phase at which an estimate is being produced. For 
example, at an early stage you are typically faced with a vague statement of requirements 
which can’t be directly related to any notion of physical size. The estimating process is 
further complicated by the fact that the requirements should be a description of what is 
wanted not what needs to be built. 

 
The presentation will cover an overview of the sising measures that are typically used. 

These include some alternative measures for early stage estimates for new applications as 
well as more traditional direct sising methods. 

 
Sising measures that will be covered include:  
• History Based Sising. 
• Analogy and Pairwise comparison. 
• Direct Measure Sising. 
• Functions. 
• Function Points. 
• Source Lines of Code. 
• Alternative Sising Measures. 
• Business Requirements. 
• Use Cases. 
• Structured Text. 
• Programs. 
• Features. 
• Modules. 

 
It will also cover Galorath’s recommendations for which size metric should be used based 

upon the development lifecycle phase at which an estimate is being produced. The approach 
also takes into account the type project being undertaken, i.e. one size doesn’t fit all. 
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We will look at range of application types including web based developments, re-
engineering projects, package implementations and new developments. Size growth is a 
given for most software projects and it can be defined as the Variability in the baseline 
estimated software size that results from a change in the common understanding of the 
required functionality and/or the context in which the software development project exists. 

 
The presentation will tackle the issue of how to account for size growth associated with 

early stage software projects. The recommended technique is to use a 3 point range that takes 
into account uncertainty and risk. 

 
Most organisations are undertaking maintenance of existing applications; however; one of 

the typical errors we see in determining the size of the project is to focus on overall size 
rather than effective size. In addition with the move towards SOA most companies are faced 
with trying to estimate what is required to redevelopment applications for re-use. 

 
An approach for handling re-use and rework associated with redevelopment of applications 
will be described. This approach can be used for both application maintenance as well as re-
engineering applications for re-use. Galorath has defined a process for categorising re-work 
based upon the effort required to perform redesign, reimplementation and retest. The process 
allows a company to adjust the overall percentage of re-work based upon an assessment of 
requirements using a weighting system to reflect the actual size of the redesign, 
reimplementation and retest effort. 
 

Benefits: 
• Sising methodology for different project profiles. 
• Which sising measures to use at what stage of a project. 
• How to assess and cater for size growth of a project. 

 
16:45 Forum 
 
17:30 Closing 
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FRIDAY, 30 MAY 2008 
 
09:15 Proposals for increasing benchmarking data quality of projects measured in 

COSMIC 
Luca Santilloa, Harold van Heeringenb  
a Clinical Software Division - NTE S.A., Spain 

 b Sogeti Nederland B.V., The Netherlands 
 
With the release of the COSMIC (Common Software Measurement International 

Consortium) measurement method version 3.0 in September 2007, the COSMIC FSM 
(Functional Size Measurement) method has reached a stable and mature status. Almost 10 
years after its inception, COSMIC has proved itself to be a valuable functional sising method 
for a broad range of different software types and domains, including business applications, 
telecommunication software, real-time systems, and hybrid of these, with any kind of logical 
architectural structure. 

 
Many organisations worldwide have already adopted the method, now known briefly as 

COSMIC Function Points, in their operations; still a significant lack of external 
benchmarking data is perceived in the industry. For instance, organisations that are 
measuring in COSMIC have less projects to benchmark themselves to, within the well-known 
ISBGS (International Software Benchmarking Standard Group) benchmarking database 
(currently at version 10), with respect to older generation measurement methods and 
measures, as IFPUG or NESMA Function Points. 

 
In this paper the COSMIC Benchmarking Committee, lead by the authors, will be 

introduced to the public and its goals and intents will be outlined. Topics covered in the paper 
are, among others, suggestions to improve the current ISBSG data collection questionnaire(s) 
for better usage, possibly higher data collection accuracy, and/or for compliance to the 
recently-issued topics of levels of decomposition and levels of granularity, and the 
possibilities to convert old generation measures (as IFPUG and COSMIC) to COSMIC 
measures for practical project benchmarking and estimation purposes. 

 
Benefits: 
• Learn about SPiCE and maturity assessment frameworks. 
• See a practical example of metric plan. 
• See examples of application to projects and services. 
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09:50 Deducing software process improvement areas from a COCOMO II-based 
productivity measurement  
Lotte De Rore, Monique Snoeck, Geert Poels, Guido Dedene  
Leuven Institute for Research on Information Systems (LIRIS), Department of 
Decision Sciences and Information Management Faculty of Business and 
Economics, K.U. Leuven, Belgium 

 
At the SMEF2006 conference, we presented our experiences with the set-up of a 

measurement environment using the COCOMO II - model for software development projects 
in a company in the banking and insurance area. The set-up was part of a larger research 
project on managing efficiency aspects of software factory systems. One year of 
measurements later, a database of 22 projects is obtained. In this paper we will present our 
conclusions and findings after these first measurement results. Despite of the small amount of 
data, a lot of useful information can be obtained. 

 
The effort multipliers in the COCOMO II - model represent the factors that have a linear 

influence on the amount of effort needed for a project. As such, they are a management 
instrument that gives an indication which parameters need attention within the company in 
order to improve the productivity. However, with the report defined in our previous paper 
(which sets out the different values of the effort multiplier against the productivity), no useful 
interpretations could be given in order to advice management. Therefore, a new report needed 
to be constructed. In the paper, we will discuss this new report in which the values of the 
effort multipliers can be identified as the slopes of the regression lines. The goal of the report 
is two folded. Firstly, one can check whether the factors identified by the COCOMO II - 
model as effort multipliers also have an influence on the effort and therefore on the 
productivity of a project in this company. And secondly, one can check whether the amount 
of influence identified by the COCOMO II - model is comparable with the influence we 
detect in the company. 

 
In the paper we will elaborate on the reports obtained with our dataset after the first period 

of measurement. As we will show, even though there was only data available of one year of 
measurement, useful interpretations could already be given to the results as well as 
indications about which actions need to be taken in the company in order to improve the 
efficiency. 

 
Benefits: 
In this paper, we present the report we extracted from a year of measurements with the 

COCOMO II - model. Although only a limited amount of data was collected (22 projects), 
with this report we were able to provide useful information to management with respect to 
productivity improvement possibilities. 
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10:25 Performance Calculation and Benchmarking using the ISBSG Release 10 Data 
Repository 
Alain Abrana, Luigi Buglione a,b  
a École de Technologie Supérieure (ETS) – Université du Québec, Canada  
b Engineering.it S.p.A, Italy  
 

Traditional cost estimation models in Software Engineering are based only on the concept 
of productivity defined as the ratio of output to input; for instance, detailed software 
estimation models, such as COCOMO, include multiple factors into account, but their 
multipliers lead to a single perspective based on the productivity concept. A less explored 
relationship is the one between productivity and performance, often confused as synonymous. 
Well-known SPI models such as CMMI or SPICE (ISO 15504) treat these two distinct 
concepts at two distinct maturity levels (i.e. in CMMI: productivity at ML2, performance at 
ML4) and distinct Process Areas, taking for granted that productivity is an attribute of 
performance, but these SPI models do not explicitly specify what is performance. 

 
Performance is more comprehensive than productivity, and takes into account other 

dimensions such as quality. Multidimensional models, such as the QEST/LIME family of 
models, are therefore necessary to represents adequately performance. 

 
This paper will explore how information from a comprehensive measurement program can 

be used to analyse performance. The information from the projects repository of the 
International Software Benchmarking Standards Group – ISBSG - will be used as a case 
study to illustrate various aspects of a performance model using industrial data. The Release 
10 of the ISBSG which contains data more than 4,000 software projects will be used. 

 
Benefits: 
• To analyse with numbers why ‘performance’ is a wider concept than ‘productivity’ 

using your own historical data or – at the start of the process – external, well-
referenced sources as the ISBSG repository. 

• To stress the relevance in including more stakeholders’ viewpoints than actual when 
taking decisions. 

• To use multi-dimensional techniques for visualising data for monitoring & control 
purposes. 

 
11:00 Coffee 
 
 
11:30 IFPUG functional sizing of GIS software 
 Anna Battistata  

Informatica Trentina, Italy 
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11:45 No Metrics, No Risk Control 
 Celestina Bianco  

Clinical Software Division - NTE S.A., Spain 
 
Risk Analysis and Control, Risk Driven, ALARP (AsLowAsReasonablePossible). All 

these are known principles and basic in Critical Software. Next version of ISO 9000 will 
recognise the importance of Risk Management in any company, and will include the process 
among those needed in the management of the organisation. Risk Management is a stepwise 
and cyclic activity: analysis of potential risks, of the root causes, weighing the consequences, 
design, implement and verify protections. Then control the efficacy of the protection and 
update the list of risks during the life cycle. 

 
There is a risk in risk management: try to do it without objective evidences. Weighing the 

risks before and after mitigations is the key to an effective risk control. ISO 9000:2000 has 
introduced the concept of indicators, mandatory for the evaluation of the company’s 
objectives, of process performance, of quality of product and services. Those measures will 
be the weights and checks in the Risk Management of next version. 

 
In an engineering company, when producing critical apparatus and software, the Project 

Plan includes a Risk Management Plan. A simple mapping can be made from typical risks of 
a software program, in terms of time and quality, for example:  

• “Requirements not properly specified”. 
• “High change request rate”.  
• “Use of non-innovative platforms”. 
• “Newcomer project leaders”. 
• “Newly entered business”. 
• “Limited resources, time, and budget”. 
• “Use of III Party Software”. 
• “Difficult to access to customer acceptance criteria”. 

 
An analysis and control of risks through process indicators, gathered during the program 

or during previous ones, such as: 
• “Number of Requirements”. 
• “Percentage of changes”. 
• “Testability issues”. 
• “Efforts distribution for activities”. 
• “Schedule deviation”. 
• “Test Coverage”. 
• “Defect distributions (for originators, phase, regression, ..)”. 

 
This presentation illustrates and analyses examples of risks, mitigation and effective 

mapping to indicators for control of efficacy and examples of failure of risk control due to 
failure of use of objective indicators. 

 
Benefits: 
• Analyse principles and steps of Risk Management. 
• Analysis of data to weigh risks in common projects. 
• Correlate process indicators with project risks. 
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12:20 KEYNOTE 
Sising to estimate the complete IT project  
Ton Dekkers  
Galorath International Ltd, United Kingdom 

 
12:55 Closing 
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